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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY METHOD DEVELOPMENT FOR SURFACE 
ENERGY ANALYSIS 

 
 
The vast majority of pharmaceutical drug products are developed, manufactured, and 
delivered in the solid-state where the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) is 
crystalline.  With the potential to exist as polymorphs, salts, hydrates, solvates, and co-
crystals, each with their own unique associated physicochemical properties, crystals and 
their forms directly influence bioavailability and manufacturability of the final drug 
product.  Understanding and controlling the crystalline form of the API throughout the 
drug development process is absolutely critical.  Interfacial properties, such as surface 
energy, define the interactions between two materials in contact.  For crystal growth, 
surface energy between crystal surfaces and liquid environments not only determines the 
growth kinetics and morphology, but also plays a substantial role in controlling the 
development of the internal structure.  Surface energy also influences the macroscopic 
particle interactions and mechanical behaviors that govern particle flow, blending, 
compression, and compaction.  While conventional methods for surface energy 
measurements, such as contact angle and inverse gas chromatography, are increasingly 
employed, their limitations have necessitated the exploration of alternative tools.  For that 
reason, the first goal of this research was to serve as an analytical method development 
report for atomic force microscopy and determine its viability as an alternative approach 
to standard methods of analysis. The second goal of this research was to assess whether 
the physical and the mathematical models developed on the reference surfaces such as 
mica or graphite could be extended to organic crystal surfaces.  This dissertation, while 
dependent upon the requisite number of mathematical assumptions, tightly controlled 
experiments, and environmental conditions, will nonetheless help to bridge the division 
between lab-bench theory and successful industrial implementation.  In current practice, 
much of pharmaceutical formulation development relies on trial and error and/or 
duplication of historical methods.  With a firm fundamental understanding of surface 
energetics, pharmaceutical scientists will be armed with the knowledge required to more 
effectively estimate, predict, and control the physical behaviors of their final drug 
products.  
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1 

Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Dissertation Purpose 
The research conducted for the purposes of this dissertation was designed with two 

overarching goals in mind: 1) to serve as an analytical method development report for 

atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement and determine its viability as an approach 

of surface energy analysis and 2) to assess whether models developed on reference 

surfaces such as mica or graphite could be extended to organic crystalline surfaces.  

Though quite comprehensive on the subjects of contact angle and AFM, the enormity of 

these topics precludes a single source solution to the questions at hand.  As such, this 

dissertation will additionally provide a current state-of-the-art review of alternative 

approaches used in industrial and academic environments alike.   

1.2 Review of Surface Energetics 
For the bulk of a liquid in a beaker, each molecule is pulled equally in every direction by 

the neighboring molecules.  These results are a net force of zero.  However, molecules at 

the surface are not surrounded and as such are pulled inwards.  The inward pull creates an 

internal pressure forcing the liquid surface to contract to a minimum surface area.  Thus, 

the surface tension of a liquid is defined as a force per unit length.[1]  Surface tension is 

an older term and mostly used when referring to liquids.  Surface free energy or the 

energy per unit area, is typically just referred to as surface energy.  Throughout this 

report, surface energy will be used to express the energy of liquids and solids.  

Surface energy is relevant whenever a solid comes into contact with another solid or 

liquid.  The surface energetics of the system largely dictates particle interactions.  

Therefore, surface energy is not just important in crystallization, but in any 
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pharmaceutical processes where particle associations and disassociations are required for 

the desired outcome of the process.  Despite the importance, not much recognition is 

given to the characterization of surface energy and its role on product performance.[2]  

For example, dissolution of solids entails the creation of two units from the separation of 

one.  Conversely, wet granulation, roller compaction, and crystallization are processes 

based on the combination of two units to form a single larger unit.  Much of 

pharmaceutical formulation development is either based on trial and error or historical 

practice, without necessarily investing the requisite upfront effort to rigorously 

investigate the underlying scientific fundamentals of these processes.  A proper 

understanding of surface energetics could help in several ways.  First, to aid synthetic 

chemists on polymorph screening and selection, second, to help analytical chemists select 

the proper dissolution media, and third, to assist formulation scientists on particle size 

selection, excipient selection for enhanced compatibility and stability, or manufacturing 

unit operations and process trains.  There is a need to address fundamental questions of 

how surface energy, measured both at the atomic and bulk scales, can be used to estimate 

and predict physical behaviors of pharmaceutical materials. Without this information, 

pharmaceutical development will likely continue to advance only as quickly as 

duplication of historical practice allows.  Thus, the goal of this work is to develop a 

reliable and practical technique to evaluate surface energy.        

1.3 Current State-of-the-Art  
The total surface energy consists of a number of different forces.  These forces can be 

split into dispersion (D) and polar (P) interactions.[3]  
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γ = γ D + γ P 1.1

The principal dispersion interactions result from induced dipole-induced dipole (London), 

dipole-induced dipole (Debye) and dipole-dipole (Keesom) interactions.  The polar or 

Lewis acid-base interactions (as the second term has also been identified) involve 

electron acceptance and donation.  All materials have dispersive forces, and most 

materials will have polar forces (e.g. hydrogen bonding or acid-base forces).[2]  

Historically, a number of techniques have been explored to measure the surface energy.  

The most common techniques are contact angle and inverse gas chromatography (IGC).  

More recently, the AFM has been used to evaluate surface energy.  Subsequent chapters 

will be dedicated to an in-depth discussion of AFM and contact angle. However, it is 

important to provide an overall comparison of these three techniques and present the 

limitations that led to focusing more research towards developing the AFM.   

To characterize materials with IGC, a liquid probe is injected into a column pack with the 

material of interest and the time required for the probe to pass through the column is 

measured.  The time defines the magnitude of the interaction between the probe and the 

stationary phase.  The dispersive surface energy is determined using a series of aploar 

probes, typically n-alkanes.  The measured retention volume (VN) is related to the 

dispersive component as long as the interaction surface area (a) and the dispersive 

surface tension of the probe are known ( D
Lγ ): 

( ) ( ) CNaVRT D
S

D
LN +∗⋅=

2/12/1 2ln γγ  1.2
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where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature,  N is Avogadro’s Number, and D
Sγ is 

the dispersive solid-vapor surface energy to be determined.[3, 4]  The dispersive surface 

energy is the slope determined by plotting RT ln VN against ( ) 2/1D
La γ⋅ as shown in Figure 

1-1.  When a liquid with both polar and dispersive free energy components is used in the 

IGC measurements, the vapors will interact differently and points will lie above the 

alkane line.  The magnitude of this difference is equal to the specific component of the 

surface energy ( )SP
AGΔ  of the powder material in the column.  The electron donor (KD) 

and electron acceptor (KA) properties of the materials can then be related to specific 

surface energy by: 

*ANKDNKG DA
SP
A ⋅+⋅=Δ  1.3

where DN and AN describes the electron donor or base and electron acceptor or acid 

properties of the liquids, respectively.  Using several probes with dispersion and polar 

properties to measure ( )SP
AGΔ , and plotting DN/AN* against */ ANG SP

AΔ , the values of KA 

and KD can be calculated for the material of interest. [3, 5] 

IGC has been used to evaluate the surface energy differences of different batches of 

excipients, crystalline polymorphs, and amorphous material.  IGC is an effective method 

for investigating the surface energy of powder samples, but IGC is thought to 

preferentially probe only the highest energy sites.  Also, with polar probes, the 

reproducibility of the measurements is questionable because retention times are 

inconsistent between sample runs.[4]  The biggest reason IGC was not a focus for this 

work is because of the inability to measure the surface energy on individual crystalline 
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faces.  In order to understand the contribution of surface energy during crystallization, 

another method will have to be used. 
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Figure 1-1:  Schematic diagram showing how to determine the dispersion surface energy 
and the specific surface energy component. 
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The most common method for measuring contact angles is by sessile drop.  A small drop 

of liquid is placed on the surface of a solid from a syringe and recorded with a video 

based goniometer.  The static contact angle can be measured directly by measuring the 

angle between the tangent to the drop surface at the point of contact with the solid and the 

horizontal solid surface, Figure 2-1.  The advancing and receding angles can be 

determined by repeatedly adding or removing the liquid to the forming drop.  The process 

is recorded and the angles are analyzed by software that is integrated with the contact 

angle system.  Once the angles are measured, several indirect models have been used to 

calculate the surface energy.  Most of these models split the total surface energy into 

dispersion and polar (or acid-base) components, similar to the IGC model.  These models 

are discussed extensively in Chapter 2.  

The contact angle method has been used on powders compressed into tablet compacts 

and single crystalline faces.  The experimental challenges for contact angle measurements 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2.  The main limitations of this method are, one, the 

sessile drop is complicated by the stress at the edge of the contact circle causing 

additional surface changes[5, 6], which, in turn, affects the surface energy.  Second, the 

sessile drop method may not be sensitive enough to detect the change in surface energy 

due to the subtle structure change, and large single crystals are needed in order to 

measure the contact angle on particular faces.[7, 8]  

The major problem with IGC is the instrument’s inability to distinguish the surface 

energy of each crystalline face.  Sessile drop can measure surface energy on each face, 

but the limitations listed above drove the need for development of other methods that can 

provide comprehensive surface energy information. 
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Atomic force microscopy is a scanning probe measurement based upon the variable 

displacement of a cantilever tip as it scans across the topography of a solid surface.  The 

forces between the solid surface and the tip result in a deformation of the cantilever, 

measurable by a spatially resolved photodetector.  The instrument is typically operated in 

either contact mode, where the cantilever tip is dragged across the surface or in tapping 

mode, where the tip is oscillated at a known frequency.  However, contact mode is the 

only mode that a positive deflection can be measured and adhesion can be studied.  The 

measured AFM forces are then converted into work of adhesion using either the Johnson-

Kendall-Roberts (JKR) or Deryaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) contact mechanics models.  

The work of adhesion (W) is then defined by surface energy (SE).  Thus, the 

mathematical sequence for determining surface energy with the AFM is 

SEWF →→  

The contact mechanics models and surface energy models are discussed in Chapter 4, and 

Chapter 3 provides a review of the AFM and the methodology used to measure forces. 

The AFM was an attractive tool to use for investigating surface energy because of its 

ability to resolve interactions sub-angstrom, on the molecular level, and because of the 

various disadvantages of using contact angle and IGC.  IGC cannot evaluate single 

crystalline faces and the AFM can evaluate a range of materials because of the nanometer 

sized tips.  While the contact angle can evaluate various surfaces, it is a macroscopic 

method, averaging over surface features that can be different within a specific area.  For a 

surface which is not ideal and inert, it may be difficult to obtain a meaningful surface 

energy based on contact angle measurement.  For these reasons the following objectives 

were investigated to evaluate the capabilities of the AFM.  
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1.4 Objectives  

1.4.1 Specific Aim 1 
The first purpose of this research was to develop the AFM as an analytical method and 

determine its viability as a potential technique for measuring surface energies of various 

crystal systems.   Linearly, this goal was subdivided into five specific tasks: 1) determine 

the surface energy of inert materials using a contact angle method and demonstrate its 

limitations for determining solid-liquid surface energies, 2) evaluate tip properties of an 

AFM probe to calculate forces and evaluate tip sharpness, 3) establish repeatability and a 

model for statistical analysis, 4) assess adhesion mechanics models and develop surface 

energy models for the AFM, and 5) compare the AFM calculations to contact angle 

results.  More concisely, these subdivisions were organized to develop and utilize a 

reference method for comparison (contact angle), to understand the hardware and 

physical considerations of the new method (AFM), to understand and select the most 

appropriate scientifically rigorous mathematical and theoretical models for the new 

method, and to compare the reference standard with the incumbent method.  Much like 

any secondary method of analysis, the AFM required correlation to a primary reference 

method to establish its position.   

1.4.1.1 Determine the surface energy of reference materials using a contact angle 

method and demonstrate the limitations for determining solid-liquid surface 

energies. 

To address specific aim 1, contact angle was used to determine the surface energy of 

reference materials, and thereby, its limitations were evaluated for measuring solid-liquid 
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surface energies.  Graphite and mica were selected as the reference-surface test systems, 

and the sessile drop method was used to measure static, advancing, and receding contact 

angles.  Water, ethylene glycol, formamide, and diiodomethane were selected as the 

liquids to measure wettability and spreadability on the graphite and mica surfaces.  These 

liquids were chosen to investigate how relative degrees of polarity (water > formamide > 

ethylene glycol > diiodomethane) affected their respective contact angles.  Typical 

indirect models were used to determine the solid-vapor surface energy of the two surfaces 

and then the solid-liquid surface energies were calculated from Young’s equation. 

1.4.1.2 Evaluate tip properties of an AFM probe to calculate forces and evaluate tip 

sharpness. 

To calculate the force of adhesion with an AFM measurement, the spring constant of the 

cantilever needed to be determined.  One destructive method and one nondestructive 

method were tested, each of which will be described in detail in subsequent chapters.  Tip 

radii were measured with SEM images from five probes and averaged.  Then a novel 

nondestructive method was used relying on tip reconstruction by scanning a rough image 

and evaluating this image with calculations in SPIP software.  Tip radii are continually 

evaluated with this technique to determine when the tip becomes blunt and unusable. 

1.4.1.3 Establish reproducibility among AFM measurements and develop a 

statistical model for error analysis. 

Parameters were tested to increase repeatability of the force measurements at different 

locations on a discrete sample and with the same tip.  The parameters tested included 

scan size, scan rate, forces applied, and contact area.  Once the forces were measured, a 
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repeated measure mixed model statistical analysis was performed to summarize the AFM 

data. 

1.4.1.4 Assess adhesion mechanics models and develop surface energy models for the 

AFM. 

First, the three adhesion mechanics models that have been developed were evaluated.  

These models are reviewed in Chapter 4 lending to an understanding of the most 

applicable model for samples in this study and determining applicability in future studies.  

Next, four surface energy models were developed.  Since there is currently no method to 

directly measure surface energy, the advantages, assumptions, and limitations are 

presented.  

1.4.1.5 Compare AFM calculations to contact angle results 

All forces were measured using the same liquids from contact angle measurements.  

Environmental conditions were controlled to increase repeatability, including ambient, 

zero percent relative humidity achieved by purging the chamber with nitrogen gas, dried 

hygroscopic solvents (ethylene glycol and formamide), and controlled hydration of 

solvents.  The repeated measures mixed model statistical analysis was used to identify 

any difference in the measurements and what the possible sources of deviation are. 

1.4.2 Specific Aim 2 
The second purpose of this research was to apply the methodology and mathematical 

models developed on references surfaces, such as mica or graphite, to organic crystalline 

surfaces. 
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1.4.2.1 Determine the surface energy of aspirin using the contact angle method. 

Sessile drop was used to measure the contact angles on the two major faces of aspirin.  

Three liquids with different properties were used to explore wettability.  The same 

indirect models were used to determine the solid-vapor surface energy of the two surfaces 

and then the solid-liquid surface energies were calculated from Young’s equation. 

1.4.2.2 Use the methods developed on inert surfaces with the AFM and apply them 

to the crystalline measurements. 

Forces were measured in only controlled relative humidity to determine solid-vapor 

surface energy because solvent trapped in the crystals and water vapor that can adsorbed 

on the surface in ambient conditions prevented engagement of the microscope.  Forces 

were pure aqueous solution, but dissolution on the surface of the crystalline was too rapid 

because of solubility.  Hence, the forces were measured in varying solute concentrations 

on the major faces of aspirin until saturation was reached.  Stability and repeatability in 

measurements were observed at saturation and above.     

The goal in the following chapters is to present the theory and methods of contact angle 

and AFM.  In these chapters, the results from each specific aim will be presented and 

discussed.     

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Copyright © Clare Aubrey Medendorp 2011
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Chapter 2 – Contact Angle 
 

In this chapter, the definition of contact angle and a literature review on the evaluation of 

indirect models developed to calculate surface energy is presented.  Then, the sessile drop 

method is used to determine the contact angles of two reference samples, mica and 

graphite, so that the solid-vapor and solid-liquid surface energy of these samples can be 

calculated.  The final sections of this chapter present the contact angle measurements on 

mica and graphite, the surface energy results determined from the indirect models, and 

the drawbacks of using the contact angle method.   

 

2.1 Contact Angle and Young’s Equation 
 

Contact angle is defined as the angle, θ, formed between the liquid-vapor, solid-vapor, 

and liquid-solid interfaces at a three phase contact line (Figure 2-1).  In principle, on a 

smooth, homogeneous, rigid, isotropic solid surface, the equilibrium contact angle of a 

pure liquid is a unique quantity[9], and Young’s equation is obeyed and can be defined 

by: 

)cos(θγγγ lvslsv +=  2.1

     

where γsv is the solid-vapor interfacial free energy, γsl is the solid-liquid interfacial free 

energy, and γlv is the liquid-vapor interfacial tension (for liquids, often called surface 

tension). 
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Figure 2-1: Sessile drop of a liquid on a solid demonstrating the three-phase boundary. 
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Young’s equation is based on the assumption that the liquid and solid surfaces in contact 

are in equilibrium at a saturated vapor pressure.  However, it is likely that the saturated 

vapor will adsorb onto the solid surface. The equilibrium spreading pressure, πe is 

defined as an adsorption vapor layer that causes a decrease in the solid surface’s free 

energy. [9]Thus, 

elvslsv πθγγγ ++= )cos(  2.2

       

For low surface energy solids, such as polymers and most pharmaceuticals, the surface 

free energy of a solid in vacuum is presumed to be similar to the surface free energy of a 

solid with an adsorbed vapor film present.  For liquids that exhibit finite θ > 10°, it is 

assumed that the spreading pressure is negligible (πe ≈ 0). [2] 

At the surface of liquids, the surface tension results from an imbalance of molecular 

forces.  The liquid molecules are attracted to each other and exert a net attractive force.  

The stronger these molecules interact, the higher the surface tension.  The hydrogen 

bonding of water causes this liquid to have a high surface tension.  Organic molecules 

with polar groups (such as iodide and hydroxyl) have slightly lower surface energies than 

water.[1]  Pure hydrocarbons have even lower surface energies as only dispersion or 

Lifshitz-Van der Waals forces exist.  The literature reports surface tension values of 

common liquids.[10-12]  Unlike the surface tension of liquids, the surface energy of 

solids cannot be measured directly because of elastic and viscous constraints of the bulk 

phase.[9]  Therefore, in order to study surface energy of solids, indirect methods have 

been developed. 
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2.2 Review of the Geometric Mean and Indirect Models 
 

In the past 40 years, a series of semi-empirical analytical models have been developed to 

relate contact angle data to solid surface free energy.  Surface energy component 

approaches, such as Fowkes[13], Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble[14], Chen-Chang[15], 

and van Oss et al[16] have been used to evaluate the surface free energy components of 

many solid materials.  All of the models are based on the assumption that the surface free 

energy of a solid and/or a liquid consists of independent or partially independent 

components.  These independent components represent different types of intermolecular 

interactions.  In this review, the most common indirect models will be discussed and 

evaluated. 

Before the indirect models could be formulated, it was recognized that one of the 

unknowns in Young’s equation needed to be eliminated.  This was possible through the 

use of the geometric mean combining rule.[2, 9]  It was hypothesized that the free energy 

of adhesion is equal to the geometric mean of the free energies of cohesion of the 

individual components.  The free energy of cohesion, ΔGc, is the change of the reversible 

process of bringing two identical bodies, Figure 2-2a, together so that: 

γ2−=−=Δ cc WG  2.3

        

However, when two dissimilar bodies, Figure 2-2b, are brought together reversibly, the 

free energy change of adhesion, ΔGa
12 , is: 

21121212 γγγ −−=−=Δ aa WG  2.4
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where, phases 1 and 2 represent the separate phases, and 12 represents the interface 

between phase 1 and phase 2. 

To eliminate one of the terms, consideration was given to van der Waals interactions.  

The principal interactions are induced-dipole-induced dipole (London), dipole-induced 

dipole (Debye) and dipole-dipole (Keesom) interactions.  The intermolecular potential 

energy function for these interactions has the same form: [2] 

6
12

r
U β−

=  2.5

London dispersion forces considered from equation 2.5 can be expressed as follows: [2] 

( )
⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

+
=

2

1
22

1

2
11

22112/1
2211

21

21
12

22

α
α

β
α
α

β

ββ
βββ

dd

dd
ddd

II
II

 2.6

where 11 and 22 refer to interactions between like molecules and 12 refers to the 

interactions between dissimilar molecules.  β is a coefficient in Equation 2.5, α is the 

polarizability, and I is the ionization potential.  If I1 ≈ I2 then [2] 

( ) 2/1
221112
ddd βββ =  2.7

The basis of the Berthelot principle is that the dispersion interaction between dissimilar 

molecules can be estimated as the geometric mean of the interactions of the like 

molecules, Equation 2.7.   
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Thus, binary interactions for van der Waals components can be determined from the pure 

components by: 

( ) ( ) 2/1
2211

2/1
221112 2 ddddd GGG γγ ΔΔ−=ΔΔ=Δ  2.8

The combining rule makes it possible to predict properties of the 12 interface from the 

separate properties of phase 1 and 2 phases.  With this assumption it is possible to 

eliminate γ12 from Young’s equation and develop indirect models.[1, 2, 9, 17]  
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Figure 2-2: Illustration of thermodynamic processes: a) is a cohesion process and b) is 
an adhesion process 
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2.2.1 Fowkes 

Initially, Fowkes proposed that a solid’s surface free energy, γs, could be considered to be 

the sum of a dispersive, (London, γd), an apolar, (Keesom, γp), an induction, (Debye, γind), 

and a hydrogen bonding (γh) component such that:[9]  

hindpd γγγγγ +++=  2.9

However, Fowkes finally settled on two dominant terms: 

ABd γγγ +=  2.10

where d is the dispersive and AB is the acid-base component.  In Fowkes equation, the 

acid-base component is comprised of the polar, induction, and hydrogen bonding 

interactions.[2]  Fowkes reason for the integration was supported by proving that the 

contributions of dipole-dipole attraction (γp) and dipole-induced dipole attraction (γind) 

were significantly smaller than the dispersive surface energy component (γd).[2, 9]  

2.2.2 Van Oss, Chaudhury, Good 

Van Oss, Chaudhury, and Good explored Fowkes’ model in more detail, and after 

evaluating Lifshitz calculations and theory, arrived at a different conclusion.  Their 

investigation showed it is not possible to separate out a γp or γind term.  The only 

measurable interaction is the Lifshitz-van der Waals, γLW, which includes all 

electromagnetic interactions together, γd, γp, and γind.  Therefore the model equation 

becomes:[2, 9]  
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ABLW γγγ +=  2.11

Using the geometric mean and parameters from Young’s equation, the components in 

Equation 2.11 can be broken down further to evaluate the interaction between dissimilar 

bodies: 

LW
lv

LW
sv

LW
lv

LW
sv

LW WWW
sl

γγ2== ,

 +−−++−−+ +=+= lvsvlvsvlvsvlvsv
AB WWWWW

sl
γγγγ 22   

2.12

In the development of the acid-base term it was recognized that a molecule can be 

bipolar, containing both a Lewis acid, γ+, and a Lewis base, γ-, as with water.  If either the 

acidic or basic property is negligible, then the substance is termed monopolar.[2]  When 

the substance does not exhibit either acidic or basic properties, it is considered apolar.  

Hydrogen bonding is another example of a Lewis acid and Lewis base interaction.[9]  

Therefore, this model provides more insight as to whether a substance can accept or 

donate electrons.  

To determine γsv, Equations 2.12 are combined to produce:  

+−−+ −−−+= lvsvlvsv
LW
lv

LW
svlvsvsl γγγγγγγγγ 222  2.13

Then, combining Equations 2.1 and 2.13 the following equations are derived: 

( )( )θγγγγγγγ cos1222 +=++ +−−+
lvlvsvlvsv

LW
lv

LW
sv  2.14
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In order to use the van Oss et. al. model, at least three liquids must be used to measure 

contact angles.  First an apolar liquid is chosen and Equation 2.14 is reduced to: [2, 9, 12, 

16] 

( )( )θγγγ cos12 += lv
LW
lv

LW
sv  2.15

The Lifshitz-van der Waals component can be calculated from a single contact angle 

measurement.  Once the LW
svγ  is known, the acid-base components can be calculated 

using the data from the other two liquids and Good’s equations (a determinant 

method).[2, 9, 12, 16]  

DECF
AEBC

s −
−

=−γ   ,  
DECF
BDAF

s −
−

=+γ  

( ) LWLW
sA 22 2)cos(1 γγθγ −+=  

( ) LWLW
sB 33 2)cos(1 γγθγ −+=  

−= 22 γC , += 22 γD  

−= 32 γE , += 32 γF  

2.16

Negative and small values of +
sγ  occur often.  The small values usually can be taken as 

zero, but a definitive method for handling negative numbers has not yet been proposed.[2, 

9]  It is possible that the phenomenon is real and thus the equation to determine the acid 

base component is written: 
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−+= ss
AB
s γγγ 2  2.17

One criticism made of this model is the numerical designation made for water, 

2mJ/m5.25== −+ γγ . Most researchers also agree that when using this model, the 

calculated values of surface free energy components depend upon the choice of 

liquids.[2]  There is less dependence when more liquids are used for the calculation.   

2.2.3 Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble 
After Fowkes’s early reports, Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble (OWRK), described surface 

free energy in terms of two components (dispersive, γd,and polar, γp) such that:[14] 

pd γγγ +=  2.18

Assuming the dispersive and polar interactions are independent and additive at the 

interfaces, the OWRK model indicates: 

p
sv

d
svsv γγγ += ; p

lv
d
lvlv γγγ +=  2.19

Based on Berthelot’s principle, the dissimilar molecules can be estimated as the 

geometric mean of the interactions between the pure components: 

d
lv

d
sv

d
lv

d
svsl WWW γγ2== ; p

lv
p
sv

p
lv

p
svsl WWW γγ2==  2.20

combining Equations 2.4 and 2.20 for: 

( )p
lv

p
sv

d
lv

d
svlvsvsl γγγγγγγ ⋅+⋅−+= 2  2.21
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Then joining Equations 2.1 and 2.21 the following equations are derived: 

( ) ( )( )θγγγγγ cos12 +=⋅+⋅ lv
p

lv
p
sv

d
lv

d
sv  2.22

then: 

( )( )
d
lv

lvp
svd

lv

p
lvd

sv
γ

θγ
γ

γ
γ

γ
⋅

+
=⋅+

2

cos1
 2.23

Therefore, contact angles must be measured using at least two or more liquids whose 

disperse and polar components of surface tension are known.  By plotting 

( )( )
d
lv

lv
d
lv

p
lv vs

γ

θγ
γ
γ

⋅

+

2

cos1
.  the solid surface energy, γ dsv and γ psv, can be calculated from the 

intercept and slope, respectively.[14]  This model makes the assumption that for any 

combination of liquids, solid-vapor surface energy is the same.   However, literature 

reports have shown that this is not always the case, especially when only two liquids are 

used.[18, 19]  The other complication is the polar component.  In the Fowkes model, γp 

refers to dipole-dipole interactions.  The van Oss, Chaudhury, and Good model have 

incorporated γp into the γLW component.[2]  Thus, many believe the polar component in 

the OWRK model is unable to cover interactions outside of what would be covered in the 

dispersive term.  

2.2.4 Neumann 
Many indirect models have explored various surface energy components to better define 

the intermolecular interactions.  All of the models are in agreement with having a 

dispersion/Lifshitz-van der Waals component; however they disagree significantly with 
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the definition of the second component. Neumann et al. tried to improve this problem 

using the equation of state and not separate interactions.  

The equation of state is simply: 

( )lvsvsl f γγγ ,=  2.24

Since both γsv and γsl in Young’s equations are parameters to be determined, an additional 

equation providing a relation among the surface tensions was required.  The approach 

taken by Neumann and his coworkers does not consider the molecular origins of surface 

energy like previous models.  The method developed is an extension and modification of 

the Berthelot Rule, (Equation 2.8): [19, 20] 

2)(2 svlveW lvsv
γγβγγ −−=  2.25

where β is an unknown constant added as part of the modification and now is an 

empirical constant that has been determined to be 1.247 x 10-4 m4mJ-2.  The modification 

was made because the geometric mean overestimates the strength of the unlike-pair 

interactions.  Thus, a modification factor is added to decrease the function of the 

difference (γlv – γsv) and is equal to unity when the difference is zero.   

Then substituting Equation 2.25 into Equation 2.4 gives: 

2)( svlvelvsvlvsvsl
γγβγγγγγ −−−+=  2.26

Combining Equation 2.26 with Young’s equation (Equation 2.1) and simplifying yields: 
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2)(21)cos( svlve
lv

sv γγβ

γ
γ

θ −−+−=  2.27

In Equation 2.27, β and γsv are the unknowns and can be determined by finding the best 

fit from the measured data using nonlinear least-squares analysis.  When simplified 

equation 2.27 becomes: 

( )2ln
2
1

2
1)cos(ln svlvsvlv γγβγθγ −−=⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +  2.28

where: 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +

=
2

1)cos(ln θγ lvY ; lvX γ=  2.29

This model assumes that for a group of liquids γsv will be constant. This model is based 

on molecular interactions of like pairs and specifically long range dispersion forces.  The 

dispersion energy coefficient for two dissimilar molecules can be expressed in terms of 

the similar molecules, which is the basis for the geometric mean.  The main criticism of 

this model is the contrast with the statistical thermodynamic approach used by Fowkes, 

OWRK, and van Oss, Chaudhury, and Good.  Since this model does not consider the 

molecular origins of surface tension, no statistical mechanical insight is gained.[2]  

2.2.5 Model Summary 

In summary, several indirect models have been developed and can be used to determine 

solid vapor surface energy.  Once γ
sv 

is determined from an indirect model, its value 

along with the contact angle determined from various liquids can be substituted back into 
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Young’s Equation to calculate γ
sl
. So far there is no unified agreement on one universal 

indirect model.  There are two unknowns in Young’s equation and the use of the 

geometric mean helps eliminate one unknown.  The geometric mean overestimates 

surface energy; therefore modifications have been made and surface energy components 

have been evaluated.  Neumann found an empirical modification to correct for the 

overestimation.  This has been an approach mainly used when mixing liquids. [21]Van 

Oss et al. and OWRK evaluated the total surface energy based on components.  The total 

surface energy was defined by dispersive/van der Waals and polar/AB.  To evaluate the 

binary interactions of each component, the geometric mean was used.  The geometric 

mean was developed for van der Waals interactions and not the polar/AB interactions.  In 

order to use the geometric mean with the polar and AB components, the assumption 

made is that the pure components’ differences in electronic properties and molecular size 

are small. [21]    Fowkes found that the geometric mean may not satisfactorily describe 

polar liquid/solid interactions and noted that a direct proportionality between γsl
p and γl

p 

maybe more accurate.  However, until it is possible to directly measure surface energy, 

indirect models will have to be used.  Hence, consideration should be given to the 

assumptions each model makes before applying that model to a particular surface of 

interest.  In this chapter, the OWRK, van Oss-Chadhury-Good, and Neumann indirect 

models will be applied to contact angle data collected on mica and graphite to evaluate 

similarities and discrepancies between the models. 

2.3 Experimental Challenges of Contact Angles Measurements 

When using sessile drop and other methods to measure contact angles, there are various 

challenges that must not be ignored.  The factors that can effect the contact angle 
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measurements are surface heterogeneity and roughness, solvent purity, temperature, and 

surface stability.  This section reviews some limitations experienced with contact angle 

measurements. 

2.3.1 Contact Angle Hysteresis 
 

In section 2.1, the assumption was made that Young’s equation holds and an equilibrium 

angle can be measured if the solid surface is smooth, homogeneous, rigid, and isotropic.  

However, this is not frequently seen.  Typically there is appreciable hysteresis observed.  

Hysteresis is defined as the difference between the advancing angle, θa, and the receding 

angle, θr 

raH θθ −=  2.30

Hysteresis of one or two degrees has been regarded as negligible and within the 

uncertainty of the experimental measurement.  However a hysteresis of 10º or larger has 

been observed in some cases that cannot be attributed to the measurement.[9]  The 

theoretical basis for hysteresis is the failure of the system to meet the conditions of 

ideality.  Examples of non-ideality are roughness and heterogeneity.  When hysteresis 

occurs, the advancing contact angle is used to determine the surface energy.[9] Good 

stated that when an equilibrium angle is observed on a homogeneous, flat surface with 

lower free energy components, the maximum contact angle value is taken, which is the 

advancing contact angle.[9, 17]  For example, on a patchy (heterogeneous) surface whose 

areas have different surface energies, and the advancing angle is greater than the receding 

angle, which is most commonly observed, the equilibrium angle will be the advancing 
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angle.  When there are smaller surface energy components on the surface, the liquid's 

cohesive forces cannot be overcome.  Through this phenomenon, a larger contact angle is 

observed.  The large contact is the advancing angle.   The receding angle is observed as 

the liquid is retracted from the surface.  The contact angle software allows control over 

the amount of liquid and the rates of application onto a surface and retraction from the 

surface.  The entire experiment is recorded with a video based goniometer and the contact 

angle software analyzes the angles.  The advancing angle is observed when the liquid 

stops spreading and the receding angle is measured as the liquid is retracted. 

2.3.2 Contact angle measurements with hygroscopic solvents and additive solutions 
 

The uptake of moisture in the liquid can affect the interaction the hygroscopic liquid has 

with the surface which therefore, influences the resultant contact angle.  In Section 2.5.3, 

the presence of water will be evaluated with two hygroscopic solvents, ethylene glycol 

and formamide.   

With contact angle measurements, studies have shown that only the use of pure solvents 

will provide unambiguous results.  In the literature, surface tensions are available for only 

pure solvents.  While the additions of additives or surfactants can affect the surface 

tension of a liquid, it is thought that the adsorption is not equally distributed across the 

three interfaces when the solution is dropped on a surface.[17, 22]  Studies done in the 

Zografi lab illustrated the nonequivalent adsorption in two ways: [22] 

1.  The liquid-vapor surface energy (γlv), also known as the surface tension of a liquid, is 

different for a pure liquid and that same liquid with an additive or surfactant, and 
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2.  The liquid-vapor surface energy (γlv) is not different for a pure liquid and that same 

liquid with an additive or surfactant. 

For the first case, if the surface tension of a liquid is different between a pure solvent and 

a solution, but the surfactant or additive in the solution does not wet or adsorb well at the 

solid-liquid surface, there won't be a change in γsl, as compared to the γsl measured by the 

pure solvent.  This could mean that the particular additive or surfactant used has little 

interaction with the surface or is a poorer wetting agent.  However, when other pure 

liquids with distinctive γlv are used, a difference is observed in the contact angles.  Thus 

the solid-liquid interaction results in different γsl.  It is difficult to say that no change in γsl 

is just because of poor wetting.  It could also mean that the additive is not dispersed 

homogeneously across the three interfaces. 

For the second case, the surface tension of the solution is the same as the pure liquid, but 

there is a change in the solid-liquid surface energy from an increase or decrease in the 

contact angle.  In this instance, it is unclear if the adsorption of the surfactant or additive 

is affected by a strong interaction with the surface or a lack of interaction at the liquid-

vapor interface.   

All of these results show that the relative adsorption of an additive or surfactant to the 

liquid-vapor interface and the solid-liquid interfaces is critical to understanding the 

wetting characteristics.  Therefore, the study of contact angles will not yield how 

additives can affect crystal growth.     
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2.3.3 Temperature effect on contact angle measurements 
 

Studies have been conducted to evaluate how temperature affects surface tension of 

liquid and surface energy of solids.  For solvents, as temperature increases, the surface 

tension of the liquid decreases.[1]  Intuitively, if there is an increase in thermal motion of 

molecules, there would be a decrease in the surface tension.  Since indirect surface 

energy models evaluate various surface energy components, the solvent’s surface tension 

terms have to be reevaluated at varying temperatures.  However, for solids, the 

temperature effect has been more difficult to study with the indirect models.  The 

dispersive forces, which exist in all types of matter, depend on electrical properties of the 

elements involved and the distance between them, and therefore, are independent of 

temperature.[23]  Thus, it was established that only the polar term (which was indicated 

in this study to include all non-dispersive forces, such as Lewis acid-base interactions) 

decreases with an increase in temperature.[23]  Therefore, the polar/AB surface tension 

terms at certain temperatures must be found in the literature or measured if temperatures 

deviate from reported values.  The decrease in solid-vapor surface energy should be less 

than what is observed for a liquid because of elastic and viscous restraints of the bulk 

phase.  McGuire saw an insignificant change in the polar work of adhesion between 30 

and 40 degrees centigrade on copper, stainless steel, high density polyethylene, and 

polytetrafluoroethylene.[23]  Fowkes and Harkin stated that the angles between water and 

graphite and water and paraffin increase by 0.06 per degree centigrade with an increase in 

temperature.  Results from this work will show that 2 to 5 degree contact angle 

differences do not significantly change the solid-vapor surface energy.  So these studies 
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would indicate temperature control in ambient room conditions (15 – 30  ºC) is 

unnecessary.[24]  

2.3.4 Contact angles on deformable surfaces 
 

Some solids can be described as rigid and insoluble.  For these solids, the vertical 

component (not shown in Figure 2-1) of surface tension is resisted by elastic distortions 

of the solid, which are generally regarded as negligible.  However, for solids that cannot 

be described in this way, high experimental temperatures or high solubility in a particular 

solvent can lead to solution precipitation or some local diffusion.  When this happens, a 

small ridge can develop at the triple junction (Figure 2-3).[6]  When measuring contact 

angles, distinction is not made on surfaces containing ridges.  If the ridge is present, the 

contact angle will be affected, and it is hard to get an accurate surface energy 

determination.  The possible formation of a ridge can be a big risk when measuring 

contact angles with solvents that can dissolve pharmaceutical materials.  As a result, this 

presents another experimental challenge with contact angle measurements. 
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Figure 2-3: Geometry of a liquid drop on a large, isotropic solid depends on the contact 
line.  Initially the solid is rigid (a).  Subsequently, a small ridge will form (b) and growth 
of the perturbation will eventually reach equilibrium (c).[6] 
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2.4 Methodology for the Evaluation of Indirect Models on Inert Surfaces 
 

The sessile drop method will be used since it has become the “gold standard” for surface 

energy determination, and it is capable of evaluating individual crystalline faces. [7, 

25]This section will discuss the methodology used in to measure contact angles. 

2.4.1 Inert surfaces 
 

Mica (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) and highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) 

(Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) were chosen for model validation standards 

because the surfaces are free from major defects, relatively smooth, homogeneous, and 

inert.  Also, the surface properties of these two samples are different so polar and/or 

nonpolar interactions can be tested to identify the AFM’s limitation.  Studying polar and 

nonpolar surfaces is an ongoing challenge with the contact angle method.  The different 

surface interactions are what triggered the development of several indirect models 

mentioned in the previous sections.[9]  Before taking a measurement, mica and graphite 

(HOPG) were cleaved to expose fresh faces and secured on a microscope slide using 

adhesive tape.  

2.4.2 Contact angle measurements  
 

The contact angles were obtained using a video-based contact angle system (OCA, Future 

Digital Scientific Co., Bethpage, NY). First, static contact angles were measured.  Drops 

(5μL) of water, diiodomethane, and formamide or ethylene glycol were dispensed using a 

motor driven syringe.  The surface tensions of these liquids are listed in Table 2-1.[2] 

The indirect model component values are included in the table.  Water contact angles 
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were measured in a saturated water vapor environmental chamber to prevent evaporation 

during spreading.  A picture of the contact angle system and the environmental chamber 

designed in this lab is shown in Figure 2-4a and Figure 2-4b, respectively.  The other 

liquids did not evaporate as quickly; therefore, those studies were conducted in ambient 

conditions.  Each droplet was recorded for 240 seconds and ten contact angle values were 

measured.  The  OCA software uses axisymmetric drop shape analysis [26] to analyze the 

measurements and a screen shot is shown in Figure 2-5.  This figure shows how the 

software draws the tangents to the droplet based on where the user defines the baseline.  

This figure also shows the output of the right and left angle.  All of these data are 

captured and an average is calculated from the right and left angle. 

Advancing and receding contact angles were measured using the same liquids and drop 

size.  The advancing angle was recorded for 45 seconds, and then, the liquid was 

retracted and recorded until the end.  Ten contact angle values were measured using the 

axisymmetric drop shape analysis [26] incorporated with the software.  The advancing 

angle is taken at the end of the spreading and the receding angle is seen when the liquid 

“jumps” in. 

Lastly, the effect of hygroscopicity with formamide and ethylene glycol is evaluated 

using static contact angle measurements. Molecular sieves were used to dry ethylene 

glycol over a 24 hour period.  Formamide was slowly distilled over three hours because 

of impurities and the likelihood of degradation in the molecular sieves.  The water 

content of the solvents was then tested using Coulometric Karl Fisher (KF) titration (737, 

Metrohm USA Inc., Riverview, FL).  Finally, the dried solvents were hydrated to 0.5, 

1.0, and 5% w/w for comparison.  These exact amounts were also confirmed using KF.   
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Table 2-1: Surface tensions of various solvents used to measure contact angles and the 
separate surface tension components for the indirect models 

 Neumann Van Oss – Chaudhury – Good  OWRK 

 γlv γlv
LW γlv

+ γlv
- γlv

d γlv
p 

 (mJ/m2) 

Diiodomethane 50.8 50.8 0.0 0.0 50.8 0.0 

Ethylene Glycol 48.0 29.0 1.9 47.0 29.0 19.0 

Formamide 58.0 39.0 2.3 39.6 39.0 19.0 

Water 72.8 21.8 25.5 25.5 21.8 51.0 
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Figure 2-4: Contact angle measurements were made using: a) a Future Digital contact 
angle system with b) an environmental chamber. 
 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 2-5: A screen shot of a sessile drop of a liquid on a solid.  The fitting is done 
using the contact angle system software. 
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2.5 Contact Angle Results and Evaluation of Indirect Models on Inert Surfaces 
 

The results in this section were necessary to establish a baseline of solid-vapor and solid-

liquid surface energy for reference standards.  The results obtained from AFM 

measurements presented in Chapter 5 will be compared to the results in this section.  This 

will help evaluate the AFM’s capabilities and/or limitations.   

2.5.1 Static contact angle measurements  
 

The average contact angles for mica and graphite are summarized in Table 2-2.  Mica, a 

hydrophilic surface, was wetted most significantly with water and least significantly with 

diiodomethane,  

θdiiodomethane > θethylene glycol > θwater 

Water’s polar or AB component was stronger than the other liquids used, illustrating 

mica’s hydrophilicity.  Ethylene glycol also has a polar/AB component, but the 

dispersive/LW component was stronger and thus, the spreading of the droplet is less 

compared to water.  Diiodomethane only has a dispersive/LW component so the contact 

angle was expected to be largest.  In summary, the spreadability order on mica was: 

Swater > Sethylene glycol > Sdiiodomethane 

where S is the spreading of a liquid across the surface.  The term gives a different order 

than contact angle because spreadability was controlled by all the interfacial properties of 

the surface and liquid used in the study.  Thus, with a hydrophilic surface, spreading of 

water was stronger and the contact angle was small. 
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Graphite, a nonpolar surface, has the strongest interaction with diiodomethane and the 

least interaction with water.   

θwater > θformamide > θdiiodomethane 

The weak interaction with water confirms the surface hydrophobicity, and the strong 

interaction with diiodomethane confirms that the LW forces on the surface of graphite 

were strongest.  The interaction with formamide was stronger than water because the 

dispersive/LW was larger and the polar/AB component was smaller.  Therefore, the order 

of spreadability on graphite is 

Sdiiodomethane > Sformamide > Swater 

The reason ethylene glycol was used on mica and not on graphite was because the contact 

angle of graphite-ethylene glycol was similar to the water-diiodomethane angle, which 

could have affected the surface energy determination. The reason formamide was not 

used on mica was because the spreading was similar to that of water, leading to an 

inaccurate fitting with the surface energy models.  Many of the indirect models are 

criticized for dependence on the liquids used.  Therefore, to have three independent and 

different interactions, formamide was used with graphite and ethylene glycol was used 

with mica.  

The ten contact angle measurements from each liquid were used to determine ten solid-

vapor surface energies.  The average and standard deviation of these values for both mica 

and graphite were determined using the three indirect models previously discussed.  The 

values are shown in Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-2: Average sessile drop contact angles on the surfaces of mica and graphite 

 Mica 

(θ) 

Graphite 

(θ) 

Diiodomethane 41. 0 ± 2.9 37.8 ± 1.4 

Ethylene Glycol 23.1 ± 1.2 NA 

Formamide NA 60.9 ± 2.4 

Water 10.0 ± 2.4 80.6 ± 3.6 

Standard deviations were determined from an n=10. 
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Table 2-3: Average solid-vapor surface energy for mica and graphite calculated using 
various indirect models 

 Van Oss – Chaudhury - Good 

 γsv γsv
LW γsv

AB γsv
- γsv

+ 

Mica 41.3 ± 2.7 39.8 ± 2.3 1.5 ± 0.7 72.6 ± 1.5 9.3E-03 ± 
7.9E-03 

Graphite 42.7 ± 2.6 41.5 ± 1.4 1.2 ± 1.3 7.2 ± 3.7 0.1 ± 0.1 

 OWRK Neumann 

 γsv γsv
d γsv

p γsv 

Mica 65.2 ± 0.3 29.7 ± 1.2 35.5 ± 1.2 57.0 ± 0.4 

Graphite 40.3 ± 0.7 37.0 ± 1.7 3.3 ± 1.7 36.8 ± 1.1 

Standard deviations were determined from an n=10. 
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The solid-vapor surface energy range for mica is 41.3 to 65.2 mJ/m2.  The lower value 

compares to the literature value 43 mJ/m2 because the report from the literature used the 

van Oss-Chaudhury-Good model to determine the solid-vapor surface energy.[27]  This 

model evaluates surface energy based on LW and AB components discussed in the 

previous section.  Though the overall γAB is small compared to the γLW component, the γ- 

is significant.  This means that mica’s surface was extremely electron donating.  A 

similar observation was made with the OWRK model.  The polar component in this 

model was 35.5 mJ/m2 and was actually larger than the dispersive component.  Etzler 

believes γp is covered in the γLW component, referring to dipole-dipole interactions.  

Thus, the strong mica-water interaction could be explained by the large polar surface 

energy component from the OWRK model and a large electron donating surface energy 

component by the van Oss model.  Even though the two models are not in agreement 

with the total solid-vapor surface energy, it was clear mica will have a stronger 

interaction with liquids whose characteristics are similar to water and ethylene glycol.  As 

mentioned previously, no statistical mechanical insight can be gained from the Neumann 

model, but the average γsv was found to be between the other models, making it difficult 

to determine a single true value for the solid-vapor surface energy of mica. 

The solid vapor surface energy range for graphite was 36.8 to 42.7 mJ/m2.  The higher 

value was obtained using the van Oss-Chaudhury-Good.  The value reported in the 

literature was 46 mJ/m2, determined using the OWRK model.  There was better 

agreement between indirect models when evaluating the average solid-vapor surface 

energy of graphite instead of mica.  The OWRK and van Oss-Chaudhury-Good model 

show that the polar/acid-base components respectively were small for graphite.  Small 
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values were calculated when the van Oss-Chaudhury-Good model was broken into the 

electron donating-accepting components.  These results bring up a point of contention 

with this model.  The total γAB component for both mica and graphite was small; 

however, the γ- for mica was much larger in comparison, though not reflected in the 

overall term because of a small γ+.  At first glance, it would seem the dispersive/LW 

interactions were dominant on the surface of both mica and graphite.  However, the 

strong mica-water and mica-ethylene glycol interaction indicated another force must be 

contributing to the surface energetics.  Lastly, the Neumann model was used to calculate 

γsv.  The Neumann value was comparable to the γd term in the OWRK model.  

Neumann’s modification to the geometric mean was made in order to prevent 

overestimation of the surface energy.  Calculation of the γLW of van Oss-Chaudhury-

Good model was solely based on the geometric mean, and therefore, it is larger than 

Neumann’s γsv. 

The mica and graphite solid-vapor surface energy results illustrate how each model 

evaluated van der Waals and polar/AB forces differently.  Since there was no agreement 

in the solid-vapor surface energies on mica, these models might be better suited for 

analyzing surfaces dominated by van der Waals forces.  Each model relies on the 

foundation of the geometric mean which evaluates van der Waals interactions: London 

dispersion, Debye, and Keesom interactions.  These models have incorporated the polar 

interaction, the acid-base interaction, or a corrections factor, but these components were 

not comparable with mica.  For this reason, the AFM may be a more attractive tool for 

studying surface energy on a variety of surfaces. 
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Now that the solid-vapor surface energy has been calculated, the solid-liquid surface 

energy can be calculated from Young’s Equation and contact angle data.  Results are 

shown in Table 2-4. 

As expected, the range of solid-liquid surface energies for mica was very large because of 

the large difference in the solid-vapor surface energies.  As with solid-vapor surface 

energies, the solid-liquid surface energy values for all of the liquids makes it difficult to 

identify a so called “true” value.  However, the graphite data was more comparable 

because of the similarities with the solid-vapor surface energy.  Figure 2-6 shows the 

range of mica and graphite solid-liquid surface energy using histograms.  The Y axis was 

the frequency plotted against the solid-liquid surface energy.  The range of solid-liquid 

surface energy for graphite-diiodomethane was -3 to 1 mJ/m2 (shown in blue).  The 

negative numbers for graphite have no physical meaning and were a result of limitations 

from the indirect models.  Young’s equation attempts to balance the forces among the 

three phases; therefore, the solid-liquid surface energy may result in negative numbers 

when γsv is less than γlv cos(θ).  The ranges of solid-liquid surface energy for graphite-

formamide (9-14 mJ/m2) and graphite-water (25-30 mJ/m2) were consistent with the 

results of the contact angles.  The lowest solid-liquid surface energy was graphite-

diiodomethane because there was a stronger interaction (smaller contact angle).  The 

largest solid-liquid surface energy was graphite-water because there was a weaker 

interaction (large contact angle).  
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Table 2-4: Average solid-liquid surface energies for mica and graphite calculated from 
solid-vapor surface energies of various indirect models. 

 Mica Graphite 

 
OWRK 

Van Oss-
Chaudhury-

Good 
Neumann OWRK 

Van Oss-
Chaudhury-

Good 
Neumann 

 γsl 

(mJ/m2) 

Diiodomethane 26.9 ± 1.5 0.8 ± 0.2 18.7 ± 1.7 0.7 ± 0.9 0.6 ± 0.1 -3.3 ± 1.6 

Ethylene 
Glycol 21.1 ± 0.4 -3.6 ± 1.7 12.8 ± 0.3 NA 

Formamide NA 12.6 ± 2.2 13.7 ± 2.8 8.7 ± 1.9 

Water -6.4 ± 0.5 -31.1 ± 2.3 -14.7 ± 0.6 29.0 ± 4.2 30.0 ± 3.9 25.0 ± 3.5 

Standard deviations were determined from an n=10. 
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Figure 2-6: Solid-liquid surface energies of a) graphite and b) mica for the liquids used 
to measure contact angles and determine solid-vapor surface energy. 
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2.5.2 Advancing contact angle measurements  
 

Advancing and receding contact angle measurements, Table 2-5, were performed on 

mica and graphite to evaluate the difference between the static equilibrium angle and the 

advancing angle.  These data also helped to reevaluate the indirect models and how 

change in contact angle measurements can affect the calculated solid-vapor and solid-

liquid surface energies. 

The trend for the advancing contact angle measurements and spreadability was the same 

as what was determined from static contact angles, on mica θdiiodomethane > θethylene glycol > 

θwater and graphite θwater > θformamide > θdiiodomethane.  There was no substantial difference 

between the advancing contact angle and the receding contact angle on mica and the 

difference was within the standard 2 degree experimental error.  However, there was a 

larger difference between graphite-formamide and graphite-water advancing and receding 

contact angles.  The grade of graphite used in all of the experiments was a lower grade 

that affects the cleavage properties.  There are three grades of graphite, and each grade 

differs in the mosaic spread angle.  The smaller the angle the fewer steps observed on a 

cleaved face.  The grade used in these experiments was ZYH.  The mosaic angle for the 

ZYH grade is 3.5°± 1.5°.  Thus, steps will be observed after cleavage causing the surface 

to be rougher than higher grades of graphite would be after cleavage.[28]  Then, when 

measuring angles with more polar solvents, the roughness could cause a larger jump in 

when the drop recedes, lowering the contact angle.  In comparing the static contact angles 

with the advancing contact angles, the only measurable differences were small and were 

between mica-diiodomethane and graphite-water.  These interactions were less favorable 
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than mica-water and graphite-diiodomethane; therefore, a three or four degree difference 

was not uncommon.  Since there were few differences between the static and advancing 

contact angles, the average solid-vapor and solid-liquid energies should also be 

comparable.  The advancing solid-vapor and solid-liquid surface energies are shown in 

Table 2-6 and Table 2-7.  Reviewing Table 2-3 and Table 2-4, the solid-vapor and 

solid-liquid surface energies calculated from static contact angles, prove the assumption 

of comparability to be true.  The small difference in mica-diiodomethane and graphite-

water did not change the overall solid-vapor surface energy and did not change the 

components.  There were still major differences in the three indirect models when 

evaluating γsv for mica, but it remains easier to compare the solid-vapor surface energy of 

graphite among the three models. 
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Table 2-5: Average advancing and receding contact angles measured on the surfaces of 
mica and graphite 

 

 Mica Graphite 

 Advancing 

(θ) 

Receding 

(θ) 

Advancing 

(θ) 

Receding 

(θ) 

Diiodomethane 46.1 ± 0.8 44.2 ± 1.1  37.9 ± 2.3 36.4 ± 1.4 

Ethylene Glycol 23.7 ± 3.7 23.2 ± 3.6 NA 

Formamide NA 58.5 ± 3.2 54.7 ± 3.6 

Water 11.1 ± 2.4 10.3 ± 2.1 83.0 ± 2.8 76.0 ± 3.7 

Standard deviations were determined from an n=10. 
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Table 2-6: Average solid-vapor surface energies for mica and graphite calculated from 
advancing contact angles and various indirect models 

 

 Van Oss – Chaudhury - Good 

 γsv γsv
LW γsv

AB γsv
- γsv

+ 

Mica 42.8 ± 3.6 38.6 ± 2.4 4.2 ± 1.6 73.2 ± 1.7 6.9E-02 ± 
5.6E-02 

Graphite 42.7 ± 1.3 41.2 ± 1.3 1.5 ± 0.6 4.3 ± 2.6 0.3 ± 0.3 

 OWRK Neumann 

 γsv γsv
d γsv

p γsv 

Mica 64.9 ± 1.2 29.7 ± 1.0 37.0 ± 0.6 57.0 ± 0.4 

Graphite 41.3 ± 1.1 38.8 ± 1.6 2.5 ± 0.9 36.5 ± 0.9 

Standard deviations were determined from an n=10. 
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Table 2-7: Average solid-liquid surface energies calculated from advancing contact angle 
data and solid-vapor surface energy from various indirect models.   

 

 Mica Graphite 

 
OWRK 

Van Oss-
Chaudhury-

Good 
Neumann OWRK 

Van Oss-
Chaudhury-

Good 
Neumann 

 γsl 

(mJ/m2) 

Diiodomethane 29.7 ± 0.8 1.2 ± 0.1 21.7 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 1.1 0.6 ± 0.1 -3.5 ± 1.4 

Ethylene 
Glycol 21.1 ± 1.0 -3.3 ± 0.9 13.1 ± 1.4 NA 

Formamide NA 11.2 ± 2.4 11.9 ± 2.6 6.3 ± 2.6 

Water -6.5 ± 0.7 -30.8 ± 1.8 -14.4 ± 0.8 32.7 ± 3.9 33.3 ± 3.8 27.7 ± 2.8 

Standard deviations were determined from an n=10. 
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The purpose of these experiments was to evaluate the contact angle hysteresis.  Since 

graphite and mica are relatively ideal surfaces, there was no substantial difference in 

advancing and receding contact angles.  Also, the advancing angles were comparable to 

the static equilibrium angles.  Therefore, the advancing and receding evaluation did not 

change the results of the calculated surface energies.  The solid-vapor and solid-liquid 

surface energy range for mica was still large, and the results for graphite were 

comparable between the models.  The negative numbers were still seen with mica-water 

and graphite-diiodomethane, illustrating the dependence of the indirect models.   

2.5.3 Static contact angle measurements with hygroscopic liquids  
 

Evaluation of the effect hygroscopic liquids have on contact angle measurements was the 

final study performed.  The two hygroscopic solvents used in these studies were ethylene 

glycol and formamide.  

Table 2-8 shows the water content of the liquids after drying.  A typical plot for contact 

angle measurements is shown in Figure 2-7a.  This plot differs from the plots obtained 

after the liquids were hydrated, Figure 2-7b.  Instead of reaching an equilibrium which is 

obtained after the droplet has finished spreading, the contact angle continues to get larger.  

After waiting 240 seconds, the same droplet was recorded for 3 minutes, and a possible 

equilibrium angle was found Figure 2-7c.  These angles were recorded and an average 

was determined for dry, 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0% w/w formamide-water on graphite and 

ethylene glycol-water on mica, Table 2-9.  It was hypothesized that water in ethylene 

glycol would cause a decrease in contact angle from the dried angle because water has a 

strong interaction with mica; however, an increase was observed.  The difference in the 

concentration of water present, between 0.5% and 5.0%, did not affect the angle 
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measured since the angles are very similar.  For formamide on graphite, an increase in 

water should increase the contact angles because water interacts weakly with graphite.  

This was observed when measuring the contact angles with formamide containing water.  

The standard deviations between the different concentrations of formamide-water were 

larger than what is seen with pure liquids.  Therefore, it is important to use pure liquids 

when measuring contact angles in order to find the “true” interaction between that liquid 

and the sample.  The measured angles from the dried liquids were used in Section 2.5 to 

calculate the solid-vapor and solid liquid surface energies. 

Since diiodomethane was the other solvent used in the contact angle experiments, the 

water content was evaluated using KF.  The initial value was as low as the values for 

dried ethylene glycol and dried formamide.  Hydration of diiodomethane was attempted.  

Excess water was added to a vial of diiodomethane and rotated continuously for three 

days.  Each day the water content was tested.  The water content did not increase from 

the initial value shown in Table 2-8. 
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Table 2-8: Water content of liquids used in contact angle measurements after being dried 
and the initial amount of water for diiodomethane measured directly from the bottle. 

 

Solvent 
Water Content 

% w/w 

Dried Formamide 0.04 

Dried Ethylene Glycol 0.03 

Diiodomethane 0.01 
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Table 2-9: Contact angles measured on mica and graphite with dried and rehydrated 
ethylene glycol and formamide respectively 

 

Mica Graphite 

Ethylene Glycol (θ) Formamide (θ) 

Dried 23.1 ± 1.2 Dried 60.9 ± 2.4 

0.5 % w/w water 30.9 ± 1.3 0.5 % w/w water 65.6 ± 4.5 

1.0% w/w water 32.2 ± 2.3 1.0% w/w water 62.4 ± 3.8 

5.0% w/w water 30.5 ± 1.3 5.0% w/w water 64.3 ± 4.1 

Standard deviations were determined from an n=10. 
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Figure 2-7: Contact angle measurements shown over time for a) a dried solvent, b) a 
hydrated solvent, and c) the possible equilibrium angle of the hydrated solvent 3 minutes 
after the initial recording 
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2.6 Contact Angle Summary 

Young’s equation defines the forces at the three-phase boundary of a liquid droplet on a 

surface.  In order to determine the solid-vapor surface energy from Young’s equation, 

indirect models were developed.  These equations are part of the limitations of contact 

angle measurements.  The indirect models did not agree in the process of defining 

independent interactions (van Oss et al and OWRK) or if the division of components is 

the best approach (Neumann).  Since there were theoretical differences in the models, the 

overall surface energy values derived by these models could not be compared when 

measured for mica, a hydrophilic material.  However, the surface energies determined for 

graphite using all three models were comparable.  Graphite was dominated by dispersive 

energies, and since the models are mathematically based on the geometric mean, which 

defines the London dispersive, Debye, and Keesom forces, the surface energy values of 

graphite were expected to be comparable.   

One limitation from the contact angle measurements was the difficulty or inability to 

draw conclusions from data without scientific meaning.  Negative solid-liquid surface 

energies were calculated for both mica and graphite.  These values do not have a physical 

meaning and will be difficult to compare with AFM results.   

The other challenges with contact angle measurements were the experimental 

methodologies.  Controlling the humidity is difficult because of a restricted number of 

useful solvents to attain an equilibrium contact angle.  Water and other solvents that 

evaporate rapidly require a saturated environmental chamber to measure the angle.  Only 

pure liquids can be used, and if the liquid interacts with the surface causing deformation, 

measuring the true contact angle is difficult.   
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All of these disadvantages made investigating the AFM a necessity.  Although contact 

angle measurements are still used to investigate surface energetics, the shortcomings 

prompted the need to evaluate the performance of other techniques.  Therefore, the 

results in this chapter will provide a baseline for surface energy values with mica and 

graphite.  The AFM was then used to evaluate the surface energy on mica and graphite.  

To determine the AFM’s capability, the surface energy results will be compared to the 

contact angle results in this chapter.     
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Chapter 3 – Atomic Force Microscopy 
 

The focus of this chapter is to review the operations of atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

and how that instrument can be used to measure forces.  The methodology of 

characterizing AFM tip properties, measuring forces, and using statistical analysis is 

presented.  The overarching goal is to establish a robust experimental method to obtain 

repeatable measurements that can be used to evaluate surface energy. 

3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy Introduction 

Scanning probe microscopes are unique in that they can provide three-dimensional real 

space images and can allow spatially localized measurements of structure and 

properties.[29]  The scanning probe microscopes create images with a very fine probe tip 

which scans over the sample instead of the typical visual observations.  The atomic force 

microscope (AFM), depicted in Figure 3-1, was invented by Binning et al [30] in 1986 

and belongs to the series of scanning probe microscopes.  The AFM, since its discovery, 

has become an important tool for imaging topography and measuring forces of sample 

surfaces as it is not limited to conducting samples.[31]  The AFM is comprised of three 

major components: the tip, the piezoelectric crystal, and the detection mechanism.  

The stylus, or tip, is the key piece of the AFM that scans and interacts with the sample 

surface.  The basic tip is micro-fabricated, extremely sharp, and mounted on the end of a 

cantilever.  The cantilever is bonded to a glass chip that is easily mounted in the sample 

holders.  The interaction of the tip with the sample is recorded through movement of the 

cantilever.  The cantilever typically has a low force constant allowing for precise control 

of the force between the tip and sample.[31]  The force constant of the cantilever will be 
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discussed further in Section 3.3.  Different tips have developed as imaging techniques 

advance.  Therefore, the silicon and silicon nitride tips are not the only tips commercially 

available.  AFM tips can also be modified chemically or “naked” cantilevers can be 

purchased to tailor the tip to a specific interaction of interest.  

The critical feature that allows the three dimensional scanning of the tip is the 

piezoelectric crystal.  The AFM utilizes the reverse piezoelectric effect.  When a potential 

difference is applied to opposite faces of the crystal, it changes shape.  The piezoelectric 

tube is arranged with five electrodes: z is in the middle, –x and +x are across from each, 

and –y and +y are also opposite each other, Figure 3-2. When a bias voltage is applied 

between the inner and the outer electrodes, the tube expands or contracts and moves in 

the z direction.  If voltage is applied to one of the outer electrodes, the tube will bend and 

then move in either the x or y directions.  When the tip is in contact with the surface, the 

exact movement of the cantilever is known, because the exact movement of the 

piezocrystal is known.[31] 
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of atomic force microscope with key features. 
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The most common detection of the cantilever movement is the optical lever technique. A 

beam from a laser diode is focused onto the end of the cantilever and the beam is 

reflected into a photodetector.  The sensitivity of the change in cantilever movement is 

derived from the large distance between the cantilever and the photodiiode. Most 

photodetectors are simple photodiodes. A photodiode is a semiconductor device which 

turns the laser into an electrical signal.  The photodiode is split into four sections, as 

shown in Figure 3-1, allowing for lateral and torsional motion of the cantilever to be 

detected.[31]  The cantilever’s lateral deflection is measured by monitoring the laser’s 

change in position on the photodetector.   The vertical signal is (A + B) − (C + D), while 

the (A + C) − (B + D) signal responds to friction due to torsion of the cantilever, 

providing lateral force information, Figure 3-1.[32, 33]  
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Figure 3-2:   The piezo scanner moves the sample in three direction: x, y, and z 
movements.  The top view schematic a) shows the five electrodes needed to achieve this, 
and b) is a 3D view to help visualize the z or vertical movement.  
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3.2 Imaging Modes and Techniques 

The first scanning probe microscope was the scanning tunneling microscope (STM).  The 

STM allowed for real-space determination of surface structure, including nonperiodic 

structures.  The images of the surface are created by electrons tunneling between the 

surface and a small metal tip.   The conducting tip is brought very near to the surface and 

a voltage difference is applied between the two producing an electrical field allowing 

electrons to tunnel between them.   Electrons have wavelike properties that taper off 

quickly as opposed to ending abruptly.  Therefore, the tunneling current can occur when 

the distance between the tip and the sample is extremely small.[34, 35]  STM images 

represent the electronic structure (local density of states) of a surface.  This structure 

closely correlates with the geometric surface topography, so that defects and surface 

roughness can be observed.  The disadvantage of this method is that the sample must be 

electrically conductive.  This is what made the AFM such an attractive tool because 

topographical images could be produced on samples that are non-conductive.   

Since its beginning, the AFM has advanced and more imaging techniques have been 

developed.  However, the initial use of the AFM was mapping a topographic image of the 

sample.  The topographic picture is produced by plotting the deflection of the cantilever 

versus its position.[32]  The images can be used to observe structural or dynamic 

features.  The AFM has been employed to image semiconductors,[36] biologics,[37] 

etching patterns,[38, 39] and dissolution of crystalline faces.[40]  Two modes are used to 

produce the topographical image, tapping and contact.  In the tapping mode, a stiff 

rectangular cantilever oscillates, or taps, at or near the cantilever’s resonance frequency 

as it traverses over the sample.  The major advantage of using tapping mode is the 
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reduction in time on the surface.  Less drag occurs, which enhances the resolution of a 

topographical image.  Another benefit is delicate samples can be imaged without damage 

or severe image distortion.  In addition, capillary and lateral (side to side) forces can be 

lessened or avoided with less time on the sample.[31]  During tapping mode trapped 

electric charges on the surfaces are also eliminated.  Tapping mode can be operated in air 

and in liquid.  As previously stated, the goal of this work is to evaluate the AFM’s ability 

in studying surface energy.  Therefore, tapping mode cannot be used because this mode 

does not measure forces of adhesion.   

The easiest and most widely used mode of the AFM is contact mode.  In this mode, the 

AFM tip is in intimate repulsive contact with the surface of the sample.  The scanner 

traces over the sample causing the cantilever to bend because of changes in topography or 

the probe-sample forces.  There are two variations of the contact mode:  constant-force  

and variable-deflection mode.  In constant-force mode, the cantilever deflection is kept 

constant with a feedback loop that adjusts the height of the sample such that a constant 

deflection is maintained.  The height is varied by extending or retracting the piezo along 

the z axis.  The other mode is variable-deflection mode.  In this mode the height is held 

constant and cantilever deflection is monitored.  One disadvantage of contact mode is the 

effect capillary forces can have on the image and force measurements.  However, 

controlling humidity and using liquids can reduce or eliminate the effect of capillary 

forces.[31]   
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Figure 3-3: Typical AFM force curve. 
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The other prominent imaging technique of the AFM used for this study is force-imaging.  

During contact mode scanning, the force of adhesion between the tip and the sample is 

evaluated by measuring the deflection of the cantilever.  The forces can be derived from 

the force curve output by AFM, as shown in Figure 3-3.  In a typical force measurement, 

two plots are obtained as the piezocrystal is extended and retracted. At the start of 

extension, marked by point 1 in Figure 3-3, there is a large distance between the tip and 

the sample. As the voltage is applied, the piezocrystal starts to extend, the distance 

decreases, and the force acting on the tip exceeds the stiffness of the cantilever.  This 

causes the tip to jump into contact with the sample surface, points 2-4. Deflections are 

dominated by mutual repulsions, causing the piezocrystal to begin retracting, separating 

the tip from the sample. However, separation does not occur until the bent cantilever 

overcomes the adhesion forces, pulling off sharply to a non-contact position, points 4-7 in 

Figure 3-3.[33]  Initially, the output is expressed as cantilever deflection (in terms of 

volts on the photo diode) vs. piezocrystal displacement, since the only known is the 

movement of the piezo, Z distance.  This plot can be translated into a force vs. distance 

plot based on Hooke’s Law (F=-k*Δx) where Δx is the displacement measured by the 

AFM and k is the spring constant.[32] The methods for determining spring constant will 

be discussed in the next section.  To determine the deflection (Δx) from the force curves, 

SPIP software was used.  However, the theoretical determination of Δx is shown in 

Section 3.6.3. With proper calibration, these two parameters, and therefore, F, can be 

obtained with good accuracy.  
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3.3 AFM Tip Characterization 

The cantilever is a key element of the AFM.  Cantilevers can be either rectangular or 

triangular.  The triangular cantilevers typically experience less torsional force, which is 

important when measuring vertical displacement.  The mechanical properties of 

cantilevers are characterized by the spring constant and resonance frequency and are 

mainly responsible for the AFM’s performance.  Cantilevers are typically made from 

silicon or silicon nitride.  The top side is coated with gold or aluminum to increase 

reflectivity of the laser into the photodiode.  This section details the evaluation of the 

spring constant and the tip radius.  In Chapter 4, the importance of the tip radius is in 

determining surface energy for AFM force measurements will be discussed. 

3.3.1 Calibration of spring constants  

A cantilever should have high sensitivity, and this is achieved with a low spring 

constant.[29]  The spring constant describes the stiffness of the cantilever in force per 

unit length and must be determined to calculate the force.[31, 32]  There have been 

several methods established to measure the spring constant of a cantilever.  Added mass 

and thermal methods have been the most popular, but a geometric analysis was the initial 

technique using[41] 

3

3
c

4L
Ewt

k =  3.1

where k is the spring constant, E is the Young’s modulus, tc is the thickness, w is the 

width, and L is the length.  Using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), the cantilever’s 

width and length can be measured.  It is much more difficult to measure the thickness and 

the Young’s modulus: therefore, manufacturers will report an average for these values.  
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Consequently, the geometric method is not preferred because the thickness and Young’s 

modulus of the individual cantilevers vary.  It has been shown that cantilevers are not 

perfectly homogeneous and since thickness in Equation 3.1 is to the third power, a small 

difference in thickness can lead to a significant change in spring constant.  The Young’s 

modulus of a thin layer can deviate from the bulk material and Khan has shown that a 

silicon nitride sample 800 nm thick had a Young’s modulus of 280 GPa rather than the 

reported 146 GPa.[42]  The thickness of the native oxide layer and the gold layer are both 

unknown.  These unknowns add to the mass of the cantilever which influences the 

resonance frequency and the spring constant.[32]  

3.3.1.1 Added mass method   
A more prevalent method, regarded as the “gold standard” to measuring the spring 

constant, is the added mass method developed by Cleveland et al.[43]  The technique for 

this method relies on measuring the resonance frequency of the cantilever before (ν0) and 

after (ν1), the addition of a tungsten sphere behind the tip.  By adding a mass M to the 

cantilever the resonant frequency becomes: 

mM
kv
+

=
π2
1  3.2

where m is the mass of the cantilever. After the sphere is added, the equation for the 

spring constant becomes: 
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The diameter of the tungsten sphere (density 19.3 g/cm3) that is added to the cantilever is 

then analyzed using the SEM.  Using the diameter and known density, the mass of the 

sphere can be calculated, followed by the spring constant. 

3.3.1.2 Thermal method   
Since the added mass  method is destructive from the epoxy needed to glue the tungsten 

sphere and the gold coating for the SEM measurement, it is not possible to measure the 

spring constant of each individual cantilever.  Therefore the thermal method[44] was 

developed.  This method models the cantilever as a simple harmonic oscillator relying on 

the thermal vibrations that occur at room temperature.  The potential energy based on the 

equipartition theorem of this system is: 

222
0 2

1
2
1 zkzm B=ω  3.4

where m is the oscillating mass of the cantilever, ω0 is the resonant frequency of the 

system, z is the displacement of the oscillating cantilever, and kB is Boltzmann’s 

constant.  Since mk /0
2 =ω , Equation 3.4 becomes: 

2z
Tk Bk

=  3.5

The thermal data is collected in the time domain. A Fourier transform is used to 

transform the data to the frequency domain, thereby generating the power spectrum, 

Figure 3-4.  Since no other noise sources are likely to have a resonance at the resonant 

frequency of the cantilever, the area below the peak is measured to determine the power, 
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P.  The integration under the power spectrum equals the mean-square in the time data; 

therefore, the estimation of the spring constant is: 

P
T

k Bk
=  3.6

This method can be used to measure the spring constant in air and in liquids without 

destroying the tip or cantilever.  Therefore, this method has become the preferred method 

for spring constant determination. 
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Figure 3-4: A typical power spectral density that is generated from thermal vibrations of 
the tip. 
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3.3.2 Tip radius measurements 

Two methods have been used to measure tip radius.  One direct way is capturing an 

image with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  The other method utilizes the 

information gained in a topography scan with the AFM.  The quantity of the tip radius is 

not necessary for calculating forces, but in Chapter 4, the importance of tip radius will be 

presented. 

3.3.2.1 SEM method    

The SEM creates an image of the sample surface by scanning it with a high-energy beam 

of electrons.  From this image the radius of the tip can be determined, Figure 3-5.  The 

evaluation of the SEM image to determine the tip radius is limited at the nanometer scale.  

Due to the electron beam size, focus, charging effects, and beam-sample interaction, the 

tip’s edge positions are uncertain at the nanometer level.[45]  The tip must also be coated 

before imaging to prevent charging of the sample.  Dongmo showed the coating can 

overestimate the tip radius by about 4 nm.[45]  The limitation of the SEM image also 

makes it hard for comparison with the other methods of interest. 

3.3.2.2 Blind reconstruction method   

Blind reconstruction uses the AFM to scan a specific tip characterizer sample to 

determine the shape of the probe.  The reconstruction method uses a so called “self-

imaging” technique, meaning the image obtained from a tip scanning the topography of 

the sample is then used to estimate that tip’s radius.  Each pixel from the image contains 

information about the tip geometry and the sample surface.  The topography image 

reveals the inverted geometry of the end of the tip.  First, an upper limit on the size of the 

probe is determined from the image because the features of the image are always broader 
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than the probe used.  The upper limits are based on point of inflection, or maxima on the 

topography image.  These upper limits are created by the shape of the tip.  The 

intersection of the two points gives an estimation of the tip.  Dongmo illustrated this with 

an overlaid image of a trace of what an AFM probe would create on top of an image of 

the actual surface.[45]  The algorithm developed by Villarrubia for blind reconstruction 

extracts the maxima, and by calculating the intersection, the tip radius can be 

determined.[46-48]   

Since the SEM is a destructive method of measuring the tip radius and the radius is an 

important parameter in determining surface energy, a method was needed to constantly 

monitor the tip radius.  The constant monitoring would also allow users to know when a 

tip becomes dull.  Dull tips can skew force measurements because they can change the 

contact area.  The contact area is one parameter that was determined to be crucial in 

controlling variability of force measurements. 
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Figure 3-5:  SEM image of a silicon nitride tip. 
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3.4 AFM Scanning Parameters 

Thus far the operations of the AFM have been discussed.  The objective of this work is to 

be able to use the AFM to determine surface energy.  Therefore, the force imaging 

function of the AFM is going to be used.  It was realized that in order to develop a 

technique, the probe’s properties, such as tip radius and spring constant, will have to be 

evaluated, as will other parameters that can affect the precision and accuracy of the 

instrument.  Key parameters were identified and evaluated to increase the repeatability of 

force measurements at different locations on a sample and with the same tip.  The critical 

scan parameters that were identified are scan size, scan rate, force applied and contact 

area.    

3.4.1 Scan size  

Following the engagement of the tip with the sample, the next step is to view and 

optimize the scan in the advance force mode, shown in Figure 3-6.  This mode allows the 

user to view the force plot output created by the tip-sample interaction.  In this mode, the 

scan parameters can be changed to establish control over the tip-sample interaction.    

Scan size is affected by the type of AFM scanner that is used.  Some common scanners 

are E and J with maximum scans size of 10 x 10 μm and 125 x 125 μm respectively.  

These various sizes are more important when evaluating topography.  For a force curve it 

is best to take force measurements in a single spot and then move to other discrete spots 

on the sample to gather more force data.  There were several reasons for choosing a 

proper scan size.  First, in some liquids and on rough surfaces, a large scan size can cause 

drag and skew the actual tip-sample interaction.  Drag typically causes hysteresis, an 

offset seen with force curves when the “snap off” or retracting line does not follow the 
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same path as the “snap in” or advancing line.  When there is hysteresis, it is difficult to 

determine the “true” force between the tip and surface, as illustrated in Figure 3-7.   

Second, tip diameters range from 80 to 120 nm, so when using a scan area smaller than 

the tip, the information gleaned is similar to a moving average and not a discrete 

measurement.    Lastly, when investigating the forces on rough or heterogeneous samples, 

the results over a larger area might be confounding because of the AFM’s sensitivity.  It 

will be hard to elucidate the range of force resulting from the various chemical moieties, 

roughness, or true tip-sample interaction.  For these reasons, multiple discrete 

measurements were made instead of large area measurements.   
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Figure 3-6:  Advance force mode controls – At this screen, force calibration settings can 
be manipulated so that the best force curve may be obtained.  This screen is the first step 
once the tip is engaged with the surface.  From this screen, the start position, scan size, 
scan rate, and amplitude applied to the Z piezo can be controlled.  The setpoint value of 
the deflection voltage used in the feedback loop can be adjusted, and the type of trigger 
threshold can be varied.  This force mode is used to adjust the force applied so that the 
contact area is reached and maintained.  Once the parameters are set and an optimal force 
curve is observed, this mode can be exited and data can be collected.[49]  
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Figure 3-7:  Force curve hysteresis (a) can be observed if the parameters used for AFM 
measurements are not optimized.  A Force curve without hysteresis is shown in (b).  The 
“snap off” line retraces the “snap in” line. NOTE:  In these figures the blue line 
represents extension of the piezo crystal (the “snap in”) and the red line represents the 
retraction of the piezo crystal (the “snap off”). 
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3.4.2 Scan rate  

The second parameter tested was scan rate.  Scan rate and number of samples scanned per 

area affect the speed at which the tip moves vertically and horizontally.  When the scan 

size is increased, the scan rate should be decreased to help prevent drift.  However, when 

scanning the same spot, scan rate did not have an effect on repeatability except in viscous 

liquids, such as glycerol and ethylene glycol.  Figure 3-7a shows hysteresis that occurs 

when the scan rate is too fast in certain liquids.  Figure 3-7b shows what a force curve 

looks like without hysteresis.  It has been shown that hysteresis can affect the “true” force 

between the tip and sample.  A larger force is measured because the tip-sample distance 

is greater than what it would be if the retracting curve was able to trace the advancing 

line.  Hysteresis can be minimized in most cases by slowing the scan rate.  However, if a 

liquid is too viscous, it can be difficult to execute AFM measurements and observe true 

interactions between the sample and tip. 

3.4.3 Force applied and contact area  

Force applied and contact area, the next two parameters that were controlled, work 

together.  In order to maintain reproducible tip-sample interaction, the contact area must 

be held constant throughout the experiments.  Contact area impacts the depth the tip 

penetrates into a sample. At different depths the tip can make contact with other chemical 

moieties and this can cause variations in the forces.  In Chapter 4, the elastic deformation 

observed in the JKR model demonstrates this effect.  The amount of force applied to the 

tip will control the contact area.  This relationship is seen in      Table 4-1.  The force 

applied can vary depending on the softness of a sample.  Since mica and graphite were 

used in this study, a larger force could be applied.  It is also important to be able to 
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maintain this constant force from initial measurement to the last measurement on a 

sample surface.  Within the force imaging controls, a trigger mode can be set, either 

relative or absolute.  Relative mode will maintain a constant force level defined by the 

trigger threshold parameter, even if there are shifts from the defined setpoint (Figure 

3-8).  The absolute mode does not allow for applied force to be held constant.  This mode 

permits drift in the setpoint and the force applied (Figure 3-8). Relative mode was 

chosen for better control over the contact area, as it is dependent upon applied force.  

During setup, the force applied was kept constant between 10-12 nN.  Section 3.6.3 will 

discuss how to calculate force applied during measurements.   
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Figure 3-8:  The two types of trigger mode used in AFM measurements are shown here.  
The plot shows the effect of drift on each of the trigger modes.  Relative mode was 
chosen for the force measurements used in this study.  This mode allows a constant force 
to be sustained, which helps to maintain the contact area, a critical parameter in achieving 
consistent AFM measurements.[49]  
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3.5 Statistical Analysis of AFM Measurements 

The goal of this work is to measure the force of adhesion with the AFM and then 

calculate surface energy.  However, before surface energy can be determined, the force 

data must be analyzed and understood.  In all studies, multiple measurements on multiple 

samples must be made to get a reliable result.  Because of the substantial amount of data 

generated, a statistical model was developed to help analyze the data and determine 

which parameters caused the most error.  The following steps were taken in order to 

develop the statistical model: 

1. Identify the variables that contribute to data collection.  Determine a methodical 

approach to measure forces with selected surfaces and tips that will allow for a 

conclusion to be drawn. 

2. Review data collection and decide on a statistical model that can incorporate the 

variables. 

3. Test the model. 

The overall goal of a statistical model is to compare the averages of forces between 

different samples and tips.  In statistics, a way to look at this is with hypothesis testing.  

The hypotheses being considered are typically formulated in terms of the null (H0) and 

alternative hypotheses (H1).  For this study there are three hypotheses being tested.  These 

would be 

Hypothesis 1: 

 H0:  The variance (s2) between the locations, locations on each sample, locations 

between each tip are similar. 
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 H1:   The variance (s2) between the locations, locations on each sample, locations 

between each tip are not similar. 

Hypothesis 2: 

 H0:  The variance (s2) between each sample is similar. 

 H1:   The variance (s2) between each sample is not similar. 

Hypothesis 3: 

 H0:  The variance (s2) between each tip is similar. 

 H1:   The variance (s2) between each tip is not similar. 

 

3.5.1 Identification of variables  

The variables that may influence the force measurement are the samples (mica and 

graphite), the tips, and the locations on the samples, as further explained below. 

• Tips – The tips are necessary for any AFM measurement.  This is an important 

component for measuring forces, and therefore, can introduce large variability.  

Tips will have variable radii which affect the contact areas.  Also, if the tip radius 

is not monitored, the user will not know when it becomes dull.  A tip and 

cantilever can also pick up small particulates in the air or liquids or on the sample 

surface, which can change the tip characteristics and the resonance of the 

cantilever.  Therefore, to find the influence of the tip variation on force 

measurements, it was thought that multiple tips should be tested.  For statistical 

power with the model three tips per condition were used. 
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• Samples (mica and graphite) – Mica and graphite were chosen as the samples 

because they were inert to the solvents used in contact angle measurements, and 

the surfaces are homogeneous and relatively smooth.  It was also important to 

evaluate the AFM’s ability to measure multiple samples to find the variability 

among samples.  For the statistical model to have power, two different sample 

surfaces were used with each tip. 

• Locations – On a sample surface, many spots can be tested.  It was already shown 

that the scan size should be 0 so that the data collected are meaningful.  To have a 

trusted value at one spot, multiple measurements (256 force curves) can be 

obtained.  Since these measurements are made in about a 5 to 15 nm2 area, 

multiple areas on each sample should be measured to get an average surface 

energy for each sample.  Thus, one force value will be obtained from the average 

of 256 force curves per spot.  Sometimes these force curves will not have a 

normal distribution, but because of the large data set, the central limit theorem 

states that it can be assumed normal so that an average can be calculated.  

Therefore, to extract enough data on one sample surface and evaluate the effect 

location can have, ten locations were measured per sample. 

The method for data collection described above is better illustrated in Figure 3-9.  This 

figure shows for each condition, two samples, three tips, and ten locations per sample 

were measured.  At the end of data collection, there should be 60 points of surface energy 

data that can be evaluated over three tips and two samples.   Table 3-1 helps to illustrate 

the final results and how they can be split up for a statistical analysis.  The headings for 

each column are: sample (mica or graphite), tip, location, and SE (surface energy).  In the 
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sample column there is either a 1 or 2, representing sample number 1 or sample number 

2.  In the tip column there is a 1, 2, or 3, representing tip 1, 2, or 3.  In the location 

column there are 10 numbers illustrating the ten locations data was collected.  And 

finally, in the last column, the average surface energy from 256 force curves at each of 

the locations.  (To illustrate this, the data from mica in diiodomethane was used.  The 

analysis of data will be discussed further in section 5.4.2.2.  The presentation in this 

chapter is to help demonstrate the statistical model.)   

Once the method to collect data was chosen and the variables were defined, a statistical 

model was selected.  The repeated measures mixed model[50] was used because repeated 

measures are made on a sample surface and the model has fixed (locations) and random 

(sample, tip) variables.  The model utilizes a repeated measures analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) to calculate the F-value, which allows the user to accept or reject the null 

hypothesis mentioned above that the variances between the tips, samples, and location is 

similar. 
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Figure 3-9:  Diagram of the number of mica or graphite samples, tips, and locations 
evaluated using the AFM.  This approach was used for all environmental conditions and 
solvents. 

 

 

 
 

Graphite/Mica 1 Graphite/Mica 2 

Tip 1 

Tip 2 

Tip 3 
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Table 3-1:  Statistical table showing the combined sample, tips, location, and surface 
energy.  This table is formed because of the data collection method shown in Figure 3-9. 

 Sample Tip Location Force
1 1 1 2.1
1 1 2 2.0
1 1 3 2.1
1 1 4 2.0
1 1 5 2.1
1 1 6 2.1
1 1 7 2.3
1 1 8 2.1
1 1 9 2.2
1 1 10 2.1
2 1 1 2.1
2 1 2 2.3
2 1 3 2.1
2 1 4 2.0
2 1 5 2.2
2 1 6 2.2
2 1 7 2.1
2 1 8 2.1
2 1 9 1.9
2 1 10 1.9
1 2 1 2.0
1 2 2 2.2
1 2 3 2.0
1 2 4 2.0
1 2 5 2.1
1 2 6 2.0
1 2 7 2.2
1 2 8 2.3
1 2 9 2.3
1 2 10 2.2
2 2 1 2.3
2 2 2 2.2
2 2 3 2.0
2 2 4 2.0
2 2 5 2.4
2 2 6 2.4
2 2 7 2.3
2 2 8 2.3
2 2 9 2.3
2 2 10 2.3
1 3 1 2.18
1 3 2 2.05
1 3 3 2.04
1 3 4 1.95
1 3 5 1.84
1 3 6 2.06
1 3 7 1.89
1 3 8 1.95
1 3 9 2.02
1 3 10 1.93
2 3 1 2.1
2 3 2 2.1
2 3 3 2.1
2 3 4 2.1
2 3 5 2.1
2 3 6 2.1
2 3 7 2.1
2 3 8 2.1
2 3 9 2.0
2 3 10 2.1
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For the statistical analysis, JMP (version 7, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and SAS 

(version 6.11, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) were used to calculate the F-value and 

determine if there were differences among measurements.  The output from SAS and 

JMP are shown in Table 3-2a and b and Table 3-2c, respectively.  The SAS output is a 

typical ANOVA with the sum of squares, mean squared, F-values, and the corresponding 

p values from the F distribution tables.  From the SAS tables a decision can be made 

whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis and if the surface energy data can be 

combined.  The p values are the probability of obtaining an experimental result as 

different or more different than the expected result by chance alone.  The p-value in 

hypothesis testing is the α level, or significance level, at which one could accept or reject 

the null hypothesis.  The default α level is 0.05 and the null hypothesis is accepted when 

p>0.05 and rejected when p<0.05.  The data presented Table 3-2a and b shows the null 

hypothesis could be accepted.   

SAS Table 3-2a is the statistical analysis for within subjects, which is the variability of 

the locations.  If there is variability within the locations between tips or samples, then the 

data set of one or all samples is statistically different.  When the data is statistically 

different, taking an average of the combined results will lead to an erroneous conclusion.  

Instead, the experimental set up for measuring forces will have to be evaluated and 

retested.  An example of this will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

SAS Table 3-2b is the statistical analysis between subject effects.  The table shows the 

comparison of all the samples and tips and evaluates the interaction between the samples 

and tips.  If there are statistical differences between mica or tips, combining the data and 

calculating the average will result in an invalid conclusion.  It would be better to present 
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the data separately.  If the data is found to be statistically significant, then the repeated 

measures mixed model would have found limitations in the AFM.  These limitations 

could be caused by the sample of interest or the conditions used to measure the forces. 

If there are not statistical differences in location, mica, and tips, the JMP software is able 

to evaluate which component contributes to the most variation, Table 3-2c.  These tables 

are used throughout Chapter 5 and 6 to show the AFM’s capability in making consistent 

force of adhesion measurements and its challenges.  The software is limited though 

because it yields negative numbers when a variable or interaction being tested has no 

contribution to the variability of the measurements.  In these scenarios, the negative 

numbers were made zero and the percent contributions of the others were recalculated. 

For the example in Table 3-2, the null hypothesis was accepted, the data set was 

combined and an average force, work, and surface energy value could be determined.  

The JMP data shows that the largest variation comes from the residual error of the 

measurements.  Therefore, there are no apparent problems in evaluating mica-

diiodomethane with the AFM.   
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Table 3-2:  Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements with diiodomethane.  a) 
Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated measures ANOVA for 
between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest percentage of variance 
for mica – diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value P 

Location 9 16.1 1.8 1.48 0.23 
Location*Mica 9 12.7 1.4 1.17 0.37 
Location*Tip 18 34.7 1.9 1.60 0.16 
Error 18 21.7 1.2 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value P 

Mica 1 12.3 12.3 3.27 0.21 
Tip 2 0.4 0.2 0.06 0.95 
Error 2 7.5 3.8 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica 15.3 14.0 
Tip -9.5 0.0 
Mica*Tip 12.0 10.9 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 82.3 75.1 

Total 15.3 14.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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3.6 AFM Methodology 

To use the AFM to investigate surface energy, force measurements were made in 

ambient, controlled relative humidity (RH), and in the same liquids that were used in 

contact angle measurements.  Before discussing how the AFM can be used to evaluate 

surface energy, this section will provide the details of the methods used to obtain forces. 

3.6.1 Spring constant  

Two methods were presented in Section 3.3.  However, the goal was to have a 

nondestructive method that could be used on each tip.  Therefore, to employ the thermal 

method as the main technique for measuring the spring constant of the AFM, studies 

were done using the added mass method and then compared to results obtained from the 

thermal method.   

3.6.1.1 Added mass method    

Resonance frequencies of ten silicon nitride cantilevers (Veeco, Camarillo, CA), 

specifically 200μm narrow, were measured with a Nanoscope MultiMode AFM (Veeco, 

Santa Barbara, CA) before and after a tungsten sphere was added, Figure 3-10.  

The tungsten sphere was added using an Axiovert S100 (Zeiss, Thornwood, NY) 

microscope.  To get the tungsten sphere to adhere to the cantilever, epoxy was first 

placed on the same side as the probe.  Using a needle attached to a micromanipulator 

(Eppendorf, Westbury, NY), a tungsten sphere was then added behind the probe,  

Figure 3-11. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken of each sample using a Hitachi 

S-4300 FE-SEM (Hitachi, Pleasanton, CA).  The samples were coated with gold prior to 
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imaging to reduce charging and destruction of the sample.  The electron beam was set to 

5kV and the current supplied was maintained around 20mA.  An SEM image of the 

tungsten sphere is shown in Figure 3-12. 

The initial resonance frequency measured for the 200 μm cantilevers averaged around 16 

kHz, shown in Figure 3-10.  The nominal frequency reported by Veeco for these types of 

cantilevers is 18 kHz.  The measured values of all ten tips are reported in Table 3-3.  

Once the sphere was added, the resonance frequencies decreased as expected (Table 3-3).  

A typical before and after image of the resonance frequencies is shown in Figure 3-10. 

Once the initial and final resonance frequencies were measured, the radii of the attached 

spheres were measured with the SEM, shown in Table 3-3.  The average radius of the 

tungsten sphere was 9.2μm.  Figure 3-12 shows a standard tungsten sphere as seen using 

the SEM.  Initially, the tips were not coated with gold, and the electron beam of the SEM 

was set at 20kV.  These settings destroyed the samples and caused a significant amount 

of charging.  Therefore, the rest of the samples were coated and lower beam strength was 

used. 
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Figure 3-10: Resonance frequencies of silicon nitride cantilevers before (15.91 kHz) and 
after (10.53 kHz) a tungsten sphere is added. 
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Figure 3-11:  Addition of tungsten sphere.  After the epoxy is added to the back of the 

cantilever, a) the sphere is picked up by the needle, b) the needle is moved over the 

cantilever, and c) then the tungsten sphere is placed on the cantilever and the needle is 

retracted. 

a) b) 

c) 
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Table 3-3: Measured resonance frequencies, tungsten radii, and spring constant of ten 
silicon nitride cantilevers using the added mass method. 

Sample Number Initial Resonance 
Frequency (kHz) 

Resonance 
Frequency After 

Added Sphere (kHz) 

Radius 

(μm) 

k 

(N/m) 

1 15.88 9.95 10.5 0.06 

2 17.54 11.20 8.8 0.05 

3 15.91 11.25 8.9 0.06 

4 17.44 8.91 12.0 0.06 

5 15.88 11.09 10.2 0.08 

6 15.96 9.60 10.6 0.05 

7 16.05 10.70 9.70 0.06 

8 15.97 8.68 12.2 0.06 

9 15.91 9.33 11.3 0.06 

10 15.91 10.53 9.20 0.06 

Average 16.25 10.12 10.34 0.06 

Standard Deviation 0.66 0.96 1.22 0.01 
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Figure 3-12: SEM image of a tungsten sphere added to an AFM cantilever. 
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3.6.1.2 Thermal Method    

Before thermal vibration data could be collected, modifications had to be made to the 

AFM MultiMode circuit board and controller.  A cable was attached to pin 1 at U1 of the 

analog to digital integrated circuit of the AFM, Figure 3-13.  The other end of the cable 

was attached to the controller analog channel 1.  This connection allowed the signal to go 

directly to the main controller and bypass electronic filters that manipulate the input 

signal.  The raw data from U1 is the vertical deflection (A-B), which outputs thermal 

vertical vibrations.  Once the set up was complete, instructions from Veeco were 

followed to collect thermal vibrations.  To determine the spring constant of a cantilever in 

air or in a liquid: 

1) Configure software for contact mode and engage microscope on a hard sample 

surface.  Mica (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA) was used as the sample surface. 

(NOTE:  It is important that the laser position is not adjusted after this step.) 

2) Once engaged, switch mode to Advanced Force Mode and set the following 

parameters 

a. Deflection setpoint – 0 Volts 
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Figure 3-13: Electronics board under the AFM stage that is manipulated to bypass filters 
and measure raw thermal vibration to determine the cantilevers spring constant.
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b. Ramp size – 500 nm 

c. Trigger mode – Off  

d. Input signal – Channel 1 (analog dial receiving raw data from U1) 

e. Data scale – 20 Volts 

f. Data center – 0 Volts 

3) Adjust Z scan start until a force curve with 2-3 V of deflection relative to the 

non-contact deflection value is obtained, Figure 3-14a.   

4) Capture five forces and then switch back to image mode and disengage the 

probe. 

5) Go to the offline mode and view the force curves previously captured 

individually to obtain the “Sensitivity”.   

a. View → Graph → Sensitivity 

b. Move the markers on the extend curve to the “contact region” of the force 

curve, Figure 3-14b, so there is 1.5 – 2 V of deflection between them. 

c. Record the average of the five force curves for Step 7a. 

6) Go back to real time mode and set the following parameters: 

a. Scan size = 0.01 nm 

b. Scan rate = 61 Hz 

c. Samples per line = 512 

d. Lines = 512 
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e. Deflection setpoint = 0V 

f. Channel 1 = input 1 (all other channels set to off) 

g. Real time planefit = none 

h. Offline planefit = none 

i. Deflection setpoint = 0 V 

7) Go to Microscope → Calibrate → Detector 

a. Input1 Sens – Average value from Step 5c (including units nm/V). 

8) Ensure the tip is above the surface by withdrawing the tip 4 times.  Force a false 

engagement of the tip.  The data will output quickly.  Make sure the gains are set 

to zero for I and P and that the Z center position is in the middle.  Capture three 

images and then withdraw the tip. 

9) Switch to offline mode and double click on one of the files previously captured. 

10) Go to Utility → ASCII Export and set: 

a. Format = ASCII 

b. Header = No 

c. Image 1 units = nm 

d. Number of columns = 1 

e. Set filename and path desired to save 

11) Each file was saved as a text file and imported into Matlab for further analysis. 
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Figure 3-14:  To measure the Z sensitivity for the thermal analysis, a) five force curves 
with a 2-3V deflection value in the non-contact region are generated, and b) the offline 
mode is used to determine the value. 

a) 

b) 
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The Matlab algorithm used to calculated the spring constant was designed to 

automatically generate a report each time it was run.  Please refer to Appendix 1 for an 

example report and Appendix 2 for the code.  The algorithm consisted of two main 

functions, file input and spring constant calculation.  It broke down into nine sub-

functions, which will each be addressed separately in the following discussion. 

1) Import the tip file into a single vector (1 x 262144). The dimensions of this vector 

come from the number of samples per line (512) and number of lines (512). Each AFM 

measurement yields one thermal noise measurement. 

2) To improve the precision of the Fourier Transform calculation, reshape the vector 

into overlapping blocks of 4096. 

3) Compute the Fourier Transform from each row of the reshaped matrix. 

4) Compute the complex conjugate of the new matrix to keep real numbers and 

eliminate imaginary numbers. 

5) Compute the average of the  rows to obtain a single vector (1 x 4096) 

6) Smooth the output as necessary with either a moving boxcar, a cubic spline, or a 5-

point Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter.  The cubic spline resulted in the most 

appropriate and reproducible spring constant calculation.   

7) Integrate the area under the smoothed resonant peak. 

8) Calculate the spring constant k according to k = kb*T/A, where kb is the Boltzmann 

constant, T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, and A is the peak area. 

9) Output the results of the spring constant calculation and plot the resonant peak to be 

sure the correct area was selected. 
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Calibration of the spring constant was done on eight cantilevers from the same wafer as 

the cantilevers used in the added mass study.   

With the development of a method to continually monitor the spring constant of the 

cantilever and the deflection acquired from the AFM measurements, the force of 

adhesion can be calculated using Hooke’s Law.  Since the primary focus of this study 

was to determine surface energy using the AFM measurements, the next step was to 

compute the work of adhesion.  Surface energy was calculated after determining the force 

and work of adhesion. 

3.6.2 Tip radius 

As with measuring the spring constant, the goal for determining tip radii was to have a 

method for initial and repeated evaluation.  Since the SEM images require a gold coating 

and will destroy the tip, three tips were evaluated using the blind reconstruction method.  

The sample used for the blind reconstruction was a tip tester (CSEM, Neuchâtel, 

Switzerland).  The scans were made in a 1000 X 1000 nm area at a rate of 1.97 Hz.  The 

relative trigger mode was employed, and the constant maximum loading force of 8-10 nN 

was maintained.  The scans were then analyzed in the SPIP software (Nanoscience 

Instruments, Inc., Phoenix, AZ).   

SEM images were taken of these tips and two unused tips with a Hitachi S-4300 FE-SEM 

(Hitachi, Pleasanton, CA).  Two unused tips were imaged under the SEM only to make 

sure scanning did not affect the initial tip radius.  Thus, these two tips were a baseline for 

viewing and measuring the tip.  The samples were coated with gold prior to imaging to 

reduce charging and destruction of the sample.  The electron beam was set to 3kV and the 

current supplied was maintained at 10mA.  The working distance was 15mm and the 
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condenser lens was set to 8.  Since the SPIP software works based on a deconvolution of 

the AFM images, comparison of the SPIP created image, Figure 3-15b, and the SEM 

image, Figure 3-15a, became necessary to establish consistent parameters.  Images from 

SPIP were overlaid on the SEM images for each tip, Figure 3-15c, and a tip radius was 

obtained, Table 3-4. 
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Figure 3-15: Determining tip radius with a) SEM image of a 200μm silicon nitride tip, 
b) SPIP image of the apex of the tip, and c) the image overlay, a combination of a and b. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 3-4: AFM tip radii measured from blind reconstruction and compared with SEM 
images.  The first two tips were only imaged using the SEM as a baseline. 

Tip 

SEM 

Tip Radius 

(nm) 

Blind 
Reconstruction 

Tip Radius 

(nm) 

1 48 N/A 

2 52 N/A 

3 47 42 

4 46 38 

5 48 40 
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The manufacturer of the silicon nitride tip reports a maximum tip radius of 40 nm.  The 

results from the SEM images illustrate the method does overestimate the tip radius.  The 

results from the blind reconstruction varied depending on the settings input for the blind 

reconstruction in the SPIP.  If there were not enough iterations, the reconstruction would 

be smaller than the SEM image, and with too many iterations, the reconstructed tip is 

larger than the SEM image.  Therefore, creating the overlaid image helped provide 

guidance for the required input.  Although it was not possible to image each tip used over 

all the AFM experiments, the SEM image in Figure 3-15a was consistently used as a 

reference for overlaying all blind reconstruction images produced by SPIP.  The tip 

radius was checked after a standard set of measurements.  Once the tip radius was 10 nm 

larger than the initial measurement, the tip was discarded and a new tip was 

characterized. 

3.6.3 AFM scanning parameters  

There were four parameters identified as critical to control during force measurements.  

The following was done to control scan size, scan rate, force applied, and contact area. 

The scan size of each point was 0 nm.  At each point 256 force curves were collected and 

then the tip was moved to a different spot on the sample, as described in Section 3.5.  The 

scan rate can be set at 5 to 8 Hz when measuring forces in vapor and non-viscous liquids.  

In viscous liquids, like ethylene glycol, the scan rate must be reduced to 3 Hz or smaller. 

The applied force can be calculated from the graph shown in Figure 5.4  The spring 

constant and Δz (from contact with the surface to the piezo crystal beginning retraction) 

shown in Figure 3-16 need to be found.  These values are used by the on-line control 

program to calculate the force.   
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 F = k * Δz 

 Δz = number of divisions horizontally * x scale * Z piezo sensitivity. 

The value can be determined more precisely with the SPIP software, but a wide range of 

10-12nN allowed for flexibility in estimating the applied force in-line following these 

guidelines. 

1. Determine the Z piezo sensitivity.  The instructions to do so were covered in 

Section 3.3, under the methodology for determining spring constant with the 

thermal method. 

2. The x scale is the Z Position and has (V/div) as the units of measure. 

3. The number of divisions is counted by starting at the very left edge of the graph 

and counting over to the start of the triangle. 

Once these parameters are determined, the force applied can be calculated.  If the force 

calculated was not between 10 – 12 nN, then the trigger threshold in the Z scan controls 

box will have to be changed until it is.  The trigger threshold allows for increase and 

decrease in force applied by shifting the force curve right and left. 
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Figure 3-16:  The force curve and parameters used to determine the force applied.[49]  
The horizontal divisions are counted until the first marked (+).  It is important to estimate 
the number of divisions as close as possible noting the best calculation will be obtained 
from the SPIP software.   
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3.6.4 AFM measurements 

In order to evaluate the AFM’s potential use for studying surface energetics, the same 

samples used in the contact angle studies, Section 2.3, were used for the AFM studies.  

The conditions initially tested were in ambient environment without any control of 

moisture content to determine solid-vapor surface energy.  Next, the vapor measurements 

were repeated, but in a controlled humidity environment.  A near zero percent humidity 

was achieved by purging and environmental chamber with nitrogen gas.  Last, the solid-

liquid surface energy was determined using the same liquids that were used in the contact 

angle measurements (water, diiodomethane, ethylene glycol, and formamide).  Since 

there were variations in the contact angles using hydrated liquids, the hygroscopic liquids 

were dried before measuring forces.  All force curves are then analyzed using SPIP 

software (Nanoscience Instruments, Inc., Phoenix, AZ).   

 

3.6.4.1 Ambient humidity measurements  

The effects of humidity on the pull-off force has been previously studied.[51-53]  It has 

been shown that stiff cantilevers can lessen the impact humidity has on the force 

measurements.  However, if a flexible cantilever is used, which is best for sensitivity, 

then humidity has a major impact on the force measurements.  The more humidity 

present the larger the spread or range in the force of adhesion.  Therefore, if a flexible 

cantilever is used, the environmental conditions have to be controlled.  In this study, it 

was important to compare the difference between ambient and controlled conditions.  

Also the contact angle measurements were made in ambient conditions, and therefore 

could be more comparable to AFM results in ambient environment.  The ambient 
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environmental conditions for the three tips and two samples of mica and graphite were 

measured at 23-26ºC and 59-62% relative humidity (RH) measured with a hand held 

hygrometer.  The tip holder for measurements in vapor is shown in Figure 3-17. 

3.6.4.2 Controlled relative humidity measurements    

After the forces were measured in ambient conditions, three new AFM tips and the two 

mica samples were then placed in a desiccator.  Air was pulled out of the desiccator with 

a vacuum pump.  The samples were held in the desiccator for 24 hours.  The samples 

were then transferred individually to the AFM and the measurements were made in an 

environmental chamber with less than 10% relative humidity.  To create low humidity in 

the environmental chamber, nitrogen gas was purged for two hours, while monitoring the 

relative humidity with a hygrometer.  The AFM set up with the environmental chamber is 

shown in Figure 3-18. 
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Figure 3-17:   Bottom side of a tip holder for vapor measurements.  The gold piece holds 
the cantilever.   
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Figure 3-18:   MultiMode AFM with an environmental chamber.   
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3.6.4.2 Liquid measurements    

Force measurements with mica and graphite samples were made in water, diiodomethane, 

ethylene glycol, and formamide using a fluid cell, Figure 3-19.  The fluid is injected 

through a syringe and contained in an o-ring, Figure 3-20.  The fluid was injected, but 

because of interactions that can happen between the liquid and the surface, ten minutes 

was given to allow for a so-called "equilibrium".  It was observed that measurements 

were less repeatable right after the liquid was injected.  Thus, 10 minutes was allowed so 

that the "equilibrium" between the liquid and the sample surface could be attained.  The 

measurements from formamide and ethylene glycol were made after the solvents had 

been dried and with the rehydrated solvents, as with contact angle measurements in 

Chapter 2.  

In Chapter 6, additive solutions will be needed to measure forces on crystalline surfaces.  

The methodology will be discussed further in that chapter, but it needs to be highlighted 

that these types of solutions can be used with the AFM but could not be used with contact 

angle measurements.  The set up for the additive solutions is the same.  The fluid cell and 

syringe are used to introduce the liquid to the system.  It is important to ensure the 

additive has completely dissolved in the solvent before use.  Thus, when an aliquot is 

taken for injection, the concentration of the solution will be known. 
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Figure 3-19:   Fluid cell used to measure forces with solvents and solutions.     
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Figure 3-20:   MultiMode AFM with the fluid cell and syringe to inject liquids.   
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3.7 Summary 

The goal of this work is to use the AFM to investigate surface energy.  This chapter 

presented the components and functions of the AFM and the methodology developed for 

force measurements with the AFM.  The most important development in this chapter was 

establishing methods for measuring the cantilever spring constant and the tip radius.  A 

scanning methodology was developed and a statistical model was chosen that will allow 

for comparison and error analysis. 

Tip characterization is an important step for measuring forces and calculating surface 

energy.  To calculate the force of adhesion from Hooke’s Law, deflection and the spring 

constant are needed.  The deflection is obtained from AFM data and then the forces can 

be determined in SPIP.  To obtain an accurate force, a spring constant needs to be entered 

into the software.  The spring constant has been determined using several methods; 

however, the goal was to be able to measure the spring constant of each cantilever.  The 

value provided from the manufacturer and the destructive method was determined to be 

unsuitable.  The literature for the thermal method was reviewed and modifications were 

made on the microscope to collect the data.  A Matlab code was developed to analyze the 

AFM data.  The calculated spring constant from the thermal method was successfully 

compared to the “gold standard” added mass method, allowing continued use of the 

thermal method for determining the spring constant of every tip.  

 Tip radius will be a required parameter in Chapter 4 to finally calculate surface energy, 

and therefore, a nondestructive method was needed to evaluate the radius of each tip.  

The blind reconstruction literature was reviewed and then successfully implemented as 
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compared to the manufacturer’s value and SEM images.  Thus, a method was developed 

to continually monitor the tip radius. 

The scanning methodology for force measurements in vapor and in liquids was discussed 

and will be expanded upon in Chapters 5 and 6 to collect AFM data.  The scan size, scan 

rate, and applied force parameters were determined for AFM measurements in vapor and 

in liquid.  Finally, a repeated measures mixed model was implemented for statistical 

analysis of the AFM data.  The statistical model will allow for comparison between 

samples and tips and show what contributions cause significant error. 

The successful completion of the literature review and the AFM methodology of this 

chapter set the stage for taking force measurements from the AFM and calculating 

surface energy.  To do this the next chapter will investigate various models with the goal 

of determining surface energy.  
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Chapter 4 – AFM Math Models 
 

The previous chapter evaluated the methodology of the AFM to measure forces.  

However, the overall goal is to evaluate the AFM’s capability to investigate surface 

energy.  Therefore, models had to be developed to transform the force data into surface 

energy.  Currently, there is not an experimental method to measure surface energy 

directly; as a result, all techniques require models.  The model development for the AFM 

force data is presented in this chapter  

4.1 Contact Mechanics 
In contact angle measurements, the spreading of a liquid over a surface to reach 

equilibrium is dominated by the minimization of surface free energy.  When two solids 

are in contact, reaching the equilibrium state depends on the distribution of elastic forces.  

Mechanical work must be expended to overcome the adhesive forces keeping two 

separate bodies in contact.  This work is involved in the creation of a new surface.  Hertz 

was the first to observe the contact between two smooth elastic bodies.  When no surface 

forces act, the contact area for two spheres with radius R1 and R2 pressed together under 

load P is given by[54] 

P
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)kk(
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21
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+= π  4.1

where k1 and k2 are the elastic constants of the material of the spheres and k1 and k2 are 

defined by 
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where v is the Poisson ratio and E is the Young’s modulus of each material.  Typically, 

Equation 3.7 is written in a simplified form  

K
RPa =3

0  4.3

where R=R1R2/(R1+R2) and K=4/3π(k1+k2).  To verify this theory, Hertz used an optical 

microscope to measure the contact between two glass spheres.  Hertz showed that both 

the size and shape of the zone of contact followed from the elastic deformation of the two 

glass spheres.  Later, however, there were experimental contradictions observed to the 

Hertzian theory.  At low loads, the contact area was considerably larger than what Hertz 

had predicted.  Strong adhesion was observed and as the load was reduced toward zero, a 

constant finite value of contact area was observed.  This suggested that attractive surface 

forces became important as the load was reduced towards zero, but at high loads Hertz 

theory still held.[54]  

Two contact mechanics models, Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR)[54] and Deryaguin-

Muller-Toporov (DMT),[55] were developed to evaluate this relationship.  The major 

difference between the two models is the area each takes into account the energy of 

molecular attraction.  The JKR model takes into account what happens inside the area of 

contact and DMT considers outside of the contact area.  Therefore, the differences 

observed in the applied force, contact radius, and deformation are due to the role 

adhesion plays in the system.       Table 4-1 summarizes the relationships for each model 
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of the contact radius, deformation of the sample, and force of adhesion.  Using the tip 

radius, R, (determined by blind reconstruction in Section 3.6.2) the work can be 

calculated with the adhesion forces determined from AFM measurements.[32, 54, 55]  

Then, contact radius can be calculated as a function of the reduced Young’s modulus, K, 

which is 

 ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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where vt, Et, vs, and Es are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the tip and the 

sample respectively.  Lastly the deformation of the sample can be determined. 

Figure 4-1a, shows the interaction between completely rigid particles and Figure 4-1b, 

shows particles that deform when they come into contact.  JKR showed that the attractive 

surface forces pull the two surfaces together giving rise to a finite contact area, even 

under zero external load.  When surface forces are not observed (W=0), the JKR and 

DMT contact area equations revert back to the simple Hertz equation (4.3).  For the JKR 

model when the applied load is made negative, the contact radius decreases.  Thus, for a 

solution to be obtained 

 ( )236 RWRPW ππ ≤ , 

RWP π
2
3

−≥  
4.5

and separation of the sphere will occur when 
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Thus, equation 4.6 illustrates that the applied force does not affect force of adhesion.  It 

only affects the contact area that the AFM tip will observe, as discussed in Chapter 3.  

However, because of the sensitivity of the AFM and its capability to resolve sub-

angstrom, force applied should be monitored.  This will help control contact area so the 

load does not push the tip into several different chemical moieties. 

Similarly for the DMT model, a solution can be obtained as long as 

 RWP π2−≥  4.7

 

 



 

 

 

     Table 4-1: Contact mechanics equations for Hertzian, JKR, and DMT models.[32]  
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Figure 4-1:  a)  An illustration of a rigid sphere on a rigid surface.  b) On the left is an illustration of a deformable sphere on a rigid 
surface in the absence of adhesion (Hertz) and in the presence of adhesion (JKR).  On the right is an elastic adhering sphere about to 
separate from adhesive contact. [56] 
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Since two models were developed that established the relationship between force and 

work, Tabor developed a parameter to aid in the decision of which model should be used 

based on AFM tip properties and the sample’s surface properties:[57]  

( )
( )3

0
2

3/12

zK
Rγφ =  4.8

where R is the radius of the sphere (or AFM tip radius), γ is determined from contact 

angle measurements, K is the reduced Young’s modulus that occurs at contact, and z0 is 

the equilibrium size of atoms at contact.  The value the average atomic diameter of 

carbon (0.154 nm) was used for z0, by assuming the tip and the surface were in atomic 

contact.  When φ is greater than 0.3 the JKR model is used, when it is less than 0.3 the 

DMT theory is used.  This equation requires prior knowledge of the sample's surface 

energy.  In this study, the surface energy will come from contact angle, but other studies 

have used surface energy information from inverse gas chromatography.[52] To obtain 

tip radius, blind reconstruction (Section 3.6.3) is used. 

Now that the methodology for measuring forces has been defined and the adhesion 

models have been identified to take force and calculate work, the next step will be to take 

the work of adhesion and determine surface energy.  The illustration below is the 

overarching goal to take AFM forces and determine surface energy  

γ→→ WF  4.9
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4.2 Surface Energy Models 
 

In Section 2.2, the concepts and equations for the free energy of cohesion and adhesion 

were introduced.  These same principles are still applicable with the AFM, and just like 

with contact angle measurements, mathematical models must be developed to interpret 

the AFM data.  There are no experimental methods that can be used to determine surface 

energy directly and stopping at work of adhesion is not the goal.  The work of adhesion 

results makes it difficult to compare to contact angle and literature surface energy.  

Continuing to surface energy will give more information about the individual surfaces 

and it can be applied to understanding interactions with other solids and liquids.   

Therefore, to determine the surface energy of a material in vapor or in a liquid using the 

AFM: 

• First, forces are measured,  

• Second, the work of adhesion is calculated, and  

• Finally, the surface energy is calculated through development of a robust model. 

The next few sections will present possible models to use when investigating surface 

energy with the AFM. 

4.2.1 Surface energy model 1  

In Section 2.2 and Figure 2-2, the change in surface free energy to separate two different 

media, 1 and 2, in a third medium is given by:[56] 

122313123 γγγ ++=W  4.10
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where in air γ13, γ23, and γ12 represent the tip-vapor, sample-vapor, and tip-sample 

respectively, and in a liquid represent tip-liquid, sample-liquid, and tip-sample, 

respectively.  Therefore, by measuring the adhesion force with the AFM it is possible to 

determine the surface energy of sample-vapor or sample-liquid.  However there are three 

unknowns in Equation 4.10,  

1. γ13 – tip-vapor or tip-liquid 

2. γ23 – sample-vapor or sample-liquid 

3. γ12 – sample-tip 

In order to determine γ23 (γsv 
or γ

sl
) in Equation 4.10, the surface energy of the γ12 and γ13 

must first be calculated.  Therefore, more experiments were set up in order to achieve this 

goal.  

The tip-vapor and tip-liquid (γ13) surface energies will be obtained by measuring the 

adhesion force between a pair of identical tips in air or in liquid (Figure 4-2).  An AFM 

tip scans the surface of the cantilever behind the AFM probe and the pull off force is 

measured and work is calculated.  It is worthwhile to point out that it is not necessary to 

measure the force curve at the apex of the scanned tip because the entire cantilever and 

tip are composed of the same silicon nitride.  Thus, when similar materials are brought 

together, the work of cohesion to pull them apart is equal to[56] 

tvW γ⋅= 2 ; tlW γ⋅= 2  4.11

where γtv and γtl are tip-vapor and tip-liquid surface energies respectively. 
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Figure 4-2: Tip-tip AFM scans are performed in both vapor and liquid environments to 
determine the tip-vapor and tip-liquid surface energies. 
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The third term, sample-tip (γ12), could not be determined from separate AFM 

experiments.  Therefore, going back to Equation 4.10, there are still two unknowns; 

1. γ12 – sample-tip 

2. γ23 – sample-vapor or sample-liquid 

Consequently, this model could not be used to determine either γsv and γsl without 

knowing γst first.  To circumvent the limitation, the following is implemented: 

1. Using contact angle measurements as described in Chapter 2, γsv can be 

determined, 

2. Then tip-tip measurements provide the surface energy of the tip in air, and 

3. The work is calculated from force of adhesion measurements of the sample in air. 

These steps lead to determining the γst based on Equation 4.10 when the medium is vapor. 

The γst will then be used in: 

sttlslstlW γγγ ++=  4.12

For γsl (solid-liquid surface energy) to be calculated the following 

measurements/parameters must be defined: 

1. AFM force of adhesion measurements on the sample surface in a solvent,  

2. Calculation of work of adhesion from the forces obtained in the first item, and 

3. Tip-tip AFM measurements in the same liquid to determine γtl, Equation 4.11.  
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Since there are several experiments and equations that are necessary to achieve the final 

goal, a flow chart in Figure 4-3 has been developed. 

In order to use this model for determining solid-liquid surface energy, a few assumptions 

were made. First, since contact angle measurements were used it was assumed that the 

liquids used for contact angle measurements did not influence the determination of solid-

vapor surface energy, and it would be constant over any combination of liquids.  This 

assumption is difficult to make because most of the indirect models used to determine 

solid-vapor surface energy warn against this.[2, 9]   All of these models rely on fitting 

results from various liquids.  If a different combination of liquids is chosen, the 

calculated solid-vapor surface energy could be different.  Thus, it is difficult to use 

unreliable data from a second method.  Also, the goal is to investigate the performance of 

just the AFM for determining surface energy.  The use of the AFM would be extremely 

limited if the mathematical model needed to rely on another experimental method to 

obtain the parameter of interest. 

The second assumption is that the sample surface from the contact angle measurements is 

comparable to the surface used for AFM measurements and remains unchanged in liquid 

environments.  Hence, the surface-tip surface energy will be the same in vapor as it is in 

liquids.  This assumption is difficult to make unless the material is inert in the liquid 

being used.  If the liquid interacts with the sample, possibly rearranging the surface 

molecules, the sample-tip surface energy will vary.  This was also a problem with contact 

angle measurements.  If the liquid deforms the surface, the measured contact angle is not 

as accurate as an angle measured on a non-deformable surface.   
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Further investigation presented in Chapter 5 will also show the differences in solid-vapor 

surface energy when measured in ambient and controlled relative humidity.  These data 

are more evidence that 1) using contact angle data for an AFM model is inadequate, and 

2) the surface forces are different when water vapor is not present.  However, since the 

sample-tip surface energy is currently not measurable, the assumption that it is constant 

must be made to use this model.  The limitations discussed for this model are what led to 

the development of another model. 
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Figure 4-3: Experimental flow chart in order to study solid-liquid surface energy using 
the AFM and mathematical model 1. 
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4.2.2 Surface energy model 2  

The second model eliminates relying on contact angle for determining the solid-vapor 

surface energy.  This model, the geometric mean, is based on an existing theory 

continually used in the literature.[58] 

tvsvW γγ2=  4.13

In section 2.2, the geometric mean and the mathematical assumptions that are made to 

evaluate the free energy of two dissimilar surfaces were reviewed.   The geometric mean 

makes it possible to predict properties of the 12 interface from the separate properties of 

the 1 and 2 phases.  Hence, the surface-tip-vapor interactions are based on the solid-vapor 

and tip-vapor phases.  The elimination of γst from the equation leaves only one unknown, 

γsv.  Therefore to calculate solid-vapor surface energy (γsv) the following studies are done 

1. Measure the forces of adhesion on the sample surface in vapor,  

2. Calculate the work of adhesion from the forces obtained in the first item, and 

3. Make tip-tip AFM measurements in vapor to determine γtv, Equation 4.11 

These same steps can be followed to obtain solid-liquid surface energy, and Equation 

4.13 becomes 

tlslW γγ2=  4.14

The only difference is the force measurements for the sample and tip are done in a liquid 

environment.  The work flow to use this model and obtain solid-vapor and solid-liquid 

surface energies is illustrated in  
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Figure 4-4.  Compared to the first model, fewer experiments are required for the second 

model, no assumptions have to be carried from the solid-vapor experiments to the solid-

liquid experiments, and contact angle data is not required to eliminate an unknown value.  

This allows each set of measurements to be independent of the other, which the first 

model could not do. 

The assumption for this model is that the geometric mean can 1) be used with the AFM 

and 2) the surface energy of the two separate phases (solid-vapor, tip-vapor) can be used 

to represent the interaction of the sample-tip (the dissimilar phases).  The geometric 

mean, as mention in Section 2.2, only takes into consideration the van der Waals 

interactions and does not include polar/hydrogen bonding forces.  However, it has been 

pointed out that the AFM measures the sum of all the forces occurring between the tip 

and the sample. These forces can consist of capillary, electrostatic, and Liftshitz-van der 

Waals forces.[58]  The assumption that has to be made is the biggest limitation of this 

model.  It was shown that using the geometric mean model overestimates the surface 

energy for contact angle measurements.[2, 9, 26, 59]  Since the geometric mean model 

was developed based on van der Waals interactions, it might be difficult to employ this 

model with polar surfaces (mica).  The best use of this model would be with surfaces that 

mainly consist of London dispersion forces (graphite).   

Because of the limitations with the geometric mean, Neumann’s lab added a modification 

to correct for the overestimation of the geometric mean.[19, 20]  It was thought this same 

modification could be applied to the AFM, and therefore, another model should be tested. 
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Figure 4-4: Experimental flow chart in order to study solid-liquid surface energy using 
the AFM and mathematical model 2. 

(Note:  Model 3 follows the same flow diagram; the only difference is the solid-liquid 
surface energy.) 
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4.2.3 Surface energy model 3 

The third surface energy applies the modified geometric mean equation from contact 

angle measurements to the AFM measurements.[59]   

( )2

2 tvsveW tvsv
γγβγγ −−=  4.15

and in liquid environments the solid-liquid surface energy can be determined by: 

( )2

2 tlsleW tlsl
γγβγγ −−=  4.16

The experimental flow of this model is similar to the one shown in  

Figure 4-4.  The only difference is the corresponding equations that will be used.  One 

difficulty with using this model is that the unknown variable which is being solved for, 

solid-vapor or solid-liquid surface energy, is in both the exponential and under the square 

root of the equations.  For this reason, solving for these unknowns requires software that 

can run iterations until the surface energy is solved.   

Another limitation of this model is the assumption that β, a universal constant from 

Neumann’s lab, can be translated to use with the AFM.  In order to consider deviations 

from the geometric mean, researchers have tried to introduce an empirical parameter that 

is used as a correction factor.[25]  The proposed correction factor by Neumann included 

the universal constant β where β = 0.0001247 m4 mJ-2.  This value was obtained by 

fitting large sets of experimental contact angle data.  The data encompassed apolar, polar, 

aprotic, and protic liquids on low energy polymeric surfaces.  The scope of this 

development was not to repeat such experiments to see if a universal parameter could be 
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established with the AFM.  Thus, the assumption was made that this constant could be 

applied the AFM studies.  However, in Chapter 5 when the models are tested, the 

influence of β will be explored to determine its effect on the fitting and iterations.  The 

values between models 2 and 3 will also be compared to determine if the addition of a 

correction factor has any implications in calculating surface energy. 

4.2.4 Surface energy model 4  

In models 2 and 3 both solid-vapor and solid-liquid surface energies could be measured 

using the AFM.  Model 1 was not able to evaluate both.  Since there were no direct ways 

to measure γst, contact angle solid-vapor data had to be used.  More evaluation was given 

to model 1, and it was thought that if model 2 or 3 could be used to determine solid-vapor 

surface energy, a mixed model could be developed (Figure 4-5).  Then, γst would be 

determined by 

1. Measuring the forces of adhesion on the sample surface in vapor,  

2. Calculating the work of adhesion from the forces obtained in the first item, 

3. Making tip-tip AFM measurements in vapor to determine γtl, Equation 4.11, and  

4. Using model 2 or 3 to calculate γsv. 

Once these experiments were completed, the value for γst could be obtained.  The surface-

tip surface energy can then be used in Equation 4.12 to investigate the solid-liquid 

surface energy. 

The mixed model would eliminate the need to use another technique for solid-vapor 

surface.  Thus negating the assumption that the surface measured in contact angle 
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measurements was the same as the surface used for AFM measurements.  However, the 

mixed model still requires that γst be evaluated.  If any changes happen at the molecular 

level on the surface in a liquid environment, the sample-tip surface energy will be 

affected.  Any changes to this surface energy cannot be captured until there is a direct 

way to measure the sample-tip surface energy.  These effects will be seen on surfaces that 

are not inert.  Therefore, this model may prove to be useful with surfaces like mica and 

graphite, but might fall apart in crystalline systems when dissolution and crystallization 

are occurring. 
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5) Calculate sample-tip surface energy
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Figure 4-5: Experimental flow chart in order to study solid-liquid surface energy using 
the AFM and mathematical model 4. 
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4.3 Summary 

Surface energy models complete the mathematics necessary to take AFM force 

measurements and determine surface energy.  Currently, it is not possible to measure 

surface energy directly, and while computational work can be done, it is difficult to 

consider all environmental factors that can affect surface energy.  Therefore, 

experimental methods and mathematical models are required.  This is what has been done 

with contact angles, inverse gas chromatography, and the AFM.                    Table 4-2 

evaluates the advantages, limitations, and assumptions of the models presented in this 

chapter that will be used to incorporate AFM force measurements to calculate surface 

energy.   

Chapters 5 will utilize these models to determine the surface energy of graphite and mica. 

The goal of the inert surfaces is to see if any of these models can give surface energy 

results comparable to the results from the contact angle measurements.  Based on the 

results from Chapter 5, the models will subsequently be applied to a crystalline material 

in Chapter 6.  Chapter 6 will evaluate whether the models that predict well on inert 

surfaces can also predict well in a dynamic crystalline system. 



 

 

                  Table 4-2: Comparison of the four mathematical used to determine surface energy with AFM force measurements. 

Model Advantages Limitations Assumptions 

1 

• Theoretical equation of all 
interfacial interactions is 
considered. 

• Needs another technique to 
determine γst. 

• Cannot determine γsv. 

• Contact angle results are not 
dependent on the fitting from 
the liquids used. 

• The surface-tip interfaces 
measured in liquid 
environments is not changed 
from the interface in vapor 

2 

• Another technique is not needed 
to measure γsv. 

• Developed for Van der Waals 
interactions. 

 

• The model can be applied to all 
surfaces, even polar surfaces, 
because the ionization 
potentials and molecular size 
are similar. 

3 

• Another technique is not needed 
to measure γsv. 

• Correction factor to prevent 
overestimation from geometric 
mean. 

• Dependent upon an empirical 
universal constant from contact 
angle measurements. 

• A universal constant from 
contact angle measurements is 
applicable to the AFM. 

• Iterations are able to fit the data 
accurately to solve for surface 
energy. 

4 

• Contact angle results are not 
needed to measure γsv. 

• Theoretical equation of all 
interfacial interactions is 
considered. 

• Cannot determine γsv. • The surface-tip interfaces 
measured in liquid 
environments is not changed 
from the interface in vapor 
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Chapter 5  – AFM Results 
5.1 Introduction 

Thus far, the discussion has covered the operations and methodology of the AFM force 

measurements and the equations needed for the calculation of surface energy.  The goal 

of this chapter is to apply the methodology in Chapter 3 and mathematical models in 

Chapter 4 to determine surface energy of mica and graphite.  The solid-vapor and solid-

liquid surface energy will be calculated from AFM force of adhesion and compared to the 

results from contact angle data in Chapter 2.  All four surface energy models will be 

evaluated to determine which model gave comparable results. 

5.1 AFM Measurements 

In order to evaluate the AFM’s potential use for studying surface energetics, the same 

samples used in the contact angle studies (Section 2.3) were used for the AFM studies.  

Solid-vapor surface energy was measured first in ambient and controlled humidity 

environments, and solid-liquid surface energy was determined with the same liquids used 

in contact angle measurements (water, diiodomethane, ethylene glycol, and formamide).  

The variability in the ambient measurements was large despite maximizing the scan 

parameters discussed in Chapter 3.  The capillary effect has been extensively researched 

and results have shown that it has less of an impact when the humidity is less than or 

equal to 22%.[52]  Therefore, the vapor environment was controlled using an 

environmental chamber purged with nitrogen gas.  After observing contact angle 

differences with rehydrated hygroscopic liquids, the hygroscopic liquids were dried prior 

to use.  The following sections will present results for tip characterization, statistical 
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analysis of forces, AFM surface energy model analyses, and finally comparison to 

contact angle data.   

5.1.1 Solid-vapor surface energy  

5.1.1.1 Graphite Ambient and Controlled RH Solid-Vapor Surface Energy 

The flow diagram in Figure 4-4 (surface energy model 2 and 3) was followed for 

calculating solid-vapor surface energy of graphite in ambient and controlled conditions. 

For each cantilever used, spring constant, tip radius, and tip-vapor surface energy were 

measured in ambient and controlled environmental conditions.  The spring constants for 

vapor measurements did not deviate from the manufacturers reported 0.06 N/m.  The tip 

radius and tip-vapor surface energy for each tip used with graphite are reported in Table 

5-1.  These values were used to calculate the solid-vapor surface energy using equations 

from surface energy models 2 and 3.   

After the forces were measured on graphite in ambient and controlled humidity, the 

statistical model discussed in Chapter 3 was applied.  The variance within and between 

the analytes was quantified using a repeated measures mixed model ANOVA.  Table 

5-3a and b and Table 5-4a and b illustrate that the variation across locations, samples, 

and tips was not statistically significant in ambient and controlled environments. Thus, 

the null hypothesis was accepted.  When the null hypothesis is accepted, an average can 

be obtained between all tips and all samples.  The force, work, and surface energy data 

for ambient and controlled humidity are plotted in Figure 5-1a and Figure 5-1b, 

respectively.  The other statistical observation of note from these measurements was the 

causation of variation, Table 5-3c and Table 5-4c.  The AFM tips and inherent 

instrumental error were the largest sources of variation in ambient measurements.  The 
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tips used were composed of silicon nitride which has a higher affinity for water than the 

carbon atoms of graphite.  Therefore, tip variation could have been caused by the varying 

amount of water adsorbed to the surface graphite.  In the controlled environment 

measurements, the largest variation was attributed to graphite*tip interaction and the 

instrumental error from the AFM measurements.  Electrostatic forces are stronger in low 

humidity conditions and are known to cause variability in the force measurements.[58]  

Graphite is a conductive material and the individual carbon atoms in graphite have been 

imaged using STM.[28]  The variability in force measurements caused by the 

electrostatic forces was picked up by the graphite*tip interaction.  An increase in 

humidity can reduce or eliminate electrostatic variability, so increasing the relative 

humidity was expected to decrease the graphite*tip variability.  Electrostatic forces can 

also be minimized by dissipating the charge with a conductive tape.  Instead of using 

scotch tape to adhere the sample to the AFM disc, a conductive tape was used to help 

reduce the electrostatic charge on the surface of the sample and decrease graphite*tip 

variability.   

The average solid-vapor surface energy for graphite in ambient and controlled 

environmental conditions, as determined using models 2 and 3, is reported in Table 5-2.    

There was not a large reduction in solid-vapor surface energy measured in a controlled 

environment as compared to the ambient surface energy.  Thus, the capillary effect had a 

minimal impact on the graphite measurements in an ambient environment.  Since 

graphite is a hydrophobic surface, the weak interaction with water allowed for consistent 

measurements in ambient and controlled humidity environments.  
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To evaluate the effectiveness of the AFM to determine surface energy, results needed to 

be compared with contact angle solid-vapor surface energy.  The average contact angle 

solid-vapor surface energy values are shown in Table 5-2, which ranged from 36 to 43 

mJ/m2.  The average solid-vapor surface energy from AFM force measurements ranged 

from 35 to 40 mJ/m2 in ambient and controlled humidity conditions.  Thus, the AFM 

results for graphite were comparable to contact angle results.  The comparison of these 

data demonstrated the applicability of the geometric mean with the AFM for surfaces 

exhibiting London dispersion forces.  It also supported the assumption and use of the 

geometric mean in the indirect models for contact angles.   

Lastly, surface energy models were evaluated.  The values in Table 5-2 indicate similar 

results between the geometric mean (model 2) and the modified geometric mean (model 

3).  The ambient solid-vapor surface energy for model 2 was 38.0 mJ/m2 and for model 3 

was 39.4 mJ/m2.  The controlled environment solid-vapor surface energy was 34.8 mJ/m2 

and 35.2 mJ/m2 for model 2 and model 3 respectively.  As all of these results are similar 

to contact angle, either model can be used to calculate the solid-vapor surface energy of 

graphite.  The modification added in model 3 did not indicate that the geometric mean 

overestimated the graphite solid-vapor surface energy. Solid-vapor surface energy results 

from model 2 are plotted in (Figure 5-1).  For each AFM data set, histogram statistics 

were generated from force, work, and surface energy data.  The number of bins was 

manually selected, using the fewest number of bins necessary to still maintain visual 

confirmation of a normal distribution as the selection criteria.  The center point and 

number of elements for each bin were retained and used for construction of a test vector 

with 1000 linearly spaced points ranging from (min(x) - mean(x)) to (max(x) + mean(x)), 
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where x represents bin centers.  A Gaussian distribution function was calculated from 

each point in the test vector.  The Gaussian normal distributions were plotted over each 

histogram and manually assessed for goodness of fit for each AFM data file. 

For model 3, one assumption that had to be made was that the empirical β determined 

from contact angle measurements could be translated to a surface energy model used with 

the AFM.  While running the iterations in Matlab, it was determined that this assumption 

was invalid.  Thus, the Matlab program was used to determine β and the solid-vapor 

surface energy for each sample.  The left panel of Figure 5-2 illustrates work values as 

calculated from a typical set of AFM force measurements.  Using the known tip-vapor 

surface energy term and an initial estimate for β, it was possible to calculate a unique 

surface-vapor surface energy solution for each work value.  However, the mathematical 

relationship between β and the surface-vapor term dictated the range of theoretically 

allowable work values.  As shown in the right panel of Figure 5-2, when β was set too 

high, the parabolic point of inflection on the mathematically allowable work values did 

not bracket the range of empirically determined work values.  Figure 5-3 illustrates the 

constraints imposed by this equation.  For example, notice that the work value 

highlighted in Figure 5-3 can only be calculated from the lowest value of β (shown in 

black). To effectively use this equation and keep consistent with the modified Berthelot 

model, it was necessary to first calculate the minimum value of β, the result of which 

allowed for calculation of all empirically determined work values.  In effect, this model 

essentially used a mathematically derived minimum allowable value for β, but not 

necessarily its true value.  Once this appropriate minimum β was calculated, the surface 

energy surface-vapor term was calculated.  Recall that the equation for this model was 
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quadratic, indicating that there were two solutions to the same equation.  In all cases, the 

first solution was determined to be the correct solution as it correlated most highly with 

model 2 AFM results.   

As described in Chapter 2, researchers caution about the indirect models’ dependency on 

liquids to determine solid-vapor surface energy.  For example, the angle of three liquids 

with different dispersive and polar components are measured and then fit to a model to 

determine the solid-vapor surface energy. However, AFM can measure the forces 

between tip-tip in vapor and tip-graphite in vapor to determine solid-vapor surface 

energy.  Thus, the surface energy value calculated is free from the interferences of 

liquids.  For contact angles with water, a saturated environment is needed to establish a 

contact angle.  Without the water saturated environment, a true "equilibrium" is not 

established and an angle cannot be measured.  The AFM can control the humidity and 

focus entirely on the solid-vapor interaction, free from water vapor.  This makes the AFM 

a more desirable tool for graphite surface energy measurements.    
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Table 5-1: Tip radius and average tip-vapor surface energy (standard deviation) for the 
AFM tips used to measure the solid-vapor surface energy of graphite in ambient and 
controlled humidity environments. 

Tip Environmental 
Conditions 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Surface 
Energy 
(mJ/m2) 

1 Ambient 44 18.9 (1.4) 91.2 (6.6) 45.6 (3.3) 

2 Ambient 41 15.8 (1.6) 82.0 (8.2) 41.0 (4.1) 

3 Ambient 43 17.2 (0.6) 84.9 (3.2) 42.5 (1.6) 

4 Controlled 
Humidity 44 14.1 (0.2) 68.1 (1.2) 34.0 (0.6) 

5 Controlled 
Humidity 42 12.3 (0.3) 62.0 (1.7) 31.0 (0.9) 

6 Controlled 
Humidity 40 10.9 (0.6) 58.0 (3.0) 29.0 (1.5) 
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Table 5-2:    Average solid-vapor surface energy of graphite determined using the AFM 
and contact angle methods.  The standard deviations are shown in parenthesis.   

 Solid-Vapor Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Method Indirect Model 
Ambient 

Force 
Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 
Measurements 

Model 1 - - 

Model 2 38.0 (5.9) 34.8 (4.8) 

Model 3 39.4 (5.7) 35.2 (5.8) 
AFM 

Model 4 - - 

Van Oss et al 42.7 (2.7) NA 

OWRK 40.3 (0.7) NA CA 

Neumann 36.8 (1.1) NA 
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Table 5-3: Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements in ambient 
environmental conditions.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance for graphite – ambient AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 142.3 15.8 1.71 0.16 
Location*Graphite 9 83.5 9.3 1.00 0.42 
Location*Tip 18 243.1 13.5 1.46 0.30 
Error 18 166.3 9.2 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 15.1 15.1 0.68 0.50 
Tip 2 334.3 167.1 7.54 0.12 
Error 2 44.4 22.2 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite -1.3 0 
Tip 38.0 37.5 
Graphite*Tip 5.9 5.8 
Graphite*Tip*Location  (Error) 57.4 56.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 5-4:  Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements with controlled 
humidity environment.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance for graphite – controlled humidity AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 63.4 7.1 0.98 0.49 
Location*Graphite 9 68.6 7.6 1.1 0.44 
Location*Tip 18 132.5 7.4 1.0 0.48 
Error 18 129.8 7.2 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 1.9 1.9 0.03 0.88 
Tip 2 264.1 132.1 1.89 0.35 
Error 2 140.1 70.1 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite -15.7 0.0 
Tip 21.4 18.5 
Graphite*Tip 43.4 37.5 
Graphite*Tip*Location  (Error) 50.9 44.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-1:  The force, work, and surface energy of a) graphite measured in ambient 
conditions and b) graphite measured in controlled humidity conditions. The averages and 
standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

Average = 16.5 ± 1.7 nN 

Average = 81.8 ± 6.8 mN/m 

Average = 38.5 ± 5.9 mJ/m2 

Average = 12.9 ± 1.4 nN 

Average = 65.8 ± 5.2 mN/m 

Average = 34.8 ± 4.8 mJ/m2 
b) 

a) 
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Figure 5-2: Iterative calculation to determine the value of β and the surface-vapor term. 
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Figure 5-3: Iterative calculation to illustrate how the value of β and the surface-vapor 
term are determined. 
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5.1.1.2 Mica Ambient and Controlled RH Solid-Vapor Surface Energy 

The same flow diagram (Figure 4-4, surface energy model 2 and 3) was followed for 

calculating solid-vapor surface energy of mica in ambient and controlled conditions.  The 

tip radius and tip-vapor surface energy for each tip used with the mica measurements are 

reported in Table 5-5.  These values were used to calculate the solid-vapor surface 

energy using equations for surface energy models 2 and 3.   

In order to calculate an average surface energy using the data from different tips and 

samples, the repeated measures mixed model is applied to the force data of mica.  The 

variance within the subjects and between the subjects for the ambient measurements is 

reported in Table 5-6a and b, and in Table 5-7a and b for controlled environment 

measurements.  The results for both ambient and controlled humidity illustrated that the 

variation between the locations, the samples, and the tips was similar, because the p 

values were greater than 0.05. Thus, the null hypothesis was accepted, and an average 

force, work, and surface energy for the ambient and controlled environments could be 

calculated.  The results for ambient and controlled humidity are shown in Figure 5-4a 

and Figure 5-4b.  The variable that caused the largest error in ambient and controlled 

humidity is shown in Table 5-6c and Table 5-7c.  In ambient measurements, the largest 

variation was due to the mica-tip interaction and the overall error within the 

measurements.  In controlled environment measurements, the largest variation was from 

the mica*tip interaction and the overall error within the measurements.  Controlled 

humidity can sometimes cause tribocharging or electrostatic forces.[58]  The biggest 

concern with electrostatic forces would be on the surface of graphite, since mica is not 

conductive.  Attempts to produce an STM image failed because mica does not carry a 
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charge.  Thus, tribocharging was likely not contributing to the variability.  The best way 

to eliminate electrostatic forces was to increase the humidity.  However, the average 

forces on mica in ambient and controlled humidity were different.  This indicated a 

strong capillary effect with mica, and increasing the humidity could introduce too many 

force variations. Since the p values were well above 0.05, the variability was not causing 

major problems for measurements between the tip and mica.       

The average solid-vapor surface energy for mica in ambient and controlled environmental 

conditions, as determined using models 2 and 3, is reported in Table 5-8.  The pull-off 

forces decreased when the relative humidity was low and the sample was allowed to sit in 

the desiccator for 24 hours.  Since both the tip and mica are hydrophilic, the large 

difference between ambient and controlled environment forces was expected.  In the 

controlled humidity measurements, water adsorption to the surface of the mica sample 

was significantly reduced, if not eliminated entirely.  The removal of water eliminated the 

capillary forces present when the relative humidity was high.  The water on the surface 

strongly interacted with mica and the tip making it difficult to pull the tip from the 

surface.  These results illustrate the importance of measuring forces with the AFM in a 

controlled environment, especially with hydrophilic surfaces. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the AFM in determining surface energy, results were 

compared to contact angle solid-vapor surface energy.  The contact angle and AFM 

results are listed in Table 5-8.  The solid-vapor surface energy of mica in ambient 

conditions was comparable with the van Oss model obtained using contact angle 

measurements.  The solid-vapor surface energy measured in a controlled environment 

was less then the contact angle solid-vapor surface energy.  Due to the disparity in the 
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contact angle models, it was difficult to compare the results from the AFM.  The contact 

angle method relied on measuring angles of liquids with various surface tensions and 

fitting them to models based on the geometric mean.  Each of these models used different 

ways to incorporate the polar or acid/base term, and the results in Chapter 2 showed how 

significantly this term varied.  The ambient AFM and contact angle determined solid-

vapor surface energies were measured in uncontrolled conditions.  Therefore, water vapor 

that settled on samples during contact angle measurements affected the spread of the 

liquids during contact angle measurements.  Water vapor adsorbed on the surface of mica 

in ambient conditions also contributed to large pull-off forces with the AFM.  For 

hydrophilic surfaces, the water adsorbed to the surface limited the ability for direct 

comparison between the AFM surface energy and the contact angle determined surface 

energy.  For mica, controlled environment conditions most likely report the “true” solid-

vapor surface energy.   

Lastly, the surface energy models were evaluated.  The results in Table 5-8 indicate the 

calculated surface energy from the geometric mean (model 2) and the modified geometric 

mean (model 3) were similar.  The ambient solid-vapor surface energy was 45.0 mJ/m2 

and 44.9 mJ/m2 for model 2 and model 3, respectively.  The controlled environment 

solid-vapor surface energy was 30.6 mJ/m2 and 30.8 mJ/m2 for model 2 and model 3.  

The modification added in model 3 indicated that the geometric mean did not 

overestimate the mica solid-vapor surface energy.  Therefore, the solid-vapor surface 

energy results shown in Figure 5-4 were calculated based on model 2.  In model 3, the 

assumption was made that the contact angle determined empirical β value could be used 

with the AFM.  As part of the analysis in Matlab, iterations were performed using the β 
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determined by Neumann's lab to determine solid-vapor surface energy.  During these 

iterations, the Matlab program also determined an optimized the β value as previously 

discussed.  The optimized β value was five times smaller than the empirical value 

determined in the Neumann lab.[59]   
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Table 5-5: Tip radius and average tip-vapor surface energy (standard deviation) for the 
tips used to calculate the solid-vapor surface energy of mica in ambient and controlled 
humidity environments. 

Tip Environmental 
Conditions 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Surface 
Energy 
(mJ/m2) 

1 Ambient 43 19.0 (8.9) 93.7 (8.9) 46.9 (8.9) 

2 Ambient 41 17.4 (6.2) 89.9 (6.2) 45 (6.2) 

3 Ambient 44 18.8 (2.6) 90.5 (2.6) 45.2 (2.6) 

4 Controlled 
Humidity 44 12.5 (0.8) 60.4 (3.7) 30.2 (1.8) 

5 Controlled 
Humidity 43 12.9 (0.6) 63.6 (2.9) 31.8 (1.5) 

6 Controlled 
Humidity 40 10.9 (0.5) 57.9 (2.6) 29.0 (1.3) 
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Table 5-6: Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements in ambient 
environmental conditions.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance for mica – ambient AFM measurements. 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 18.6 2.1 0.42 0.91 
Location*Mica 9 70.1 7.8 1.57 0.20 
Location*Tip 18 167.7 9.31 1.87 0.10 
Error 18 89.5 5.0 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 71.3 71.3 1.07 0.41 
Tip 2 58.3 29.1 0.44 0.70 
Error 2 133.5 66.7 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica 1.3 1.1 
Tip -16.4 0.0 
Mica*Tip 51.7 44.5 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 63.3 54.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

 

a) 

c) 

b) 
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Table 5-7: Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements in controlled humidity 
environmental conditions.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance for mica – controlled AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 12.1 1.4 1.26 0.38 
Location*Mica 9 4.1 0.5 0.43 0.90 
Location*Tip 18 20.2 1.1 1.05 0.46 
Error 18 19.3 1.1 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 6.7 6.7 0.17 0.72 
Tip 2 3.6 1.8 0.05 0.96 
Error 2 76.7 38.3 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica -57.9 0.0 
Tip -100.1 0.0 
Mica*Tip 204.8 79.4 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 53.2 20.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

 

a) 

c) 

b) 
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Figure 5-4:  The force, work, and surface energy of a) mica measured in ambient 
conditions and b) mica measured in controlled humidity conditions. The averages and 
standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

Average = 18.5 ± 0.9 nN 

Average = 90.2 ± 4.6 mN/m 

Average = 45.0 ± 4.1 mJ/m2 

Average = 12.6 ± 0.2 nN 

Average = 61.3 ± 0.9 mN/m 

Average = 30.6 ± 0.9 mJ/m2 

a) 

b) 
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Table 5-8: Average solid-vapor surface energy of mica determined using the AFM and 
contact angle methods. 

 Solid-Vapor Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Method Indirect Model 
Ambient 

Force 
Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 
Measurements 

Model 1 - - 

Model 2 45.0 (4.1) 30.6 (0.9) 

Model 3 44.9 (4.1) 30.8 (1.9) 
AFM 

Model 4 - - 

Van Oss et al 41.3 (2.7) NA 

OWRK 65.2 (0.3) NA CA 

Neumann 57.0 (0.4) NA 
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The graphite solid-vapor surface energy from the AFM measurements was comparable to 

the solid-vapor surface energy from contact angle measurements.  The mica solid vapor 

surface energy was difficult to compare because of the limitation with the indirect contact 

angle models, though this was not the only reason for the disparity.  Since liquids were 

needed, uncertainties invariably exist because the thermodynamically equilibrated 

condition can never be satisfied.  However, the AFM did not rely on several extraneous 

parameters to determine surface energy, and forces were measured in a controlled 

humidity environment.  The two models proved to be effective for use with the AFM.  

With these results, the next objective was to evaluate solid-liquid surface energies. 

5.1.2 Solid-liquid surface energy 

The second part in evaluating the AFM’s potential for measuring surface energy involved 

taking force measurements in liquid environments.  With certain hygroscopic liquids 

more variability existed in the force measurements than with water and diiodomethane.  

Therefore, ethylene glycol and formamide were purified before use and rehydrated to 

evaluate the effect water had on the AFM measurements in those liquids.  In this section, 

a similar presentation of data will be given.  Since the solid-liquid surface energy could 

be calculated using all four models, refer to the the flow diagrams previously presented in 

Chapter 4. 

5.1.2.1 Water Solid-Liquid Surface Energy 
To determine the solid-liquid surface energy of mica and graphite in water, the spring 

constant, tip radii, and tip-liquidwater surface energies had to first be determined.  The 

spring constant was measured in water because the oscillations of the cantilever were 

different in air and in liquid.  The same thermal method was used as described in Section 
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3.3.  Table 5-9 shows the spring constant, radii, and other values used to calculate mica 

and graphite solid-liquidwater surface energy.   

Statistical analysis was performed on the AFM force data from graphite-water.  Table 

5-10a and b show the results from the SAS analysis.  The p values indicate that the null 

hypothesis was accepted.  The analysis within subjects (Table 5-10a) for 

graphite*locations had a low p value, slightly larger than the requisite 0.05 necessary to 

indicate that the differences in the locations within the graphite samples are close to being 

statistically significant.  Since graphite is hydrophobic, more variability between 

locations could have been due to the material's aversion to water.  The graphite quality 

could have also contributed to the variability.  Of the three possible grades of HOPG, the 

lowest grade was used in these studies, resulting in more steps during cleavage.  Thus, the 

combination of surface roughness and hydrophobicity of graphite can cause variations in 

the locations.  The analysis between subjects (Table 5-10b) for tips had a low p value 

that was just above 0.05, and therefore, the differences between tips are almost 

statistically significant.  Again, the hydrophobicity of graphite was a major contributor to 

variation.  Even though the statistics can uncover these differences, the scientific 

understanding of the weak interaction between water and graphite helps draw the 

appropriate conclusions.  In this study, the JMP output in Table 5-10c can be used to 

verify the decision to accept the null hypothesis.  Even though some variability was 

caused by the tips, the largest error was attributed to the residual error, which is just the 

experimental error of the measurements.   

The graphite-water averages for force, work, and surface energy are plotted in Figure 

5-5.  The force of adhesion between graphite-water was large because the two are not 
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attracted to each other.  Similarly for the contact angle measurements, the measured angle 

of water on graphite was 80.6 ± 3.6, indicating a weak interaction between the two. 

Therefore, the solid-liquid surface energy values were expected to be high.  Listed in 

Table 5-11 are the values for solid-liquid surface energy calculated from all four surface 

energy models and the contact angles.  Model 1 used contact angle γsolid-vapor and AFM 

vapor work of adhesions (ambient and controlled humidity) to calculate γsurface-tip.  Model 

2 and 3 were independent AFM measurements and model 4 was similar to model 1, but 

the AFM γsolid-vapor data are used from Section 5.1.1.  Comparing the calculated graphite-

water solid-liquid surface energy to contact angle data, models 2 and 3 were the most 

similar.  However, model 1 solid-liquid surface energy using the controlled humidity 

work of adhesion was close to Neumann calculated solid-liquid surface energy.  While 

model 1 indicated some success, the goal was to have one method for measuring surface 

energy.  Models 2, 3, and 4 utilize only AFM data.  AFM models 2 and 3 were similar to 

contact angle measurements.  These results support the use of the geometric mean with 

the AFM and with molecules on the surfaces of samples whose interactions are 

dominated by London dispersion forces.   

The difference in solid-liquid surface energy between models 2 and 3 was small; 

therefore, there was no indication that the Neumann modification improved the 

calculation of solid-liquid surface energy.  In fact, the average solid-liquid surface energy 

from the modification was larger than the average of the contact angle value.  Both 

models utilized the geometric mean, and it was shown in Section 5.1.1.1 that the 

geometric mean was successful for the prediction of surfaces that have mostly van der 
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Waals interactions.  Thus, a modification to the geometric mean might not be necessary 

when evaluating samples with strong van der Waals forces.  
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Table 5-9:  Spring constant, tip radius, and average tip-liquid surface energy (standard 
deviation) are listed for the AFM tips used to measure the solid-liquid surface energy of 
graphite and mica in water. 

Tip Material 
Spring 

constant 

(N/m) 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Tip-Liquid 
Surface 
Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

1 43 1.2 (0.2) 6.0 (1.2) 3.0 (0.6) 

2 41 1.1 (0.3) 5.7 (1.6) 2.8 (0.8) 

3 

Mica 

42 1.0 (0.6) 5.3 (3.0) 2.6 (1.5) 

1 41 0.9 (0.2) 4.5 (1.3) 2.3 (0.7) 

2 43 1.0 (0.2) 4.9 (1.0) 2.5 (0.5) 

3 

Graphite 

.04 

42 0.8 (0.5) 4.0 (2.3) 2.0 (1.2) 
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Table 5-10:  Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements with water.  a) 
Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated measures ANOVA for 
between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest percentage of variance 
for graphite – water AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 12.7 1.4 0.19 0.99 
Location*Graphite 9 155.0 17.2 2.31 0.07 
Location*Tip 18 85.5 4.8 0.64 0.82 
Error 18 134.4 7.5 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 9.4 9.4 2.18 0.28 
Tip 2 118.8 59.4 13.8 0.07 
Error 2 8.7 4.3 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite 1.6 1.5 
Tip 25.4 24.5 
Graphite*Tip -3.7 0.0 
Graphite*Tip*Location (Error) 76.7 74.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-5:  The force, work, and surface energy of graphite measured in water. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

Average = 3.3 ± 0.4 nN 

Average = 16.8 ± 2.0 mN/m 

Average = 31.8 ± 7.4 mJ/m2 
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Table 5-11:   Average solid-liquid surface energy of graphite with water determined 
using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 18.5 (1.9) 22.8 (1.9) 

OWRK 16.1 (1.9) 20.4 (1.9) Model 1 

Neumann 12.6 (1.9) 16.9 (1.9) 

Model 2 31.8 (7.4) - 

Model 3 34.5 (9.6) - 

Model 2 γsv 14.3 (1.9) 15.0 (1.9) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 15.3 (1.9) 15.4 (1.9) 

Van Oss et al 30.0 (3.9) NA 

OWRK 29.0 (4.2) NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 25.0 (3.5) NA 
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The second statistical analysis was done with the mica-water measurements.  Table 

5-12a and Table 5-12b give the SAS output for the analysis within subjects and between 

subjects.  The statistical analysis for mica does not calculate any p values less than 0.05 

and the null hypothesis was accepted.  Table 5-12c captures the JMP output for the 

factors that contributed to variation while studying the interactions between mica and 

water.  These results showed the majority of the variation was residual error, with a small 

portion attributed to tip variability.  However, the SAS data did not indicate that any 

variability would invalidate the null hypothesis.  Therefore, an average force, work, and 

surface energy data could be calculated (see Figure 5-6).   

The average force of adhesion for mica, illustrated in Figure 5-6, was smaller compared 

to that of graphite.  The smaller force value indicated mica's affinity for water.  Similarly, 

the measured contact angle on mica was 10.0 ± 2.4, therefore, the water completely 

spread over the surface of mica.  A strong interaction of water with mica meant the solid-

liquid surface energy would also be small.  The calculated solid-liquid surface energies 

from all four AFM models and contact angle are given in Table 5-13.  Unfortunately, a 

direct comparison could not be made between AFM solid-liquid surface energy and 

contact angle solid-liquid surface energy because of the limitations with the indirect 

models used with contact angle measurements.  Contact angles use Young's equation to 

balances the forces to determine solid-liquid surface energy.  In some instances, negative 

solid-liquid surface energy values were obtained.  These values did not have a physical 

meaning and make it challenging to evaluate the capabilities of the AFM.  Scientifically, 

from contact angle measurements, one could suggest that the solid-liquid surface energy 

of water would be smaller than the solid-liquid surface energy of ethylene glycol and 
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diiodomethane.  While this might be true according to the measured contact angles and 

the forces (reported in future sections), the variability of the contact angle solid-vapor 

surface energies of mica (41.3 – 65.2 mJ/m2) has made it relatively impossible to 

unequivocally determine an average AFM solid-liquid surface energy and select the 

appropriate AFM model.  This is illustrated further in the values shown in Table 5-13.   

While the AFM solid-liquid surface energy could not be compared to the contact angle 

results, the applicability of the AFM models will still be addressed. For model 1, the 

solid-liquid surface energy values ranged from -0.9 to 23.0 mJ/m2.  This range was a 

direct reflection of the large contact angle solid-vapor surface energy range.  Therefore, 

model 1 was not considered due to the increased level of complexity resulting from 

discrepancies in contact angle indirect models.   

Models 2 and 3 were independent of contact measurements.  The results from these two 

models were identical and resulted in the smallest calculated surface energy, which was 

consistent with expectation.  The similarity of the two models also confirmed that the 

modification did not significantly alter the results, illustrating the small difference 

between γsolid-liquid and γtip-liquid.  The small difference between the dissimilar components 

is necessary for the geometric mean to be valid.  The geometric mean overestimates 

surface energy; therefore modifications have been made and surface energy components 

have been evaluated.  Neumann found an empirical modification to correct for the 

overestimation.  The geometric mean was developed for van der Waals interactions and 

the contact angle results indicated mica had a stronger AB or polar interaction than LW 

or dispersive.  Therefore, to use the geometric mean with highly polar or electron 

donating/accepting capability, the assumption was made that the pure components’ 
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differences in electronic properties and molecular size were small. [21]  Any large 

differences and the geometric mean would overestimate surface energy, hence, the need 

for the modification.  The studies done with mica-water indicate the assumption was 

valid. 

Model 4 utilized only AFM data for the calculation of γsurface-tip.  There were differences 

in the AFM ambient and controlled γsolid-vapor surface energy (Table 5-8), but the solid-

liquid surface energy variations were minimized by the compensating effects of two 

simultaneously changing variables.  Without other reliable mica-water solid-liquid 

surface energy values, it was undetermined which of models 2, 3, or 4 is better.  Since 

models 2 and 3 were equivalent, there was no need to go through a rigorous fitting, 

especially since software was not available.  Also, there was no indication which model 

was better between model 2 and model 4.  As mentioned, the overriding assumption for 

model 2 was that the geometric mean can be used to describe the interaction of two 

dissimilar materials as long as the component's differences in electronic properties and 

molecular size were small.  Since mica also has electron donating/accepting capabilities, 

it was not certain that the geometric mean captured these interactions, despite model 2 

and model 3 reporting the same result.  The empirical correction factor in model 3 has not 

been used outside of contact angle measurements and might not be applicable in fitting 

the AFM data.   Model 4 assumed that the surface was unchanged between vapor and 

liquid measurements.  Since the surface of mica was relatively inert, this assumption 

might be valid.  However, the assumption might not apply when using a crystalline 

material.  Therefore, models 2, 3, and 4 were all considered viable options for evaluating 

hydrophilic surfaces. 
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Table 5-12:  Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements with water.  a) 
Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated measures ANOVA for 
between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest percentage of variance 
for mica – water AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 0.09 0.009 1.53 0.21 
Location*Mica 9 0.03 0.003 0.54 0.83 
Location*Tip 18 0.15 0.008 1.38 0.25 
Error 18 0.11 0.006 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 0.0007 0.0007 0.10 0.78 
Tip 2 0.0600 0.0300 4.12 0.19 
Error 2 0.0145 0.007 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica -2.9 0.0 
Tip 15.1 14.7 
Mica*Tip 1.0 1.0 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 86.7 84.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

c) 

b) 
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Figure 5-6:  The force, work, and surface energy of mica measured in water. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

Average = 0.5 ± 0.1 nN 

Average = 2.7 ± 0.5 mN/m 

Average = 0.7 ± 0.2 mJ/m2 
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 Table 5-13:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of mica with water determined using 
the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al -0.9 (1.1) 12.6 (1.1) 

OWRK 23.0 (1.1) 36.5 (1.1) Model 1 

Neumann 14.8 (1.1) 28.3 (1.1) 

Model 2 0.7 (0.2) - 

Model 3 0.7 (0.2) - 

Model 2 γsv 2.8 (1.1) 1.9 (1.1) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 2.6 (1.1) 2.4 (1.1) 

Van Oss et al -31.1 (2.3) NA 

OWRK -6.4 (0.5) NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann -14.7 (0.6) NA 
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5.1.2.2 Diiodomethane Solid-Liquid Surface Energy 

The spring constant, tip radii, and tip-liquiddiiodomethane surface energies were determined 

for calculation of the solid-liquid surface energy of mica and graphite in diiodomethane.  

Table 5-14 shows the spring constant, radii, and other values used for the calculation of 

mica and graphite solid-liquiddiiodomethane surface energy.   

Once the force measurements were collected for graphite-diiodomethane, statistical 

analysis was performed.  Table 5-15a and b show the results from the SAS analysis.  

The p values indicated that the null hypothesis could be accepted.  Diiodomethane and 

graphite had a strong interaction because the dominant forces were van der Waals.  

Therefore, the variability over the locations was expected to be smaller than that of 

graphite-water.  However, because of the steps due to cleavage of the sample, variability 

between subjects still existed (i.e. graphite samples or tips).  In Table 5-15b, the p value 

of tips was small, but still greater than 0.05.  Thus, JMP data still indicated (Table 5-15c) 

that tips and residual instrumental errors were the largest contributors to the overall 

variability. 

Since the null hypothesis was accepted, the average force, work, and surface energy was 

calculated and plotted in Figure 5-7.  The force of adhesion between graphite-

diiodomethane was small because there was a strong attractive force.  The same was true 

for the contact angle measurements; the measured angle of diiodomethane on graphite 

was 37.8 ± 1.4, indicating that diiodomethane spread over graphite much more than 

water.  Therefore, the solid-liquid surface energy values were expected to be low.  The 

values for solid-liquid surface energy of graphite-diiodomethane, calculated from all four 

surface energy models, are listed in Table 5-16 along with contact angle values.  It was 
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challenging to compare the results of the contact angle measurements to the AFM data 

because of the indirect models and Young's equation.  One negative number was 

observed from the diiodomethane measurements; therefore, the range of solid-liquid 

surface energies was (-3.5 to 0.7 mJ/m2).  However, the AFM results could be compared 

to the OWRK and van Oss contact angle models.  The solid-liquid surface energy for 

AFM model 1 using γst determined from van Oss and OWRK contact angle model was 

relatively low.  Thus, there were two reasons for avoiding the use of model 1.  First, the 

solid-liquid surface energy determined by the other AFM models was smaller, and as a 

result, comparable to contact angle results.  Second, requiring a combination of two 

surface energy methods suggested the AFM was not an adequate instrument for 

evaluating surface energy.  Therefore, model 1 was still not the optimal choice for the 

AFM.  Model 2 and 3 were similar in solid-liquid surface energy and also comparable to 

the contact angle OWRK solid-liquid surface energy.  These two models continued to 

show applicability with the AFM and surfaces with van der Waals forces.  Also, since the 

γsl and γtl were similar, the modification did not show differences when the solid-liquid 

surface energy was calculated.  Model 4 was also successfully compared to contact angle 

data.  Ambient and controlled humidity solid-liquid surface energies were not 

significantly different because the γsolid-vapor for graphite in ambient and controlled 

environment were also not significantly different (Table 5-2).  Therefore, model 4 could 

be used.  In the previous section, discussion of mica-water solid-liquid surface energy 

compared the advantages and disadvantages of using models 2, 3, and 4.  In studies with 

inert surfaces, the γsurface-tip may be unchanged between vapor and liquid measurements; 
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however, it is cautioned that this may not be the case for crystalline material.  However, 

consideration will be given to these models when calculating solid-liquid surface energy.     
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Table 5-14:  Spring constant, tip radius, and average tip-liquid surface energy (standard 
deviation) are listed for the AFM tips used to measure the solid-liquid surface energy of 
graphite and mica in diiodomethane. 

Tip Material 
Spring 

constant 

(N/m) 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Surface 
Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

1 45 0.8 (0.1) 3.8 (0.5) 1.9 (0.2) 

2 43 0.9 (0.3) 4.7 (1.3) 2.3 (0.7) 

3 

Mica 

42 0.8 (0.1) 4.1 (0.5) 2.1 (0.3) 

1 42 0.8 (0.3) 4.1 (1.3) 2.1 (0.6) 

2 43 0.8 (0.2) 3.7 (1.1) 1.9 (0.6) 

3 

Graphite 

.04 

43 0.9 (0.3) 4.6 (1.4) 2.3 (0.7) 
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Table 5-15:  Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements with 
diiodomethane.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for graphite – diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 0.29 0.03 1.45 0.24 
Location*Graphite 9 0.24 0.03 1.19 0.36 
Location*Tip 18 0.60 0.03 1.50 0.20 
Error 18 0.40 0.02 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 0.02 0.024 3.00 0.23 
Tip 2 0.26 0.129 16.08 0.06 
Error 2 0.02 0.008 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite 1.7 1.6 
Tip 18.8 17.7 
Graphite*Tip -6.1 0.0 
Graphite*Tip*Location  (Error) 85.7 80.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-7:  The force, work, and surface energy of graphite-diiodomethane. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

 

b) 

Average = 1.6 ± 0.8 mJ/m2 

Average = 3.5 ± 1.0 mN/m 

Average = 0.7 ± 0.2 nN 
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Table 5-16:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of graphite with diiodomethane 
determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 5.3 (0.9) 9.7 (0.9) 

OWRK 2.9 (0.9) 7.3 (0.9) Model 1 

Neumann -0.6 (0.9) 3.8 (0.9) 

Model 2 1.6 (0.8) - 

Model 3 1.6 (0.8) - 

Model 2 γsv 1.1 (0.9) 1.8 (0.9) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 1.1 (0.9) 1.8 (0.9) 

Van Oss et al 0.6 (0.1) NA 

OWRK 0.7 (0.9) NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann -3.3 (1.6) NA 
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Next, statistical analysis was done with the mica-diiodomethane measurements.  The 

SAS output in Table 5-17a and Table 5-17b for the analysis within subjects and between 

subjects indicates that all p values were greater than 0.05; therefore, the null hypothesis 

was accepted.  Table 5-17c gives the JMP output for the contributing factors of variation 

in the study of mica-diiodomethane interaction.  These results showed the majority of the 

variation was residual error, while a small portion of error was attributed to the tips and 

the mica samples.  The variability between mica samples and tips could have been caused 

by a less favorable interaction with diiodomethane.  Mica did not have the same cleavage 

difficulties associated with graphite; therefore, few to no steps form during the removal 

of a layer of mica.  Like the mica-water statistical analysis, the SAS data did not indicate 

that any variability would invalidate the null hypothesis.  Therefore, an average force, 

work, and surface energy data could be calculated (Figure 5-8).   

The average force of adhesion for mica, illustrated in Figure 5-8, was larger compared to 

that of graphite-diiodomethane.  The large force value indicated that mica's interaction 

with diiodomethane was less than that of graphite-diiodomethane.  Similarly, the 

measured contact angle on mica was 41.0 ± 2.9; therefore, the spread of diiodomethane 

was less than the spread of water on mica.  A weak interaction of diiodomethane with 

mica meant the solid-liquid surface energy would be large.  The calculated solid-liquid 

surface energies from all four AFM models and contact angle are given in Table 5-18.  

As discussed in the mica-water surface energy section, because of contact angle 

limitations, a direct comparison cannot be made with the AFM and contact angle data.  In 

this study, contact angle solid-liquid surface energy values ranged from 0.8 to 26.9 

mJ/m2.  Scientifically, solid-liquid surface energy of diiodomethane should be larger than 
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the solid-liquid surface energy of ethylene glycol and water, which was verified by the 

measured contact angles and the forces presented in this chapter.  However, the 

variability of the contact angle solid-vapor surface energies of mica (41.3 – 65.2 mJ/m2) 

made it relatively impossible to unequivocally determine an average AFM solid-liquid 

surface energy and the best AFM model.  This is illustrated further in the values shown in 

Table 5-18. 

Although the AFM data for one model cannot be compared to the contact angle results, 

the applicability of the AFM models will be evaluated. For model 1, the solid-liquid 

surface energy values ranged from 5.1 to 42.5 mJ/m2.  The range was a reflection of the 

large contact angle solid-vapor surface energy range mentioned above.  Therefore, model 

1 was not considered because of the level of complexity added from discrepancies in 

contact angle indirect models.  The indirect models and Young's equation limited 

comparison of the AFM results for a hydrophilic surface.   

Models 2 and 3 were independent of contact measurements.  The results from these two 

models were similar and fell between the contact angle surface energy ranges.  Since the 

true value of mica-diiodomethane  γsl was unclear from contact angle measurements, the 

assumptions may have been invalid.  So far the geometric mean and modified geometric 

mean have proven useful for graphite-water and graphite-diiodomethane surface energy.  

However, graphite had mostly van der Waals forces contributing to the overall surface 

energy.  Therefore, using a geometric mean model to calculate surface energy was 

acceptable.  The geometric mean, when applied to mica-ambient measurements, did show 

agreement with one of the contact angle results.  Since the variability was so large with 

contact angle solid-vapor surface energy, it could not serve as the only justification 
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against the geometric mean.  Thus, more information was needed to select between either 

of these models and model 4. 

Model 4 used the AFM solid-vapor surface energy to determine γsurface-tip and then solid-

liquid surface energy.  The limitation of this model came from the assumption that γsurface-

tip was constant.  The results were slightly lower than the results obtained from model 2 

and 3, but still larger than water and ethylene glycol solid-liquid surface energy on mica.  

Therefore it was difficult to completely disregard the validity of results calculated from 

this model.       
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Table 5-17:  Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements with diiodomethane.  
a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated measures ANOVA 
for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest percentage of 
variance for mica – diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 16.1 1.8 1.48 0.23 
Location*Mica 9 12.7 1.4 1.17 0.37 
Location*Tip 18 34.7 1.9 1.60 0.16 
Error 18 21.7 1.2 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 12.3 12.3 3.27 0.21 
Tip 2 0.4 0.2 0.06 0.95 
Error 2 7.5 3.8 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica 15.3 14.0 
Tip -9.5 0.0 
Mica*Tip 12.0 10.9 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 82.3 75.1 

Total 15.3 14.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-8:  The force, work, and surface energy of mica-diiodomethane. The averages 
and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

Average = 2.1 ± 0.3 nN 

Average = 10.3 ± 1.3 mN/m 

Average = 12.9 ± 3.1 mJ/m2 
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Table 5-18:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of mica with diiodomethane determined 
using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 5.1 (1.5) 18.6 (1.5) 

OWRK 29.0 (1.5) 42.5 (1.5) Model 1 

Neumann 20.8 (1.5) 34.3 (1.5) 

Model 2 12.9 (3.1) - 

Model 3 13.6 (4.3) - 

Model 2 γsv 8.8 (1.5) 7.9 (1.5) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 8.6 (1.5) 8.4 (1.5) 

Van Oss et al 0.8 (0.2) NA 

OWRK 26.9 (0.4) NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 18.7 (1.7) NA 
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5.1.2.3 Formamide Solid-Liquid Surface Energy 

The spring constant, tip radii, and tip-liquidformamidel surface energies were measured to 

determine the solid-liquid surface energy of graphite in formamide.  Table 5-19 shows 

the values used to calculate graphite solid-liquidformamide surface energy.   

Since formamide is a hygroscopic liquid, it was dried using distillation prior to use for 

AFM and contact angle measurements.  The dried liquid was then rehydrated to 0.5%, 

1%, and 5% w/w water/formamide.  The water amount was confirmed using Coulometric 

Karl Fisher titration.  Each liquid was used the day it was prepared. 

Force measurements were made on graphite in formamide using the tips in Table 5-19.  

Data analysis was performed in SAS and JMP.  The statistics for dried, 0.5%, 1%, and 

5% w/w water/formamide are listed in Table 5-20, Table 5-21, Table 5-22, and Table 

5-23.  From the statistics for graphite with dry, 0.5% w/w, and 1% w/w, and .5% w/w 

water/formamide the null hypothesis was accepted and an average force, work, and 

surface energy could be calculated.  The plots of the these averages for graphite with dry 

formamide, 0.5%, 1%, and 5% are shown in Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10, Figure 5-11, and 

Figure 5-12.   
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Table 5-19:  Tip radius and average tip-liquid surface energy (standard deviation) are 
listed for the AFM tips used to measure the solid-liquid surface energy of graphite in 
formamide.  There are four conditions listed for formamide, dried, 0.5%, 1%, and 5% 
w/w water in formamide. 

Tip Condition 
Spring 

constant 

(N/m) 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Surface 
Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

1 41 0.6 (0.2) 3.0 (0.8) 1.5 (0.4) 

2 40 0.6 (0.4) 2.9 (1.9) 1.4 (0.9) 

3 

Dry 

41 0.5 (0.3) 2.6 (1.8) 1.3 (0.9) 

1 41 0.6 (0.2) 3.3 (1.2) 1.7 (0.6) 

2 40 0.8 (0.2) 4.1 (1.1) 2.1 (0.6) 

3 

0.5% w/w water 

41 0.6 (0.2) 3.3 (0.8) 1.7 (0.4) 

1 41 0.8 (0.2) 4.1 (1.1) 2.0 (0.6) 

2 40 0.9 (0.3) 4.6 (1.6) 2.3 (0.8) 

3 

1% w/w water 

41 0.9 (0.2) 4.5 (1.2) 2.2 (0.6) 

1 41 0.7 (0.2) 3.8 (0.8) 1.9 (0.4) 

2 40 0.8 (0.2) 4.3 (1.0) 2.2 (0.5) 

3 

5% w/w water 

.05 

41 0.9 (0.2) 4.8 (1.1) 2.4 (0.6) 
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The average force of adhesion from the AFM measurements increased with the increase 

in water content in the formamide, demonstrating that moisture in the formamide had a 

clear effect of the AFM measurements.   

Fdry > F0.5% w/w > F1% w/w > F5%w/w 

The solid-liquid surface energy of graphite-water was about 30 mJ/m2 and with 5% w/w 

water added to formamide, the AFM calculated solid-liquid surface energy trended 

towards the graphite-water solid-liquid surface energy.  Thus, the AFM was extremely 

sensitive to changes in liquid compositions.  It is important to note that this is a limitation 

of contact angles.  In chapter 2, the problem of non-homogenous distribution of additives 

at the three phases of contact angle measurements was discussed.  These data from the 

AFM demonstrated the instrument's ability to detect changes to a solvent and more 

importantly, how the changes affect the interaction between the solvent and surface.  The 

data also showed the effect that water had on the variations in measurements.  There was 

an increase in the range of forces, which was exacerbated in the surface energy 

calculations as the water in formamide increased from about 0% to 5% w/w 

water/formamide.  The variability was also evident in the JMP data, as shown in  Table 

5-20c, Table 5-21c ,Table 5-22c, and Table 5-23c.  As the water increased, the cause of 

variability started to shift from purely residual error of the measurements to large error in 

graphite samples, tips, and the interaction between the sample and tip (Table 5-23c).  

Therefore, it was important to ensure hygroscopic liquids were dried before use in AFM 

measurements for a “true” surface energy value. 

The force of adhesion measurements for dried formamide were expected to fall 

somewhere between the measurements from diiodomethane and water since formamide 
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has polar and nonpolar components.  Therefore, the surface energy would also project in 

the middle.  This was also observed in the contact angle measurements.  The contact 

angle measurement of dried formamide on graphite was 60.9 ± 2.4.  The force of 

adhesion from AFM measurements reflected the same.  In Table 5-24, the graphite-dried 

formamide solid-liquid surface energy is shown for AFM and contact angle 

measurements.  This was the first time that the choice of models was not straightforward.  

The contact angle data gave a solid-liquid surface energy range of 8.7 to 13.7 mJ/m2 and 

the range from the four AFM models is 5 to 15.2 mJ/m2.   

Model 1 used the γsv from contact angle measurements to determine γst.  Since the 

graphite-ambient solid-vapor surface energy was only 4 mJ/m2 higher than the controlled 

humidity solid-vapor surface energy, the difference between the solid-liquid surface 

energies for model 1 was also small.  Although the values were similar, the controlled 

RH force calculated solid-liquid surface energy was closest to the corresponding contact 

angle method.  This was the first data set to have comparable results with contact angle 

results.  However, for the AFM to be a standalone instrument, it was still not 

recommended to include other surface energy measurements into an AFM model.  

Models 2 and 3, which use the geometric mean, calculated an average surface energy 

equivalent to the van Oss contact angle solid-liquid surface energy.  These models 

consistently showed the best comparability between the AFM and contact angle results.  

Since, graphite has mostly van der Waals forces; it satisfied the necessary assumptions 

for a model developed for non-bonding interactions.  Model 4 used the AFM γsv to 

determine γst.  Since γsv from the AFM measurements was smaller than the γsv of the 

contact angle measurements, the γsl was also expected to be smaller.  These results were 
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relatively comparable to the lower end of the contact angle results (Neumann model).  

Compared to water and diiodomethane, formamide has both dispersive and polar 

intramolecular forces.  Water has more polar forces and diiodomethane has more 

dispersive forces.  From these results, it seemed that the liquid with both forces gave the 

best and most consistent results from the all four models.  The extremes, water and 

diiodomethane, each seemed to have a few differences whether it’s from the limitations 

of contact angle measurements or the inherent variability in the AFM measurements.  

Formamide created more of an optimal condition for determining surface energy from 

indirect models. 

The average force of adhesion measurements made in rehydrated formamide increased 

immediately even with only a 0.5% w/w increase in water content, causing the surface 

energy to increase accordingly.  The AFM and contact angle solid-liquid surface energy 

are shown in Table 5-25.  The contact angle for the 0.5% w/w water changed as well, 

with the corresponding increase in solid-liquid surface energy.  The contact angle solid-

liquid surface energy with 0.5% w/w water in formamide ranged from 11.7 to 18.2 mJ/m2 

and from 7.6 to 19.8 mJ/m2 with AFM measurement  The evaluation of the AFM models 

for this liquid is the same as the results for dried formamide.  Model 1solid-liquid surface 

energy from the controlled RH γst, was comparable to the corresponding contact angle 

models.  Models 2 and 3 were comparable to the van Oss contact angle solid-liquid 

surface energy, and model 4 was on the lower end of the range closer to the Neumann 

contact angle solid-liquid surface energy.  The change in force of adhesion and contact 

angles with added water in formamide illustrates the importance of drying hygroscopic 
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liquids.  The true solid-liquid surface energy between the solvent and sample's surface 

cannot be found if the water is not removed. 

The average force of adhesion measurements made in 1% w/w and 5% w/w 

water/formamide continued to increase; subsequently causing the surface energy to 

increase.  The AFM and contact angle solid-liquid surface energy are shown for 1% and 

5% w/w added water in Table 5-26 and Table 5-27.  The contact angle with 1% w/w 

water decreased (62.4 ± 3.8) as compared to the angle measured with 0.5% w/w water, 

and then increased at 5% w/w water (64.3 ± 4.1).  This lack of a clear trend illustrates 

why additive solutions are not used with contact angle measurements.  Since the contact 

angles did not increase in the same manner as the AFM measurements, comparing the 

solid-liquid surface energies became more challenging.  For 1% w/w water in formamide, 

model 1 (ambient measurements) and model 4 were most comparable.   Model 1 

(controlled RH), model 2, and model 3 were less comparable to the contact angle values 

because the solid-liquid surface energy increased.  It is hard to determine the validity of 

the comparison because of the lack of confidence in the contact angle values with 

mixtures.  Similarly, for the 5% w/w water, model 1 (ambient measurements) and model 

4 were more comparable to the contact angle solid-liquid surface energy, and  model 1 

(controlled RH), model 2, and model 3 were less comparable.  The JMP statistics in 

Table 5-22c and Table 5-23c for 1% and 5% w/w water/formamide also indicate that the 

variability increased in the AFM measurements.  The propagation of error through other 

variables showed possible challenges with the AFM.  These limitations might also have 

been attributed to the use of a water mixture on a hydrophobic surface.  The AFM is a 

more sensitive instrument than the macroscopic sessile drop contact angles.  Thus, the 
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spread and variability in the AFM measurements could be due to both formamide-

graphite and water-graphite interactions.  To evaluate the AFM's ability to measure the 

force of adhesion in a mixture solution, the next study was the investigation of the 

hydrophilic surface of mica with dried and rehydrated ethylene glycol. 
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Table 5-20:  Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements with dry 
formamide.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for graphite – dry formamide AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 16.4 1.8 0.87 0.56 
Location*Graphite 9 14.4 1.6 0.77 0.65 
Location*Tip 18 40.3 2.2 1.07 0.45 
Error 18 37.7 2.1 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 4.8 4.8 2.33 0.27 
Tip 2 0.6 0.3 0.16 0.86 
Error 2 4.1 2.1 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite 4.5 4.3 
Tip -4.2 0.0 
Graphite*Tip 0.1 0.0 
Graphite*Tip*Location  (Error) 99.7 95.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 5-21:  Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements with 0.5% w/w 
water/formamide.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for graphite – 0.5% w/w water/formamide AFM measurements. 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 4.3 0.5 0.94 0.52 
Location*Graphite 9 3.6 0.4 0.80 0.62 
Location*Tip 18 9.4 0.5 1.04 0.47 
Error 18 9.1 0.5 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 1.3 1.3 1.63 0.33 
Tip 2 1.5 0.7 0.91 0.52 
Error 2 1.6 0.8 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite -2.5 0.0 
Tip -4.7 0.0 
Graphite*Tip 5.9 5.5 
Graphite*Tip*Location  (Error) 101.3 94.5 

Total 100 100 

 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 5-22:  Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements with 1% w/w 
water/formamide.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for graphite – 1% w/w water/formamide AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 127.9 14.2 0.72 0.69 
Location*Graphite 9 134.9 15.0 0.76 0.66 
Location*Tip 18 497.3 27.6 1.39 0.24 
Error 18 356.6 19.8 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 26.9 26.9 1.60 0.33 
Tip 2 289.8 144.9 8.61 .10 
Error 2 33.7 16.8 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite 1.2 1.2 
Tip 22.7 22.3 
Graphite*Tip -1.8 0.0 
Graphite*Tip*Location  (Error) 77.9 76.5 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 5-23:  Mixed model statistics for graphite AFM measurements with 5% w/w 
water/formamide.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for graphite – 5% w/w water/formamide AFM measurements. 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 106.6 11.8 0.85 0.59 
Location*Graphite 9 203.9 22.7 1.62 0.18 
Location*Tip 18 335.4 18.6 1.33 0.28 
Error 18 252.0 14.0 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Graphite 1 138.9 138.9 3.11 0.22 
Tip 2 202.3 101.2 2.27 0.31 
Error 2 89.2 44.6 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Graphite 12.0 12.0 
Tip 10.8 10.8 
Graphite*Tip 10.2 10.3 
Graphite*Tip*Location  (Error) 67.0 67.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-9:  The force, work, and surface energy of graphite-dried formamide. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 
 

Average = 1.6 ± 0.2 nN 

Average = 8.3 ± 1.0 mN/m 

Average = 12.5 ± 2.9 mJ/m2 
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Figure 5-10:  The force, work, and surface energy of graphite-0.5% w/w formamide. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 
 

Average = 2.1 ± 0.2 nN 

Average = 11.1 ± 1.2 mN/m 

Average = 17.3 ± 3.3 mJ/m2 
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Figure 5-11:  The force, work, and surface energy of graphite-1% w/w formamide. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 
 

Average = 2.7 ± 0.4 nN 

Average = 14.2 ± 2.1 mN/m 

Average = 23.7 ± 6.6 mJ/m2 
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Figure 5-12:  The force, work, and surface energy of graphite-5% w/w formamide. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

Average = 2.1 ± 0.2 nN 

Average = 11.1 ± 1.2 mN/m 

Average = 17.3 ± 3.3 mJ/m2 
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Table 5-24:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of graphite with dry formamide 
determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 10.9 (1.0) 15.2 (1.0) 

OWRK 8.5 (1.0) 12.8 (1.0) Model 1 

Neumann 5.0 (1.0) 9.3 (1.0) 

Model 2 12.5 (2.9) - 

Model 3 13.0 (3.3) - 

Model 2 γsv 6.7 (1.0) 7.3 (1.0) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 7.6 (1.0) 7.7 (1.0) 

Van Oss et al 13.7 (2.8) NA 

OWRK 12.6 (2.2) NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 8.7 (1.9) NA 
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Table 5-25:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of graphite with 0.5% w/w 
water/formamide determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 13.5 (1.4) 17.8 (1.4) 

OWRK 11.1 (1.4) 15.4 (1.4) Model 1 

Neumann 7.6 (1.4) 11.9 (1.4) 

Model 2 17.3 (3.3) - 

Model 3 19.8 (4.9) - 

Model 2 γsv 9.3 (1.4) 10.0 (1.4) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 10.3 (1.4) 10.4 (1.4) 

Van Oss et al 18.2 NA 

OWRK 14.8 NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 11.7 NA 
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Table 5-26:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of graphite with 1% w/w 
water/formamide determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 16.0 (2.0) 20.3 (2.0) 

OWRK 13.6 (2.0) 17.9 (2.0) Model 1 

Neumann 10.1 (2.0) 14.4 (2.0) 

Model 2 23.7 (6.6) - 

Model 3 25.1 (8.0) - 

Model 2 γsv 11.8 (2.0) 12.5 (2.0) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 12.8 (2.0) 12.9 (2.0) 

Van Oss et al 13.6 NA 

OWRK 12.9 NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 8.8 NA 
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Table 5-27:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of graphite with 5% w/w 
water/formamide determined using the AFM and contact angle methods.  

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 17.6 (1.9) 21.9 (1.9) 

OWRK 15.2 (1.9) 19.5 (1.9) Model 1 

Neumann 11.7 (1.9) 16.0 (1.9) 

Model 2  - 

Model 3 31.4 (8.5) - 

Model 2 γsv 13.4 (1.9) 14.1 (1.9) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 14.4 (1.9) 14.5 (1.9) 

Van Oss et al 16.3 NA 

OWRK 14.0 NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 10.6 NA 
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5.1.2.4 Ethylene Glycol Solid-Liquid Surface Energy 

The spring constant, tip radii, and tip-liquidethylene glycol surface energies were measured to 

determine the solid-liquid surface energy of mica in ethylene glycol.  Table 5-28 shows 

the values used to calculate mica solid-liquidethylene glycol surface energy. 

Ethylene glycol was dried using molecular sieves, then rehydrated to 0.5%, 1%, and 5% 

w/w water/ethylene glycol prior to use in AFM and contact angle measurements.  Water 

content was measured using Coulometric Karl Fisher titration.  Each liquid was used the 

day it was prepared. 

Force measurements were made on mica in ethylene glycol using the tips in Table 5-28.  

The data analysis was performed in SAS and JMP.  The statistics for mica-dried, -0.5%,  

-1%, and -5% w/w water/ethylene glycol are listed in Table 5-29, Table 5-30, Table 

5-31, and Table 5-32. The p values were all greater than 0.05, meaning the null 

hypotheses was accepted.  The average values and data for the force, work, and surface 

energy of graphite with dry formamide, 0.5%, 1%, and 5% are shown in Figure 5-13, 

Figure 5-14, Figure 5-15, and Figure 5-16.  
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Table 5-28:  Tip radius and average tip-liquid surface energy (standard deviation) are 
listed for the AFM tips used to measure the solid-liquid surface energy of mica in 
ethylene glycol.  There are four conditions listed for ethylene glycol, dried, 0.5%, 1%, 
and 5% w/w water in ethylene glycol. 

Tip Condition 
Spring 

constant 

(N/m) 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Surface 
Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

1 40 0.4 (0.1) 2.1 (0.6) 1.0 (0.3) 

2 42 0.4 (0.2) 1.9 (1.0) 1.0 (0.5) 

3 

Dry 

40 0.3 (0.1) 1.8 (0.5) 0.9 (0.3) 

1 40 0.4 (0.1) 2.1 (0.5) 1.0 (0.2) 

2 42 0.4 (0.2) 2.2 (1.0) 1.1 (0.5) 

3 

0.5% w/w water 

40 0.8 (0.2) 3.9 (0.8) 1.9 (0.4) 

1 40 0.5 (0.1) 2.4 (0.3) 1.2 (0.1) 

2 42 0.5 (0.1) 2.4 (0.6) 1.2 (0.3) 

3 

1% w/w water 

40 0.5 (0.1) 2.7 (0.4) 1.3 (0.2) 

1 40 0.5 (0.1) 2.4 (0.3) 1.2 (0.1) 

2 42 0.5 (0.1) 2.4 (0.6) 1.2 (0.3) 

3 

5% w/w water 

.04 

40 0.5 (0.1) 2.7 (0.3) 1.3 (0.1) 
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The average force of adhesion did not vary on mica with the rehydrated ethylene glycol.  

This meant that the calculated solid-liquid surface energy should remain constant barring 

any variations in the tip-liquid.  Table 5-28 indicates there are no changes in the tip-

liquid surface energy.  Thus, the water in the ethylene glycol had no effect on the AFM 

measurements on mica.  However, the contact angle measurements with rehydrated 

ethylene glycol did show a difference.  The measured contact angle with dried ethylene 

glycol was 23.1 ± 1.2.  The angle increased with the addition of 0.5% w/w water from 

23.1 to 30.9 ± 1.3.  It increased again 2 more degrees with 1% w/w water, and then fell 

back down to 30.5 ± 1.3 with 5% w/w water (Table 2-9).  The increase in the angles also 

increased the contact angle solid-liquid surface energy of mica-ethylene glycol.  

However, the same trend was not observed with the AFM.  The increase in the contact 

angle measurements due to the addition of water was unexpected.  Since water has a 

strong interaction with mica, it was thought that the presence of water would reduce the 

contact angle measurements.  This verified Good and Zografi’s conclusion that solutions 

cannot be used to measure contact angles.[17, 22]  As for the AFM, the forces stayed 

relatively constant and subsequently so did the solid-liquid surface energies.  There were 

changes observed in the surface energy measurements between graphite and hydrated 

formamide.  However, the AFM did not detect a change in the interaction when ethylene 

glycol was hydrated.  A decrease in surface energy was predicted in the presence of more 

water.  However, the miscibility of the water in ethylene glycol was high and allowed for 

all water molecules present to interact with the surface of mica.   Therefore, the 

prediction was incorrect. 
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The force of adhesion measurements were expected to fall somewhere between the force 

measurements from diiodomethane and water because ethylene glycol has similar polar 

and nonpolar components.  Therefore, the surface energy was also projected to be in the 

middle.  Once again, the results from mica contact angle measurements and AFM 

measurements were difficult to compare because of contact angle model limitations.  

With mica, it was determined that model 1 does not work.  The variability in the contact 

angle measurements was too great to have any use with AFM measurements.  Model 2 

and 3 give results that could be plausible considering that scientifically, the surface 

energy trend should be: 

γsldiiodomethane > γsletheylene glycol > γslwater 

where solid-liquid surface energy of diiodomethane is the largest and solid-liquid surface 

energy of water is the smallest.  Overall, model 4 upholds this trend as well.  The only 

difference in models 2, 3, and 4 was the distribution of the solid-liquid surface energies.  

For model 2 and 3 the range of the three solid-liquids surface energy was from 1 to 14 

mJ/m2, where the range in model 4 was from 3 to 9 mJ/m2.  Unfortunately, it is still not 

apparent which model is best for polar surfaces.  The geometric mean was developed for 

van der Waals forces, and model 4 assumes the surface molecules will not rearrange from 

a vapor environment to a liquid environment.  While this assumption may hold on inert 

surfaces, it will be challenged in chapter 6 with a crystalline compound. 

The statistics from the ethylene glycol studies did not require rejection of the null 

hypothesis under any solvent variation.  The variability between the mica samples and the 

mica-ethylene glycol interaction did not increase significantly with the increase in water.  

Most of the variability was attributed to the overall residual error of the measurements.  
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These studies differed from graphite in regards to the fact that the water interaction was 

strong with mica.  The AFM did not detect differences in the solutions as it did with 

graphite and rehydrated formamide.  Therefore, it could be similar to the phenomenon 

discussed with contact angle measurements.  The adsorption of the water might not be 

homogeneous and therefore, the changes in the liquids’ properties might not be reflected 

in contact angle measurements or AFM measurements.  Therefore, in addition to the 

formamide results, these results justify the use of pure solvents with the AFM and contact 

angle methods.   
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Table 5-29:  Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements with dry ethylene 
glycol.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated measures 
ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for mica – dry ethylene glycol AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 10.8 1.2 2.06 0.09 
Location*Mica 9 6.9 0.8 1.32 0.29 
Location*Tip 18 18.9 1.1 1.81 0.11 
Error 18 10.4 0.6 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 0.2 0.2 0.56 0.53 
Tip 2 0.8 0.4 1.07 0.48 
Error 2 0.7 0.4 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica -0.7 0.0 
Tip 0.2 0.2 
Mica*Tip 10.2 8.7 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 106.3 91.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 5-30:  Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements with 0.5% w/w 
ethylene glycol.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for mica – 0.5% w/w ethylene glycol AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 6.6 0.7 0.70 0.70 
Location*Mica 9 8.3 0.9 0.8 0.56 
Location*Tip 18 5.7 0.3 0.3 0.99 
Error 18 18.9 1.1 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 4.6 4.6 3.88 0.19 
Tip 2 4.6 2.3 1.95 0.34 
Error 2 2.36 1.18 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica 12.0 12.0 
Tip 5.9 5.9 
Mica*Tip 4.8 4.8 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 77.2 77.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 5-31:  Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements with 1% w/w ethylene 
glycol.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated measures 
ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for mica – 1% w/w ethylene glycol AFM measurements 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 6.3 0.7 1.21 0.35 
Location*Mica 9 6.9 0.8 1.32 0.29 
Location*Tip 18 7.5 0.4 0.72 0.75 
Error 18 10.5 0.58 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 0.9 0.9 4.63 0.16 
Tip 2 0.8 0.4 2.07 0.33 
Error 2 0.4 0.2 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica 4.3 4.1 
Tip 1.9 1.8 
Mica*Tip -6.4 0.0 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 100.2 94.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 5-32:  Mixed model statistics for mica AFM measurements with 5% w/w ethylene 
glycol.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated measures 
ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance for mica – 5% w/w ethylene glycol AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 9.5 1.1 0.53 0.84 
Location*Mica 9 9.3 1.0 0.52 0.84 
Location*Tip 18 21.5 1.2 0.60 0.86 
Error 18 36.1 2.0 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Mica 1 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.86 
Tip 2 16.8 8.4 14.65 0.06 
Error 2 1.1 0.6 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Mica -1.0 0.0 
Tip 22.1 20.8 
Mica*Tip -5.2 0.0 
Mica*Tip*Location (Error) 84.1 79.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 5-13:  The force, work, and surface energy of mica-dried ethylene glycol. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 
 

Average = 0.9 ± 0.2 nN 

Average = 4.7 ± 0.9 mN/m 

Average = 5.7 ± 2.0 mJ/m2 
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Figure 5-14:  The force, work, and surface energy of mica-0.5% w/w ethylene glycol. 
The averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 
 

Average = 1.0 ± 0.3 nN 

Average = 5.5 ± 1.5 mN/m 

Average = 6.0 ± 2.2 mJ/m2 
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Figure 5-15:  The force, work, and surface energy of mica-1% w/w ethylene glycol. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 
 

Average = 1.0 ± 0.2 nN 

Average = 5.4 ± 1.1 mN/m 

Average = 6.0 ± 2.4 mJ/m2 
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Figure 5-16:  The force, work, and surface energy of mica-5% w/w ethylene glycol. The 
averages and standard deviations are listed next to each histogram. 

Average = 1.0 ± 0.2 nN 

Average = 5.3 ± 1.0 mN/m 

Average = 5.9 ± 2.4 mJ/m2 
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Table 5-33:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of mica and dry ethylene glycol 
determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 0.5 (0.8) 14.0 (0.8) 

OWRK 24.4 (0.8) 37.9 (0.8) Model 1 

Neumann 16.2 (0.8) 29.7 (0.8) 

Model 2 5.7 (2.0) - 

Model 3 5.7 (2.1) - 

Model 2 γsv 4.2 (0.8) 3.3 (0.8) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 4.0 (0.8) 3.8 (0.8) 

Van Oss et al -3.6 NA 

OWRK 21.1 NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 13.5 NA 
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Table 5-34:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of mica with 0.5% w/w  water/ethylene 
glycol determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 1.0 (1.2) 14.5 (1.2) 

OWRK 24.9 (1.2) 38.4 (1.2) Model 1 

Neumann 16.7 (1.2) 30.2 (1.2) 

Model 2 6.0 (2.2) - 

Model 3 6.0 (2.3) - 

Model 2 γsv 4.7 (1.2) 3.8 (1.2) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 4.5 (1.2) 4.3 (1.2) 

Van Oss et al -0.4 NA 

OWRK 22.8 NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 15.7 NA 
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Table 5-35:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of mica with 1% w/w water/ethylene 
glycol determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 0.9 (1.1) 14.4 (1.1) 

OWRK 24.8 (1.1) 38.3 (1.1) Model 1 

Neumann 16.6 (1.1) 30.1 (1.1) 

Model 2 6.0 (2.4) - 

Model 3 6.1 (2.5) - 

Model 2 γsv 4.6 (1.1) 3.7 (1.1) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 4.4 (1.1) 4.2 (1.1) 

Van Oss et al 1.2 NA 

OWRK 23.7 NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 16.2 NA 
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Table 5-36:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of mica with 5% w/w water/ethylene 
glycol determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Models 2 and 3 do not rely on γsv input to calculate γsl.  Therefore the data was 
input into the ambient column for simplicity.) 

Ambient 

Force 

Measurements 

Controlled RH 

Force 

Measurements Method Model 

Surface Energy (mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 0.9 (1.0) 14.4 (1.0) 

OWRK 24.8 (1.0) 38.3 (1.0) Model 1 

Neumann 16.6 (1.0) 30.1 (1.0) 

Model 2 5.9 (2.4) - 

Model 3 6.0 (2.6) - 

Model 2 γsv 4.6 (1.0) 3.7 (1.0) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 4.4 (1.0) 4.2 (1.0) 

Van Oss et al -0.3 NA 

OWRK 22.6 NA 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 15.2 NA 
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5.2 Summary 

The overall goal of this project was AFM method development for the measurement of 

surface energy.  In Chapter 4, the equations for converting the AFM force of adhesion 

measurements to surface energy were introduced.  In this chapter the goals were: 

1. To measure the forces of adhesion on graphite and mica in vapor and liquid 

conditions. 

2. To evaluate the statistical model discussed in Chapter 3. 

3. To evaluate the four AFM surface energy models developed in Chapter 4. 

4. To compare the results obtained from the AFM surface models to contact angle 

results. 

The collection of data began with the ambient and controlled environmental conditions, 

measuring the solid-vapor surface energy of mica and graphite.  The controlled 

environment was tested because of the capillary effect present in ambient conditions.  

The capillary effect was shown to increase the measured force of adhesion, and that 

relative humidity needed to be regulated to find the “true” surface-energy.  This 

phenomenon was observed between the mica ambient and controlled RH measurements.  

The surface energy significantly decreased when the humidity was lowered.  The 

difference between the graphite ambient and controlled RH was very small if not absent 

entirely.  Therefore, it was concluded that non-polar, hydrophobic surfaces have less 

interaction with water and subsequently less capillary effects as compared to a polar, 

hydrophilic surface like mica. The mica results had a substantial change in solid-vapor 

surface energy when the humidity was controlled.  
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To evaluate the overall hypothesis and demonstrate the AFM’s capability for determining 

surface energy, results were compared to contact angle measurements.  For graphite, both 

models 2 and 3 were useful for calculating solid-vapor surface energy when compared to 

the contact angle surface energy.  For ambient mica, surface energy was comparable with 

the van Oss contact angle method.  Controlled solid-vapor surface energy was not 

comparable to any contact angle results.  Thus, it was also concluded that the 

environmental conditions can affect the solid-vapor surface energy.  As a result, it may be 

necessary to investigate surface energy in a lower humidity environment.  This puts 

contact angles at a disadvantage since some liquids require that an environmental 

chamber be saturated with the liquid to measure an equilibrium contact angle.  However, 

the AFM is ideally suited for this type of measurement, and may be better adapted for 

surface energy studies.  

As for the four AFM surface energy models, there was not a substantial difference 

between models 2 and 3.  Since there were comparable results between the AFM and 

contact angle, the models were effective for the calculation of surface energy even with 

the necessary assumptions.  It was shown that the universal β from contact angle 

measurements was not applicable to the AFM.  A smaller β than the universal β was 

necessary to return the experimental work values.  However, since model 3 did not result 

in values different from model 2, the modification was not an improvement from the 

geometric mean.  Since, the geometric mean was developed for van der Waals forces, it 

was not clear if the use of the equation with polar surfaces would overestimate or 

underestimate the surface energy.  Unfortunately, the mica AFM measurements could not 

be compared to the contact angle results because of the limitations observed with the 
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indirect models.  Only the van Oss model was comparable to the mica-ambient AFM 

solid-vapor surface energy.   

For solid-liquid surface energy investigation with graphite, AFM results were comparable 

to contact angle results illustrating the ability of the AFM to be used for hydrophobic 

surfaces.  Models 2 and 3 were effective in determining surface energy for all three 

conditions: water, formamide, and diiodomethane.  However, all four models were useful 

when using formamide.  Formamide had similar surface tension components as compared 

to the extremes of water and diiodomethane surface tension components.  The contact 

angle method showed limitations at the extremes.  The difficulty for contact angle 

measurements is mostly from the limited number of equations.  Young's equation 

balances the forces, often yielding a negative solid-liquid surface.  This was observed 

with graphite-diiodomethane.  These negative numbers make it difficult to determine the 

applicability of the AFM.  Thus, dried formamide showed the effectiveness of the AFM 

surface energy models.  However, because of extremes it was easier to decide that model 

2 was the most useful surface energy model.  Models 1 and 4 break down when applied 

to extreme interactions.  Models 1 and 4 also break down later in Chapter 6 when 

investigating inert surfaces.  Model 2 is limited because the geometric mean is based only 

on van der Waals interactions.  However, this model has been used for other interactions.  

In order to use the geometric mean with the polar and AB interactions, the assumption 

made is that the pure components’ differences in electronic properties and molecular size 

are small. [21]  The advantage of using the geometric mean is that the solid-liquid surface 

energy is not dependent on the interaction of the surface in vapor.  Depending on solid-

vapor surface energy measurements to determine the surface-tip interaction, is similar to 
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the dependence contact angle has the measurements of three liquids.  It seems the fewer 

dependent variables there are, the easier it is to determine surface energy.    

The solid-liquid surface energy for mica was difficult to compare directly to results from 

the contact angle method because of the equation limitation of the contact angle method.  

However, the trend was still there.  The contact angle results showed: 

θ diiodomethane > θ ethylene glycol > θ water 

This same observation was seen with the forces: 

F diiodomethane > F ethylene glycol > F water 

Therefore, if the solid-liquid surface energy (γsl) for contact angle measurements could be 

used, it would follow the same trend that was seen from the AFM measurements: 

γsl-diiodomethane > γ sl-ethylene glycol > γ sl-water 

Although the final results were difficult to compare, model 1 was ruled out because of the 

contact angle variability on hydrophilic surfaces.  This variability caused a much larger 

range in the solid-liquid surface energy for mica with water, diiodomethane, and ethylene 

glycol.  Model 2 and 3 showed distinct ranges between the three solvents on mica.  

Model 4 was also useful, but had a smaller distribution of surface energy. Also, it was not 

clear until Chapter 6 that model 4 would become invalid.  However, for inert hydrophilic 

surfaces, model 4 could be used.  Model 3 did not offer a benefit over model 2.  It was 

thought the modification would be needed on hydrophilic surface.  These results showed 

that if the difference between the binary components' electronic properties and molecular 

size are small, the geometric mean could be applied to van der Waals interactions and 

polar interactions.  Yet still, it was the limitations of the contact angle method that made 
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it difficult to evaluate the AFM’s capabilities and the functionality of the AFM surface 

energy models on a hydrophilic surface. 

The hygroscopic liquid measurements also made it clear that care should be taken to dry 

solvents prior to use so that the “true” solid-liquid surface energy can be observed.  It was 

also necessary so AFM results were not confounded by the presence of water.  The 

results from hydrated ethylene glycol and formamide showed that the increase in water 

started to affect the spread and repeatability of the AFM measurements. 

Finally, to make a concise recommendation on a surface energy model, investigation on a 

surface that has both polar and nonpolar interactions is required.  The promising results 

from graphite-formamide indicate an intermediate interaction is needed to evaluate the 

AFM's capability.  This intermediate would circumvent the limitations of the contact 

angle and allow for a full comparison with AFM results. 

Since this was not included in the scope of this work, all of the models were carried 

through to Chapter 6 where the AFM was applied to measurements on crystalline 

surfaces.  The crystalline system was chosen so that the strengths learned in this chapter 

could be leveraged.  Since the best results were obtained from graphite, it was decided to 

try and identify a crystalline system with more hydrophobicity.  
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Chapter 6 – Applying the AFM Methodology to Aspirin  
 

The goal of this chapter is to apply the methodology in Chapter 3, the surface energy 

models in Chapter 4 and the knowledge obtained in Chapter 5 to determine the solid-

vapor and solid-liquid surface energy of a crystalline material.  In order to explain the 

surface energy results, there has to be a fundamental understanding of the surface 

chemistry.  Therefore a review of the structure and chemical moieties of the model 

crystalline material is also given. 

6.1 Aspirin Crystal Growth and Indexing Review 

6.1.1 Introduction  

The majority of pharmaceutical materials are in the solid crystalline form.  This includes 

the active pharmaceutical ingredient and excipients used in formulating the solid dosage 

form.  The arrangement or packing of the molecules in a crystal determines it physical, 

chemical, and mechanical properties.  These properties also vary when crystal packing is 

fixed and the shape or crystal habit is modified.  Thus control of crystal packing and habit 

is crucial in the pharmaceutical industry.[63]  Ritonavir is a well known example of the 

importance of controlling crystal packing.  This product was pulled from the market after 

multiple batches failed dissolution testing.  X-Ray crystallography studies were 

performed on the failed batches and a new polymorph was discovered that was more 

thermodynamically stable than the marketed form.[64]  Conversely, acetaminophen has 

two different polymorphs with Form I being the most thermodynamically stable and is 

thus the marketed form.  However, the orthorhombic Form II has better compression 
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behavior for tableting.  So to improve tableting of Form I, studies have been done to 

modify the crystal habit.[65]  

Crystal habit is governed by the relative rates of particle deposition on the various faces, 

with the general rule being, faces that grow the slowest will develop as major faces. 

These rates are primarily determined from the binding strength of the solute molecules at 

the various crystal surfaces.[66, 67] However, several factors can cause modifications in 

the rate of deposition at specific surfaces, thus varying the crystal’s habit. Such factors 

include temperature, degree of supersaturation, solvents, and additives/impurities.[63]  

The ability of solvents to enhance or inhibit crystal growth is not completely resolved, 

but has been approached with two different theories.  The first theory states that favorable 

interactions between solute and solvent on specific faces leads to reduced interfacial 

tension, causing a transition from a smooth to a rough interface and a concomitant faster 

surface growth.[68]  The second theory proposed states that it is preferential adsorption at 

specific faces that will inhibit crystal faces growth.  The removal of bound solvent 

adsorbed poses an additional energy barrier for continued growth, thus slowing down the 

growth on the crystal face.[69]  

Studies have also been done on the influence of “tailor-made” additives on crystal habit. 

It is believed these so called “tailor-made” additives inhibit growth through preferential 

adsorption at specific faces.  These “tailor-made” additives have a similar base molecule 

with one altered functional moiety.  Lahav and coworkers have proposed that structurally 

similar additives will adsorb stereospecifically because of the similar shape with the host 

molecule.  The adsorbed additive essentially replaces the host molecules and hinders or 

slows adsorption of more solute molecules to this face.  This growth change occurs 
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because the additive molecule emerges from the crystal surface in a different orientation 

than the host molecule, disrupting the previous repeating pattern.[67, 69, 70]   

6.1.2 Background on aspirin 

The model crystalline compound chosen was acetylsalicylic acid (ASA).  ASA is still 

used today as an analgesic and antiplatelet medication.  For many years it was thought 

that there were at least two polymorphs of ASA.[71]  There has been a very recent 

discovery that eluded to a second form,[72] but the stability and elucidation of this 

polymorph has been questioned.[73]  Before this second polymorph was found only 

different crystal habits had been observed.[71]  

Depending on the conditions of preparation, pharmaceutical crystals may exhibit 

variations in habit with the consequence that interfacial properties can be modulated by 

the various morphologically important faces. This is what made aspirin an interesting 

molecule to study, because of the reported literature differences in morphology.[71]  To 

study crystal habit and understand the physical and chemical properties it is crucial to 

have molecular level knowledge of the crystal structure at the surface.[74] In order to 

determine and characterize the surface structure of particular crystal faces, the molecular 

packing and the face indices must be assigned properly.   

Despite the persistent investigations since its discovery in late 1800s,[75] it was 

discovered early in the aspirin studies that there is still confusion over classification of 

the crystal morphology.  In the 1930s, the lattice parameters of aspirins were defined by 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) using oscillation and Weissenberg photographs.  The conclusion 

was aspirin belonged to the P21/a (a nonstandard setting of space group number 14) 

space group.[76, 77]  If this space group is used, the predominant face is identified as 
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(001).[78, 79]  However, the first full structure determination by single crystal XRD in 

1964,[80] assigned a different setting of the same space group, that is, P21/c.[81-83]  In 

this setting, the largest face is (100).[84, 85]  A likely cause of the confusion over face 

indexing was then the use of alternative space group settings, which was exacerbated by 

the almost identical metrics of the a and c axes.[86]  Consequently the two possible space 

groups caused the functional groups to be assigned improperly to the indexed face.  If 

P21/a is used for indexing instead of P21/c, any conclusions drawn with regard to surface 

properties of a particular face will be in error, particularly from the viewpoint of 

structure-property relationships.[86] Several studies, included contact angle work from 

the Li lab, have probed the chemical nature of functional groups exposed on the two 

major faces of aspirin crystals an incorrectly concluded that the (100) face was more 

hydrophilic than the (001) face due to the presence of the carboxyl group on the 

(100).[87]  The conclusion that the smaller contact angle observed with water was on the 

supposed (100) face, was justified by the presence of the carboxyl group.  Upon closer 

inspection of the face indexing of aspirin single crystals with XRD, it was shown that the 

common assignment of the (100) face as more hydrophilic (due to the exposure of 

carboxyl group) is not correct.[86]  The confusion seemed to stem from the original 

assignment of the space group and indices of the crystal faces.[77-79, 88]  Therefore 

before the surface energy can be evaluated with contact angle and AFM measurements, 

the crystal indexing must be clear.  This lab published a communication that presented 

experimental evidence to clarify the difference between the two major faces of aspirin 

crystal.  This published communication included contact angle data for further 

interpretation of surface wettability.[86]  However, in this chapter we will further the 
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contact angle data and add the AFM data to present solid-vapor and solid-liquid surface 

energy.  These results will be added to the initial investigation from the communication.  

This will also allow for testing the four AFM surface energy models and the method 

developed in the previous chapters on pharmaceutical crystalline material.   

6.1.3 Crystal growth  

Aspirin single crystals were grown by slow evaporation from ethanol and acetone. 

Aspirin and the solvent were dissolved in a beaker to its solubility (0.2 gm/mL in ethanol 

and 0.18 gm/mL in acetone), by stirring.  The beakers were covered with Parafilm®.  

Small holes were punched through the seal using a needle, and stored in ambient 

conditions.  Aspirin crystals were grown in water with a supersaturation ratio of 225% 

based on its water solubility of 3.3 mg/mL.  The beakers were sealed with Parafilm® and 

stored in ambient conditions.  The morphology of aspirin was also manually generated by 

the Cerius2 program (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA) using the single crystal X-ray data 

and the observed habits of the crystals grown from the different solvents.[86]  

Aspirin crystallized in ethanol, water, and acetone results in plate morphology with two 

major faces and a few different minor faces, shown in Figure 6-1.  The effects of solvent 

on crystallization of aspirin demonstrate some morphological differences but no 

polymorphism. This was validated in both the XRD and PXRD studies.[86]  

6.1.4 Aspirin crystal structure  

The aspirin crystals grown in the Li lab were evaluated by single X-ray diffraction.  The 

results indicated the crystals were of the monoclinic space group P21/c with a = 

11.242(7), b = 6.539(4), c = 11.245(9) Å, and β = 95.9(3)°.  These values were in 
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agreement with the literature.[80-83]  The some controversy exists the elusive second 

form (form II) of aspirin has been identified and characterized by single crystal X-ray 

diffraction.[72, 73]  The unit cell parameters are superficially quite different from those 

of form I, although they are likely related. Nonetheless, both forms exhibit the same 

space group, P21/c.[89]  In our crystallization studies only form I was produced,[86] 

though the presence of a very small amount of form II cannot be discounted.[72, 73]  

Our results demonstrate that for crystals indexed as P21/c, the largest growth face is 

(100) and the second largest is (001), as shown in Figure 6-2.  Based on these 

assignments and an intimate view of the crystal packing, it is apparent that there are two 

possible truncations for the (100) face.  One truncation goes through the carboxyl group 

and another passes through the acetyloxy groups.  It is important to make this distinction 

on the (100) face, especially when probing surface properties in relation to functional 

groups on that surface. As shown in Figure 6-2, if a surface property, such as wettability, 

is measured on the (100) face but explained using the functional groups present on the 

(001) face, conclusions will be misleading.[86] 

The crucial point is to recognize which functional groups are exposed on the major faces 

whether the space group is assigned as P21/a or P21/c. The axes could be assigned 

according to any number of conventions, but the functional groups assigned to the 

physical faces are invariant.  The dominant face will always have the acetyloxy group 

(not the carboxyl group as discussed below) and the other major face will always have 

the methyl and phenyl groups. This is illustrated in Figure 6-2.[86] 
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Figure 6-1:  Aspirin crystals grown from a) ethanol, b) acetone, and c) water.  Scale bars 
denote 1 mm.   
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Figure 6-2:  Growth morphology and crystal structure of aspirin.  As indicated, there are 
two possible truncations of the (100) face, one with carboxyl groups and another with 
acetyloxy groups.   
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6.2 Contact Angle Method 

6.2.1 Contact angles  

Contact angles were measured with various solvents on the two major faces of aspirin, 

and the results are summarized in Table 6-1.   All of the contact angles measured on the 

(100) face are larger than those on the (001) face.  Due to the polar nature of the solvents 

used, the measurements indicate the (100) face is less hydrophilic than the (001), 

emphasizing the importance of knowing the surface crystal structure.  Although the (100) 

face may expose the carboxyl acid group, the contact angle measurements indicate 

otherwise.   It appears to be the acetyloxy truncation that is exposed, which leads to the 

(100) face being less hydrophilic than the (001) face.  The hydrogen bonding between 

carboxyl groups in the crystal is strong; cleavage through this bonding to expose the 

carboxyl group is unlikely.  Once again, the relationship between the interfacial 

properties and surface structure could be misconstrued when using the improper labeling 

and thereby identifying the wrong surface functional groups.  If the more hydrophilic face 

is mistaken as the (100), carboxyl groups would be thought as the dominant surface 

group and that it would be involved in solvent interactions.  These results show that the 

carboxyl group is not exposed and therefore a lower contact angle by a polar liquid is not 

expected.[86] 
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Table 6-1:  Contact angles on the (100) and (001) faces of aspirin measure in selected 
solvents. 

 Water Diiodomethane Glycerol 

(100) 66.9 ± 2.9 41.2 ± 1.7 65.1 ± 1.1 

(001) 56.4 ± 2.4 36.2 ± 1.9 56.5 ± 0.9 
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6.2.2 Surface energy calculations from contact angle indirect models 

6.2.2.1 Solid-Vapor Surface Energy    

Once the contact angles were measured, the three indirect contact angle models discussed 

in Chapter 2 were used to calculate solid-vapor surface energy.  From the contact angle 

data, the (100) and (001) faces of aspirin were more similar to graphite.  These faces 

showed more of a hydrophobic nature.  Therefore, it was hypothesized that the solid-

vapor surface energy calculated using the three models would be more similar than the 

results on a hydrophilic surface.  The solid vapor surface energies from contact angle data 

are shown in Table 6-2.  The overall solid-vapor surface energy between each model was 

fairly similar, ranging from 40.2 to 42.8 mJ/m2 on the (100) face and 44.6 to 49.2 mJ/m2 

on the (001) face.  Therefore, as hypothesized, there was not a huge disparity in the 

models.  While there was roughly a 10 degree difference in water and glycerol contact 

angles, the solid-vapor surface energies did not show large differences in the two faces.  

Since these two faces are the major faces of aspirin, this was expected given that the 

morphology of a crystal is the result of relative growth rates of its various faces, and that 

the slowest growing faces are expressed in the crystal habit.  The growth rates of the 

crystalline faces are determined by intermolecular interaction between the molecules in 

the crystal as well as external parameters such as solvent, supersaturation, temperature, 

and impurities.[90]   As these two faces are major faces, it was expected that their surface 

energies would be similar, while minor faces would have distinctly different surface 

energies.  The minor faces are the faces growing faster and thus "disappearing" or 

becoming much smaller in the resultant crystal morphology. 
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Table 6-2: Average solid-vapor surface energy calculated from the three indirect contact 
angle models used in Chapter 2. 

Van Oss- Chaudhury – Good Model 
 γsv γsv

LW γsv
AB γsv

- γsv + 
(mJ/m2) 

(001) Face 44.6 ± 2.1 42.6 ± 1.2 2.0 ± 1.4 24.8 ± 2.7 0.1 ± 0.1 
(100) Face 40.2 ± 1.6 39.3 ± 1.0 0.8 ± 0.8 17.8 ± 3.0 0.2 ± 0.4 

Owens-Wendt-Rabel-Kaelble Model 
 γsv γsv

p γsv
d   

(001) Face 49.2 ± 1.2 13.3 ± 1.1 35.9 ± 1.1   
(100) Face 42.8 ± 0.5 8.8 ± 1.0 34.0 ± 1.1   

Neumann Model 
 γsv     
(001) Face 45.3 ± 0.9     
(100) Face 41.6 ± 0.7     
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6.2.2.1 Solid-Liquid Surface Energy 

Lastly, the solid-vapor surface energy and measured contact angles were plugged back 

into Young's Equation (Equation 2.1), to determine the solid-liquid surface energies on 

the (001) and (100) faces.  The solid-liquid surface energy values are listed in Table 6-3.  

The measured contact angles indicate that on both faces, the solid-liquid surface energies 

ordered from smallest to largest would be diiodomethane, water and glycerol.  A smaller 

solid-liquid surface energy means a stronger interaction, as illustrated in Figure 2-1.  

Therefore, the larger contact angles have larger solid-liquid surface energies because the 

solvents have a reduced interaction with that surface.  Evaluating the results on the (001) 

face, the solid-liquid surface energy trend is 

γsl-glycerol > γsl-water > γsl-diiodomethane 

The trend on the (001) face is best illustrated in Figure 6-3.  Also, the trend is best 

viewed if compared within each model.  While there were small differences in the solid-

vapor surface energy, the range of contact angles and the use of the Young's equation 

caused the large distribution of surface energies.  Therefore, even small changes in the 

angles are causing a large distribution when balancing the forces.  Also, while the contact 

angles from water and glycerol are the same, there is a difference in the solid-liquid 

surface energies because of the difference between the solvents’ surface tensions.  The 

surface tension of water and glycerol is 72.8 and 63.4 mJ/m2, respectively.  Therefore, a 

smaller solid-liquid surface energy is obtained from 1) multiplying the cosine (θ) by the 

water surface tension, and 2) subtracting that value from the solid-vapor surface energy. 

So, even though the angles point towards the same interaction, the output from Young's 

equation gives a different result. 
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Evaluating the results on the (100) face, the solid-liquid surface energy trend was the 

same as observed on the (001) face.  The trend is illustrated in Figure 6-4 and can be 

observed better within each model.  On the (100) face, there was also a more distinct 

difference observed between diiodomethane solid-liquid surface energy and the solid-

liquid surface energies of water and glycerol for all three contact angle models.  The 

small differences between the water and glycerol solid-liquid surface energy was again 

expected because the contact angles were the same.  Therefore, the observed surface 

energy differences were the result of the different properties between the two liquids.   

Unfortunately, crystals could not be grown from glycerol.  The calculated solid-liquid 

surface energy, however, did indicate potential morphology differences than those 

observed in Figure 6-1 as a result of the different interactions on the two major faces.  

However, without being able to measure the contact angles on the minor faces, it was 

difficult to predict whether other major faces would result from glycerol crystallization.  

The data does indicate that there are differences in the solid-liquid surface energies 

between water and glycerol on both faces. 

The next comparison that can be made is the solid-liquid surface energy differences 

between the two faces.  This is illustrated in Figure 6-5 for diiodomethane, Figure 6-6 

for water, and Figure 6-7 for glycerol.  The contact angle data pointed to the (100) face 

being more hydrophobic because the carboxylic group was not exposed.  The 

comparisons of the solid-liquid surface energies made in Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 confirm 

this statement.  For each model in Figure 6-5, the diiodomethane solid-liquid surface 

energy of the (100) face was lower than the (001) face.  These results were unexpected 

from the contact angle data.  Smaller surface energy equates to a stronger interaction.  
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The diiodomethane contact angle was smallest on the (001) face, which indicated a 

stronger interaction.  However, the solid-vapor surface energy was larger on the (001) 

face, so the five degree contact angle difference did not make up for the solid-vapor 

surface energy difference in Young's equation.  The water and glycerol angles indicated a 

weaker interaction on the (100) face (Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7).  The solid-liquid 

surface energies between the models were larger on the (100) face and smaller on the 

(001) face.  These results confirm that the carboxylic group was not exposed or cannot be 

exposed during cleavage.  These data taken together, and with the water contact angle 

measurements, illustrate the increased hydrophobicity of the (100) face as compared to 

the (001) face. 

It is extremely important to note the differences seen between the three models.  The 

solid-liquid surface energy is smallest as calculated by the van Oss model, which is a 

direct result of the smaller solid-vapor surface energy for the (100) and (001) faces.  

Conversely, the largest solid-liquid surface energy is from the OWRK model because the 

higher solid-vapor surface energy.  It was important to find a method that could either 

corroborate contact angle results or allow for a more robust evaluation, since an 

agreement has yet to be reached on which model is more applicable based on a sample's 

surface chemistry.  These were the driving factors for selecting AFM for measuring 

surface energy. 
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Table 6-3:  Average solid-liquid surface energy on the (001) and (100) faces determined 
from contact angle measurements. 

(001) Face (100) Face 

OWRK 
Van Oss-

Chaudhury-
Good 

Neumann OWRK 
Van Oss-

Chaudhury-
Good 

Neumann  

γsl 
(mJ/m2) 

Diiodomethane 7.9 ± 0.9 2.5 ± 1.4 4.3 ± 0.6 4.7 ± 0.9 1.6 ± 0.7 3.3 ± 0.9 
Water 8.6 ± 1.6 3.2 ± 2.4 5.1 ± 1.1 14.4 ± 2.4 11.3 ± 3.2 13.0 ± 2.6 
Glycerol 13.9 ± 1.6 8.2 ± 1.2 10.3 ± 1.8 16.4 ± 0.8 13.0 ± 1.4 15.0 ± 1.1 
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Figure 6-3:   The solid-liquid surface energies on the (001) face determined from three 
contact angles models. 
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Figure 6-4: The solid-liquid surface energies on the (100) face determined from three 
contact angles models.
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Figure 6-5: The diiodomethane solid-liquid surface energy from three contact angle 
models calculated on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin crystals. 
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Figure 6-6: The water solid-liquid surface energy from three contact angle models 
calculated on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin crystals. 
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Figure 6-7: The glycerol solid-liquid surface energy from three contact angle models 
calculated on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin crystals. 
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6.3 AFM Application 

The next phase of this research was to investigate how methods developed with inert 

surfaces could be extended to crystalline systems.  The first part of Chapter 6 used 

contact angles to determine solid-vapor and solid-liquid surface energy.  In this section 

the work done in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 was applied to determine the solid-vapor and solid-

liquid surface energy from AFM force of adhesion measurements on aspirin. 

6.3.1 Solid-vapor surface energy 

In Chapter 5, AFM measurements for solid-vapor surface energy were performed in 

ambient conditions and controlled humidity.  The goal was to duplicate these 

measurements with aspirin to demonstrate the effects of environmental conditions.  

Recall that under ambient conditions, results obtained from AFM and contact angle 

measurements matched better than those obtained in a controlled environment.  This is 

likely due the fact that contact angles were also measured in an ambient environment.  

The solvent trapped in the crystals caused a capillary effect on the two major faces of 

aspirin that made it impossible to engage the microscope.  Like mica and graphite, the 

crystals were cleaved to take measurements on an unexposed face.  During 

crystallization, solvent can get trapped in the crystal, where it remains even after 

cleavage.  The crystals were placed in a desiccator for 24 hours prior to measuring the 

forces of adhesion.  Initially, in the absence of the capillary effect, forces match those 

collected in a controlled environment.  However, after only a few minutes the forces 

started to increase as water adsorbs to the surface.  At that point, engaging the 

microscope was again, problematic.  The capillary effect was not the only reason for 

variability; the adsorbed water also caused a local dissolution or a solvated state, making 
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it hard to move the tip towards the surface.  The high solubility of aspirin in water (3.3 

mg/mL), coupled with the AFM's sensitivity, and the capillary forces were all 

contributing factors for the difficultly in engaging the microscope.   Since the data 

appeared to be unreliable in the ambient environment, subsequent measurements were 

limited to a controlled humidity environment. 

To determine the solid-vapor surface energy of the (100) and (001) face in a controlled 

RH environment, the spring constants, tip radii, and tip-vapor surface energies were 

determined first.  Table 6-4 shows the values that were used to finally calculate the (100) 

and (001) solid-vapor surface energy. 

Force measurements were made on the (100) and (001) surfaces in a controlled humidity 

environment using the tip values in Table 6-4.  The data was then analyzed in SAS and 

JMP.  The statistics for the (100) and (001) faces are listed in Table 6-5 and Table 6-7, 

respectively.  The p values were all greater than 0.05, meaning the null hypotheses was 

accepted.  The plots of the force, work, and surface energy of the (001) and (100) faces 

are shown in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9, respectively.   

The JMP statistics indicated on the (100) face that the variability was mainly from 

experimental error.  However, the JMP statistics showed there were more contributing 

factors to the variability on the (001) face.  Variability existed between the samples and 

the tip-sample interaction.  Typically, the cause for the tip-sample variability is assigned 

to tribocharging of the surface, and the most effective way to eliminate this charging is to 

increase the humidity.  However, the increased humidity presents other challenges 

previously discussed, and the variability caused by electrostatic charge was not 

significant enough to reject the null hypothesis.  High humidity conditions are often 
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necessary to effectively measure the forces on samples with the potential to become 

electrically charged. .  Roberts' lab concluded that the humidity effect starts to become 

negligible at less than or equal to 22% RH..[54]  The variability attributed to the samples 

might be due to the fact that cleavage of the (001) face was not as clean as the (100) face.  

Surface roughness of the cleaved (001) face was plainly evident under light microscopy; 

therefore, more variability was expected between samples for the (001) face.  The 

variability between the AFM tips was largely attributed to the sensitivity of the AFM 

measurements and the interactions with different chemical moieties on the crystalline 

surfaces.  Depending on the roughness of each sample, measurements can vary between 

samples.  

As expected, the surface energy as calculated by the AFM was significantly less for the 

two major faces of aspirin as compared with the contact angle surface energy.  Though a 

direct number-to-number comparison was not possible, this was consistent with the trend 

observed on the inert surfaces.  The solid-vapor surface energy was larger on the (001) 

face in both contact angle and AFM measurements.  The inability to measure the solid-

vapor surface energy in ambient conditions and the inability to engage the microscope 

confirmed that solid-vapor surface energy measurements needed to be conducted in a 

controlled environment, as there was an obvious bias due to water adsorption on the 

surface.  For contact angle measurements, the adsorption of water has always been 

regarded as not having a low impact on surfaces with high surface energies (Equation 

2.2).  The AFM measurements indicate the opposite.  The reduced solid-vapor surface 

energy and elimination of water vapor allowed for forces to be measured without 

environmental impacts. 
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The two surface energy models from Chapter 4 used to calculate solid-vapor surface 

energy were models 2 and 3.  The results were similar for both models.  Model 2 uses the 

geometric mean, which was developed based on the van der Waals force of the two 

separate phases.  The contact angle measurements indicated that the (100) and (001) faces 

were both hydrophobic and that the carboxylic group was not exposed on the (100) face.  

Thus, the use of the geometric mean for surface energy calculations of hydrophobic 

surfaces is supported.  Model 3 (modification to the geometric mean) produced similar 

results to model 2.  Because the interactions between the sample-vapor and tip-vapor (the 

separate phases) are similar, these results also support those from model 2.  When the 

interactions were similar, the exponential was equal to 1, and model 3 could be reduced 

to model 2.  The results for model 2 are illustrated in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9.  
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Table 6-4:  Tip radius and average tip-vapor surface energy (standard deviation) for the 
tips used to calculate the solid-vapor surface energy of the (001) and (100) faces of 
aspirin. 

Tip Environmental 
Conditions 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Surface 
Energy 
(mJ/m2) 

1 Controlled 
Environment 40 9.3 (0.7) 49.6 (3.5) 24.8 (1.8) 

2 Controlled 
Environment 42 9.7 (2.1) 48.8 (10.7) 24.4 (5.3) 

3 Controlled 
Environment 42 10.4 (0.7) 52.8 (3.7) 26.4 (1.8) 
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Table 6-5:  Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (100) face of aspirin in 
a controlled humidity environment.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject 
effects, b) repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that 
demonstrates the largest percentage of variance (100) ASA-controlled RH AFM 
measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 7.9 0.9 0.32 0.95 
Location*(100) 9 7.3 0.8 0.30 0.97 
Location*Tip 18 40.0 2.2 0.81 0.68 
Error 18 49.3 2.7 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(100) Face 1 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.94 
Tip 2 2.85 1.43 0.42 0.71 
Error 2 6.82 3.41 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(100) Face -4.8 0.0 
Tip -5.5 0.0 
(100) Face*Tip 6.1 5.6 
(100) Face*Tip*Location (Error) 104.2 94.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-6:    Average solid-vapor surface energy of the (100) face of aspirin determined 
using the AFM and contact angle methods.  The standard deviations are shown in 
parenthesis.   

Method Indirect Model 
Solid-Vapor 

Surface Energy 
(mJ/m2) 

Model 1 - 

Model 2 25.7 (2.5) 

Model 3 25.8 (2.4) 
AFM 

Model 4 - 

Van Oss et al 40.2 (1.6) 

OWRK 42.8 (0.5) CA 

Neumann 41.6 (0.7) 
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Table 6-7:  Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (001) face of aspirin in 
a controlled humidity environment.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject 
effects, b) repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that 
demonstrates the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-controlled RH AFM 
measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 0.60 0.07 1.26 0.32 
Location*(001) 9 0.28 0.03 0.59 0.79 
Location*Tip 18 1.47 0.08 1.53 0.19 
Error 18 0.96 0.05 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(001) Face 1 0.70 0.70 0.90 0.44 
Tip 2 4.57 2.29 2.92 0.26 
Error 2 1.57 0.78 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(001) Face 36.7 36.2 
Tip -1.3 0.0 
(001) Face*Tip 35.3 34.8 
(001) Face*Tip*Location (Error) 29.4 29.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-8:    Average solid-vapor surface energy of the (001) face of aspirin determined 
using the AFM and contact angle methods.  The standard deviations are shown in 
parenthesis.   

Method Indirect Model 
Solid-Vapor 

Surface Energy 
(mJ/m2) 

Model 1 - 

Model 2 33.7 (2.5) 

Model 3 34.8 (3.2) 
AFM 

Model 4 - 

Van Oss et al 44.6 (2.1) 

OWRK 49.2 (1.2) CA 

Neumann 45.3 (0.9) 
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Figure 6-8: The solid-vapor surface energy from AFM force measurements in 
controlled humidity environment on the (001) face of aspirin crystals. 

 

Average = 11.3 ± 0.5 nN

Average = 58.2 ± 2.2 mN/m

Average = 33.7 ± 2.5 mJ/m2
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Figure 6-9: The solid-vapor surface energy from AFM force measurements in 
controlled humidity environment on the (100) face of aspirin crystals. 

Average = 9.9 ± 0.6 nN

Average = 50.9 ± 2.5 mN/m

Average = 25.7 ± 2.5 mJ/m2
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6.3.2 Solid-liquid surface energy 

6.3.2.1 Diiodomethane Solid-Liquid Surface Energy 

To determine the solid-liquid surface energy of the (100) and (001) face with 

diiodomethane, the spring constants, tip radii, and tip-vapor surface energies were 

determined first.  Table 6-9 shows the values used to calculate the (100) and (001) solid-

liquiddiiodomethane surface energy. 

Force measurements were made on the (100) and (001) surfaces in diiodomethane using 

the tip values in Table 6-9.  The data was then analyzed in SAS and JMP.  The statistics 

for the (100) and (001) faces are listed in Table 6-10 and Table 6-12, respectively.  The 

p values were all greater than 0.05, meaning the null hypotheses was accepted.  The p 

value for the tips from the force measurements on the (100) face was low (0.08) and thus, 

close to being statistically significant.  The force range on the (100) face was 0.6 to 0.7 

nN.  The distribution for each tip was also small with a 0.1 nN standard deviation 

(n=5120 per tip).  These results indicated the tip variation was negligible.  The other 

variable with a p value that was close to statistical significance was the locations on the 

(001) face.  This face was observed to be more rough than the (100) face.  Therefore, it 

was not surprising that the locations being measured on each crystalline sample would 

causing variability.  With a standard deviation of 0.3 nN (n=5120), the force distribution 

confirmed that location variability was insignificant.   The plots of the force, work, and 

surface energy of the (100) and (001) faces are shown in Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11, 

respectively. 

The forces between the two major faces of aspirin and diiodomethane were expected to 

be small.  Small forces were indicative of strong adhesion between the sample and the 
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liquid.  The same was observed from the contact angle measurements.  The angle 

between the two major faces of aspirin and diiodomethane was smaller than the angles 

from water and glycerol.  Thus the solid-liquid surface energy was also smaller on these 

two faces.  The interesting observation between the two methods was the difference 

observed from the forces compared to the contact angles.  The smallest angle was 

measured on the (001) face, Table 6-1, but the smallest force was measured on the (100) 

face.  However, comparison of the surface energy from contact angle method to the AFM 

method indicates that the (100) face has a stronger interaction with diiodomethane.  

According to water contact angle measurements, the (100) face was more hydrophobic.  

The contact angles created a bit of confusion because the largest angles for water and 

glycerol are observed on the (100) face.  The large angle from liquids with polar 

components means the (100) face is more hydrophobic.  If the (100) face was more 

hydrophobic, a smaller angle from diiodomethane would have been expected.  For 

contact angle results, the solid-liquid surface energy had to be calculated and the 

interaction between the three liquids had to be considered before the stronger 

diiodomethane interaction with the (100) face was seen.  The AFM does not need 

multiple liquids to determine the solid-liquid surface energy.  The measurements in the 

liquid of interest and surface energy models 2 and 3 are sufficient to calculate solid-liquid 

surface energy values directly, making AFM an attractive alternative to contact angle for 

surface energy measurements. 

To compare the solid-liquid surface energy values of the AFM with contact angle 

measurements, the AFM surface-energy models are discussed first.   The results from the 

(100) and (001) faces of aspirin are listed in Table 6-11 and Table 6-13, respectively.  
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Model 1 used the contact angle solid-vapor surface energy results to calculate the solid-

liquid surface energy.  The contact angle solid-vapor surface energy was extremely high, 

and thus the surface-tip surface energy was large.  Therefore, model 1 was not useful for 

AFM measurements.  It was not ideal to integrate two methods to determine the solid-

liquid surface energy.   

The AFM results from models 2, 3, and 4, however, can be compared to certain contact 

angle models.  The solid-liquid surface energy distribution from contact angle 

measurements was wide.  The AFM results for the (100) face did not have an extremely 

wide distribution but they did fall within the lower end of the contact angle results (van 

Oss model).  For the (001) face, AFM measurements had a much wider distribution and 

fell within all the contact angle results.  The average solid-liquid surface energy value for 

the (001) face was closer in comparison with the average solid-liquid surface energy of 

the OWRK contact angle model.  It was interesting that model 4 had comparable values 

with contact angle measurements.  Model 4 used the solid-vapor surface energy obtained 

from AFM measurements to determine the surface-tip surface energy.  The concern with 

using model 4 was that the surface would be different in vapor and liquid measurements.  

However, the solubility of aspirin in diiodomethane is negligible; therefore, there is no 

dissolution and no surface reconstruction.  Also, as described previously, the solid-vapor 

surface energy determination could only be done in controlled humidity.  Since there 

were no differences between models 2, 3, and 4, each of them could be used in this 

scenario.  However, the next section will describe that when the conditions are not ideal, 

model 4 starts to break down. 
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Table 6-9:  Tip radius and average tip-vapor surface energy (standard deviation) for the 
tips used to calculate the solid-liquid surface energy of the (001) and (100) faces of 
aspirin with diiodomethane. 

Tip 
Spring 

constant 

(N/m) 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Tip-Liquid 
Surface 
Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

1 40 0.9 (0.2) 4.6 (1.3) 2.3 (0.6) 

2 43 0.9 (0.1) 4.5 (0.6) 2.3 (0.3) 

3 

0.04 

42 0.8 (0.2) 4.3 (1.2) 2.2 (0.6) 
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Table 6-10:  Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (100) face of aspirin 
in diiodomethane.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance (100) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 0.007 0.0008 0.30 0.97 
Location*(100) 9 0.009 0.001 0.38 0.93 
Location*Tip 18 0.056 0.003 1.12 0.41 
Error 18 0.050 0.003 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(100) Face 1 0.0001 .0001 0.13 0.75 
Tip 2 0.1243 0.622 12.03 0.08 
Error 2 0.0103 0.005 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Tip 51.7 50.4 
(100) Face -2.7 0.0 
(100) Face*Tip 4.8 4.6 
(100) Face*Tip*Location (Error) 46.2 45.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-11:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of the (100) face of aspirin with 
diiodomethane determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Contact angle measurements are made in ambient conditions and AFM vapor 
measurements are done in controlled humidity environment.) 

Method Model 

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 15.6 (0.6) 

OWRK 18.2 (0.6) Model 1 

Neumann 17.0 (0.6) 

Model 2 1.2 (0.4) 

Model 3 1.2 (0.4) 

Model 2 γsv 1.1 (0.6) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 1.1 (0.6) 

Van Oss et al 1.6 (0.7) 

OWRK 4.7 (0.9) 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 3.3 (0.9) 
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Table 6-12: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (001) face of aspirin 
in diiodomethane.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) repeated 
measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates the largest 
percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Location 9 0.09 0.011 2.18 0.08 
Location*(001) 9 0.08 0.009 1.87 0.12 
Location*Tip 18 0.16 0.008 1.81 0.11 
Error 18 0.09 0.005 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(001) Face 1 0.01 0.01 0.6 0.51 
Tip 2 0.19 0.10 4.4 0.18 
Error 2 0.04 0.02 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
Tip 30.8 30.1 
(001) Face -2.2 0.0 
(001) Face*Tip 11.8 11.5 
(001) Face*Tip*Location (Error) 59.7 58.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-13:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of the (001) face of aspirin with 
diiodomethane determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Contact angle measurements are made in ambient conditions and AFM vapor 
measurements are done in controlled humidity environment.) 

Method Model 

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

Van Oss et al 16.8 (1.4) 

OWRK 21.4 (1.4) Model 1 

Neumann 17.5(1.4) 

Model 2 6.4 (2.3) 

Model 3 6.6 (2.4) 

Model 2 γsv 5.9 (1.4) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 7.0 (1.4) 

Van Oss et al 2.5 (1.4) 

OWRK 7.9 (0.9) 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 4.3 (0.6) 
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Figure 6-10: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
diiodomethane on the (100) face of aspirin crystals. 

 

Average = 0.6 ± 0.1 nN

Average = 3.2 ± 0.6 mN/m

Average = 1.2 ± 0.4 mJ/m2
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Figure 6-11: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
diiodomethane on the (001) face of aspirin crystals. 

Average = 1.5 ± 0.3 nN

Average = 7.5 ± 1.4 mN/m

Average = 6.4 ± 2.3 mJ/m2
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6.3.2.1 Water Solid-Liquid Surface Energy 
 

Unlike the inert surface, ASA’s solubility in water caused dissolution on the major 

surfaces.  Therefore, it was hard to control the consistency of the measurements, and it 

was difficult to know the specific interaction that was being measured.  As a result, 

surface energy measurements were captured from ASA crystals immersed in ASA 

solutions at various concentrations.  The ASA solutions were prepared at concentrations 

surrounding 18 mM, the saturation solubility of ASA in water.  The presence of the 

additive eliminated the possibility for direct comparison with contact angle measurements 

with pure water.  Additives are known to affect crystal growth; therefore, differences 

were expected between the force of adhesion in a pure solvent and a solvent with an 

additive.  The contact angles cannot be measured in additive solutions because of the risk 

of preferential absorption at one of the three interfaces.[16]  Therefore, the solid-liquid 

surface energy measurements with the AFM were focused towards evaluating the 

differences between ASA solutions prepared at different concentrations.  The same 

principles from Chapter 5 still applied to these experiments. 

To determine the solid-liquid surface energy of the (100) and (001) face with varying 

concentration of ASA, the spring constants, tip radii, and tip-vapor surface energies were 

determined first.  Table 6-14 lists the tip properties for each tip used in the 12, 14, 16, 18, 

and 20 mM solutions.  These values were later used for calculation the solid-liquid 

surface energy on the (100) and (001) faces of ASA. 

Force measurements were made first on the (100) and (001) surfaces in all five solutions 

using the tips in Table 6-14.  The data were then analyzed in SAS and JMP.  The 

statistics for the (001) and (100) faces in a 12mM ASA solution are listed in Table 6-15 
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and Table 6-16, respectively. The data could not be combined to calculate an average 

force, work, and surface energy because of the p values in Table 6-15a and Table 6-16a 

show the results for within subjects, the time intervals.  The p values for time were 

significantly below 0.05, which meant the values were changing over the time interval 

studied.  These early results prompted another change in the methodology of measuring 

the forces on ASA.  Instead of taking measurements quickly in 10 different spots, the 

measurements were taken 10 minutes apart until it was confirmed that a steady state had 

been reached.  When the p values are small and there was no steady state for force 

measurements, it was not possible to calculate an average using the entire data set.  In this 

scenario, an overall average would be misleading.  For the measurements in 12mM ASA, 

no experimental adjustments could be made to induce a steady-state.  Since the 12mM 

condition was well below saturation solubility, dissolution of the crystal continued until 

equilibrium was reached.   

Even though all an overall average for force, work, and surface energy could not be 

determined, plots were developed that incorporated the data at each ten minute time 

interval.  Figure 6-12, Figure 6-13, and Figure 6-14 show the solid-liquid surface 

energy from model 1, models 2 and 3, and model 4, respectively.   Models 2 and 3 are the 

only surface energy equations that apply under conditions where the surface is changing 

since they do not rely on solid-vapor surface energy data and do not operate under the 

assumption that the surface is unchanged from vapor to liquid measurements.  Figure 

6-12 showed extremely high solid-liquid surface energy because of the large solid-vapor 

surface energy from contact angle.  Figure 6-14, showed the lowest solid-liquid surface 
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energy, but still relied on a calculated surface-tip surface energy from an unchanged 

surface in vapor.  Therefore, use of models 2 or 3 was required for these experiments.  
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Table 6-14:  Tip radius and average tip-vapor surface energy (standard deviation) for the 
tips used to calculate the solid-liquid surface energy of the (001) and (100) faces of 
aspirin with 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20mM ASA solutions. 

Tip 

ASA 

Solution 

Concentration 

(mM) 

Spring 
constant 

(N/m) 

Radius 

(nm) 

Force 

(nN) 

Work 

(mN/m) 

Tip-Liquid 
Surface 
Energy 

(mJ/m2) 

1 41 0.5 (0.2) 2.8 (1.1) 1.4 (0.5) 

2 
12 

40 0.5 (0.1) 2.6 (0.6) 1.3 (0.3)  

1 41 0.7 (0.2) 3.4 (1.0) 1.7 (0.5) 

2 
14 

42 0.7 (0.2) 3.7 (1.1) 1.8 (0.6) 

1 40 0.7 (0.3) 4.0 (1.6) 2.0 (0.8) 

2 38 0.8 (0.2) 4.5 (1.0) 2.2 (0.5) 

3 

16 

45 0.9 (0.2) 4.3 (0.8) 2.1 (0.4) 

1 40 0.7 (0.2) 3.9 (1.1) 2.0 (0.6) 

2 41 0.7 (0.1) 3.8 (0.6) 1.9 (0.3) 

3 

18 

39 0.7 (0.1) 3.7 (0.4) 1.9 (0.2) 

1 41 0.9 (0.3) 4.4 (1.7) 2.2 (0.9) 

2 43 0.8 (0.2) 3.7 (0.8) 1.9 (0.4) 

3 

20 

0.04 

40 0.7 (0.2) 4.0 (1.0) 2.0 (0.5) 
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Table 6-15: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (001) face of aspirin 
in 12mM ASA Solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 1.20 0.24 492.69 <0.0001 
Time*(001) 5 0.09 0.02 36.64 0.0006 
Time*Tip 5 0.16 0.03 66.68 0.0001 
Error 5 0.002 0.0005 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(001) Face 1 0.005 0.005 12.96 0.17 
Tip 1 0.252 0.252 605.16 0.03 
Error 1 0.0004 0.0004 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(001) Face 1.2 1.1 
Tip 58.9 54.7 
(001) Face*Tip -7.7 0.0 
(001) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 47.6 44.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-16: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (100) face of aspirin 
in 12mM ASA solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 0.31 0.06 79.17 <0.0001 
Time*(100) 5 0.02 0.004 6.24 0.0329 
Time*Tip 5 0.06 0.01 15.85 0.0044 
Error 5 0.004 0.0008 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(100) Face 1 0.03 0.03 68.44 0.08 
Tip 1 0.07 0.07 133.30 0.06 
Error 1 0.0005 0.0005 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(100) Face 10.2 9.6 
Tip 40.6 38.2 
(100) Face*Tip -6.3 0.0 
(100) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 55.5 52.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 6-12: Model 1 solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements using 
a 12mM ASA solution on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin crystals. Model 1 uses 
solid-vapor contact angle results from a) the van Oss, b) OWRK, and c) Neumann 
indirect models. 
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Figure 6-13: Model 2 and model 3 solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force 
measurements using a 12mM ASA solution on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin 
crystals.  Model 2 uses the geometric mean, a), and model 3 uses the modified geometric 
mean, b). 
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Figure 6-14: Model 4 solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements using 
a 12mM ASA solution on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin crystals. 
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The data from the 14mM ASA solutions was similar to the 12 mM.  The statistics in 

Table 6-17 and Table 6-18 show the p values of the times within subjects are 

significantly smaller than 0.05.  Hence, the null hypothesis must be rejected and an 

average force, work, and surface energy with the entire data set was not calculated.  

However, the times' p values have gone up and are closer to the required 0.05, the 

significance level set for accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis.  Therefore, the 

environmental conditions were improved as compared to the 12mM solution.  In 14mM 

solutions, the data could not be combined and instead was plotted to show the changes 

over time in Figure 6-15, Figure 6-16, and Figure 6-17.   

Figure 6-15 shows the results from model 1, which used contact angle based solid-vapor 

surface energy values.  These values were higher than the contact angle results and 

mostly reflected the large values of the calculated surface-tip surface energy.  The results 

from surface energy model 4 are shown in Figure 6-17.  Since the forces were still 

changing over time, this model was also not ideal for determining surface energy because 

the assumption cannot be made that the surface in vapor was the same as it was in liquid.  

Therefore, model 2 and 3 are best suited for determining solid-liquid surface energy.   

The modification in model 3 was not necessary when the interaction of the two separate 

phases were similar.  Therefore, model 2 can be used to calculate the surface energy. 

There are three important observations that need to be pointed out from the 12mM and 

14mM ASA solution results.  First, at the 10 minute time point, the solid-liquid surface 

energy was high, similar to the results obtained from contact angle measurements.  Over 

time, the surface energy decreased, indicating a more favorable interaction between the 

solution and the surface of the aspirin crystal.  This could be due to the exchange of 
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molecules at the surface until an equilibrium state was reached.  The second observation 

was the smaller solid-liquid surface energy on the (100) face than the (001) face in 

models 2, 3, and 4.  Model 1 was the only surface energy model that required knowledge 

of the solid-vapor surface energy a priori.  The trend was the reversed from contact angle 

measurements where the (001) face had a smaller solid-liquid surface energy.  During 

AFM measurements, it was possible that dissolution on the (100) face revealed the 

carboxylic acid.  If this chemical moiety was revealed, the surface was more hydrophilic, 

resulting in a stronger interaction with water and a smaller surface energy.  The high 

sensitivity of the AFM probes made it possible to distinguish between chemical moieties.  

This was not possible with contact angle measurements since they are conducted at the 

macroscopic scale.  In all cases, the angles measured on the (100) face with water were 

larger than those on the (001) face.  The AFM measurements have helped gain critical 

knowledge about the effects of environment and additive concentration on surface 

energy.  These results may be more beneficial than just looking at pure solvents because 

the actual crystallization environment is under direct investigation.   

Since a true average surface energy value was not calculated from the data  because a 

steady state was not reached under these conditions, the JMP data was not relevant.  The 

JMP data helped to understand the variation between subjects, the sample, the tips, the 

interaction of the tip with the sample in a certain environmental conditions, and the 

overall residual error.  However, the JMP data did not consider time variability because 

the entire use of repeated measures mixed model broke down when there is time 

variability.  When the statistical variance between times was not equal, the null 

hypothesis was rejected.  In this instance, the experimental methodology needed to be 
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reconsidered and modified to find a condition where times within the subjects did not 

change.  To do this, the aspirin concentration was increased to 16mM. 

During these measurements, the degradation of aspirin was not monitored or evaluated.  

Aspirin is known to degrade to salicylic acid and the pH of the solution was not 

controlled to stop or slow the degradation.  Therefore, it is also possible, in the solutions 

below saturation, that the liquid injected for measurements had a mixture of salicylic acid 

and aspirin.  The purpose of these measurements was to find a point when dissolution on 

the surface was minimized and a constant surface energy could be measured.  Hence, this 

study will not report the degradation of aspirin to salicylic acid.  
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Table 6-17: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (001) face of aspirin 
in 14mM ASA Solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 1.10 0.22 13.26 0.007 
Time*(001) 5 0.24 0.05 2.94 0.13 
Time*Tip 5 0.11 0.022 1.38 0.37 
Error 5 0.08 0.02 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(001) Face 1 0.12 0.12 2.80 0.34 
Tip 1 0.09 0.09 2.12 0.38 
Error 1 0.04 0.04 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(001) Face 16.6 16.6 
Tip 6.8 6.8 
(001) Face*Tip 4.2 4.2 
(001) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 72.4 72.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-18: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (100) face of aspirin 
in 14mM ASA solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 1.33 0.27 54.94 0.0002 
Time*(100) 5 0.04 0.009 1.87 0.25 
Time*Tip 5 0.05 0.01 2.06 0.22 
Error 5 0.24 0.005 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(100) Face 1 0.0007 0.0007 0.02 0.91 
Tip 1 0.005 0.005 0.16 0.76 
Error 1 0.03 0.03 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(100) Face -28.8 0.0 
Tip -22.6 0.0 
(100) Face*Tip 39.2 25.9 
(100) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 112.3 74.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 6-15: Model 1 solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements using 
a 14mM ASA solution on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin crystals. Model 1 uses 
solid-vapor contact angle results from a) the van Oss, b) OWRK, and c) Neumann 
indirect models. 
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Figure 6-16: Model 2 and model 3 solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force 
measurements using a 14mM ASA solution on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin 
crystals.  Model 2 uses the geometric mean, a), and model 3 uses the modified geometric 
mean, b). 
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Figure 6-17: Model 4 solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements using 
a 14mM ASA solution on the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin crystals. 
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The force measurements were made in a 16mM ASA solution and then analyzed with the 

statistical repeated measures mixed model.   The SAS and JMP statistics are shown in 

Table 6-19 and Table 6-20.  The p values within subjects and between subjects are all 

above 0.05; therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted and the data was combined to 

calculate an average force, work, and surface energy.  This was the first aqueous additive 

condition that did not show changes over time.  The 16mM solution was about 2mM 

under the ASA saturation solubility in water.  The first force measurements were not 

made until 10 minutes after the solution has been injected.  It was observed when 

measuring the forces in liquids on inert surfaces that an "equilibrium" period was 

necessary to eliminate some of the variation.  The "equilibrium" period began from the 

moment the liquid was injected onto the surface until little to no variability was observed 

between the force measurements at one spot or at different locations.  Since the 

"equilibrium" period was required for the inert surfaces, it was applied to the crystalline 

material as well.  In the 12mM and 14mM solutions, each 10 minute interval brought 

about a measurable change in solid-liquid surface energy.  Thus, it can be assumed that 

between 0 and 10 minutes, there was also a reduction in surface energy.  Dissolution on 

the crystalline surface could have occurred on this time scale at the 16mM condition to 

bring the solution’s concentration up to 18 mM, which would explain the apparent steady 

state. 

The average force, work, and surface energy for the (001) and (100) faces are shown in 

Figure 6-18.  From the previous measurements in a 14mM solution, the final surface 

energy on the (001) face was about 2 mJ/m2.  The average solid-vapor surface energy in 

16mM was about 2.6 mJ/m2.  For the (100) face, the average for the final solid-liquid 
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surface energy measurement in 14mM was 0.9 mJ/m2 and the average solid-liquid 

surface energy for the 16mM solution was 1.0 mJ/m2.  Therefore, it seems the decrease in 

surface energy is starting to level off and the dissolution has slowed down or stopped on 

both of the faces.   

In Table 6-21, the average solid-liquid surface energy values for the (100) and (001) 

faces of aspirin are listed for the four AFM surface energy models side by side with the 

contact angle measurements.  The results calculated with model 1 were still higher than 

those determined by contact angle measurements.  The use of contact angles to determine 

surface-tip surface energy was unreliable when an additive solution was used.  The ASA 

and water molecules interacted with the surface molecules, causing reorientation, 

dissolution, and crystallization.  With all of these changes, the assumption that the surface 

and the surface-tip surface energy remained identical is likely invalid.  The assumption is 

applied to both models 1 and 4, and even though model 4 used only AFM data, the 

changes occurring on the surface caused concern for the applicability of these models.  

Therefore, it is thought that the results from models 2 and 3 were more reliable.  These 

two models only required AFM data, and the similarities of the geometric mean and the 

modified geometric mean results confirmed the use of the geometric mean.  The 

modification did not change the surface energy, which showed the geometric mean could 

be used.  The geometric mean was developed for van der Waals interactions, and 

therefore, can be used due to the chemical moieties present on the surface of the (100) 

and (001) faces.    The reduction in the surface energy from the 12mM to 16mM solution 

showed that the AFM was sensitive enough to detect differences in the environmental 

conditions which could be quantified by model 2.  However, if the carboxylic acid was 
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revealed on the (100) face the geometric mean may be over or under estimate the surface 

energy.  The similarities between models 2 and 3 help to justify the use of the geometric 

mean for any interactions other than van der Waals.  To restate, the difference in the 

forces of the individual phases is similar enough to reduce the exponential to one, leaving 

only the geometric mean.  
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Table 6-19: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (001) face of aspirin 
in 16mM ASA Solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 0.007 0.001 0.16 0.97 
Time*(001) 5 0.09 0.018 2.12 0.15 
Time*Tip 10 0.10 0.010 1.14 0.42 
Error 10 0.08 0.008 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(001) Face 1 0.01 0.011 2.00 0.29 
Tip 2 0.006 0.003 0.53 0.65 
Error 2 0.01 0.006 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(001) Face 1.4 1.3 
Tip -2.1 0.0 
(001) Face*Tip -6.3 0.0 
(001) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 107.0 107.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-20: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (100) face of aspirin 
in 16mM ASA solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 0.01 0.002 0.85 0.54 
Time*(100) 5 0.003 0.0006 0.21 0.95 
Time*Tip 10 0.02 0.002 0.72 0.69 
Error 10 0.03 0.003 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(100) Face 1 0.001 0.001 1.71 0.32 
Tip 2 0.010 0.005 8.19 0.11 
Error 2 0.001 0.0006 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(100) Face 1.9 1.7 
Tip 22.9 20.2 
(100) Face*Tip -13.6 0.0 
(100) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 88.8 78.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 6-18: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
16mM ASA solution on the (001) face of aspirin crystals. 

 

Average = 0.8 ± 0.2 nN

Average = 4.2 ± 1.3 mN/m

Average = 2.6 ± 2.3 mJ/m2
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Figure 6-19: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
16mM ASA solution on the (100) face of aspirin crystals. 

Average = 0.5 ± 0.1 nN

Average = 2.8 ± 0.6 mN/m

Average = 1.0 ± 0.4 mJ/m2
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Table 6-21:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin 
with 16mM ASA solution determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Contact angle measurements are made in ambient conditions and AFM 
measurements are done in controlled humidity environment.) 

 

Method Model 

(001)  

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

mJ/m2 

(100)  

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

mJ/m2 

Van Oss et al 13.9 (1.3) 15.3 (0.6) 

OWRK 18.5 (1.3) 17.9 (0.6) Model 1 

Neumann 14.6 (1.3) 16.7 (0.6) 

Model 2 2.6 (2.3) 1.0 (0.4) 

Model 3 2.6 (2.6) 1.0 (0.4) 

Model 2 γsv 3.0 (1.3) 0.8 (0.6) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 4.1 (1.3) 0.9 (0.6) 

Van Oss et al 3.2 (2.4) 11.3 (3.2) 

OWRK 8.6 (1.6) 14.4 (2.4) 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 5.1 (1.1) 13.0 (2.6) 
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No changes were observed in forces over time using the 16mM solutions.  Thus, when 

using an 18mM and 20mM solution, it was hypothesized that the forces would not vary 

over time.  It was thought that the 18mM solution would show similar results to the 

16mM solution and the 20mM solution would lower the surface energy even more 

because it would create a supersaturated condition.  In this supersaturated condition, the 

solid-liquid surface energy should be strong on the (100) and (001) faces since these are 

the two major faces of ASA.  By definition, a major face must grow the slowest.  

Therefore, more work was required to separate either the additive or water molecule that 

blocks the solute molecules from binding to that face and increasing the crystal growth 

rate of that face.  

As always, the forces were measured first in the 18mM and 20mM solutions.  The 

statistics for the 18mM solution measurements on the (001) and (100) are listed in Table 

6-22 and Table 6-23, respectively.  The statistics for the 20mM solution measurements 

on the (001) and (100) faces are listed in Table 6-25 and Table 6-26, respectively.   The 

p values for within and between subjects on both faces and in both conditions were 

greater than 0.05.  The null hypothesis was accepted and the data was collated so that an 

average force, work, and surface energy could be calculated and plotted together.  The 

force, work, and surface energy results for the (001) and (100) faces with 18mM ASA 

solution are shown in Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21, respectively.  Figure 6-22 and 

Figure 6-23 illustrate the force, work, and surface energy results for the (001) and (100) 

faces in a 20mM ASA solution. 

As for the surface energy models used to determine solid-liquid surface energy, models 2 

and 3 were still the best choice.  Model 1, which requires the use of contact angle 
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measurements, still output higher values than the contact angle results for both 18mM 

and 20mM ASA solutions.  There were still changes in the solid-liquid surface energy 

values as compared with other ASA solutions because it was still a dynamic environment.  

Since the surface was succeptible to environmental conditions, models 1 and 4 were 

invalid.  Determining the surface energy in a kinetic condition does not uphold the 

assumption that the surface in vapor and surface in liquid remain identical.  Also, when 

using model 4 for the 20mM solution, a negative value was obtained on the (100) surface.  

Once the forces and consequently the work of adhesion in the liquid become smaller than 

the tip-liquid surface energy, the solid-liquid surface energy becomes negative.  

Consequently, like Young's equation for contact angle surface energy determination, 

model 4 cannot be used when there is a stronger interaction between a sample and the 

environment.  This leaves model 2 and 3.  The results between the two models on both 

faces and from both solutions showed similarities between models 2 and 3.  These 

similarities have been consistent throughout the entire study.  There was no indication 

that model 3 was better than model 2.  To eliminate the reliance on β from contact angle 

measurements, model 2 was chosen as the best model for determining solid-liquid surface 

energy, even if the surface had interactions other than van der Waals. 

As hypothesized, the model 2 results with the 18mM solution were comparable to the 

results from the 16mM, but only on the (100) face.  Since there was no statistical 

difference over time with the 16mM ASA solution, it was thought that saturation was 

reached.  Based on ASA solubility, the 18 mM solution was at saturation once it was 

injected.  There was a small difference between the (001) face in 16 mM and 18 mM.  

The results in the 18mM solution indicate equivalent surface energies between the (100) 
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and (001) faces, likely due to the fact that they are both major faces and the solution was 

saturated.  The saturation of the environment has created an equilibrium between the 

surface and the liquid on both faces, and since both are major faces the solid-liquid 

surface energies are the same.   

This observation changes in the 20mM solution.  The 20mM solution was a 

supersaturated condition, which becomes a driving force for crystallization.  The decrease 

in forces on both faces indicated the possibility that crystallization was occurring.  

Although it was not statistically significant, the average solid-liquid surface energy from 

model 2 on the (001) face was still larger than values on the (100) face.  While the 

contact angle indicated a stronger interaction on the (001) face, it made more sense 

scientifically that a stronger interaction would be seen on the (100) face.  This stronger 

interaction could be because the carboxylic group is present, but it also could be because 

the (100) face is larger than the (001) face.  Hence, it was growing the slowest out of the 

two.  If a face grows the slowest, it is possible that interactions between solvents or 

additives with the surface are blocking more solute molecules from adhering to that face.  

The measured force of adhesion on both faces was small indicating a stronger interaction 

with the solution and subsequently a small surface energy. 
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Table 6-22: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (001) face of aspirin 
in 18mM ASA Solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 0.009 0.0018 0.97 0.48 
Time*(001) 5 0.002 0.0003 0.16 0.97 
Time*Tip 10 0.011 0.0011 0.57 0.80 
Error 10 0.019 0.0019 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value P 

(001) Face 1 0.006 0.0064 10.11 0.09 
Tip 2 0.010 0.0050 7.95 0.11 
Error 2 0.001 0.0006 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(001) Face 17.3 16.4 
Tip 19.9 18.8 
(001) Face*Tip -5.7 0.0 
(001) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 68.5 64.8 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-23: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (100) face of aspirin 
in 18mM ASA solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 0.009 0.0018 1.15 0.40 
Time*(100) 5 0.004 0.0009 0.56 0.73 
Time*Tip 10 0.006 0.0006 0.42 0.91 
Error 10 0.150 0.0015 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value P 

(100) Face 1 0.0008 0.0008 0.16 0.72 
Tip 2 0.0164 0.0082 1.68 0.37 
Error 2 0.0098 0.0049 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(100) Face -13.1 0.0 
Tip 15.8 14.0 
(100) Face*Tip 36.8 32.5 
(100) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 60.5 53.5 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 6-20: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
18mM ASA solution on the (001) face of aspirin crystals. 

 

Average = 0.6 ± 0.1 nN

Average = 3.1 ± 0.5 mN/m

Average = 1.2 ± 0.6 mJ/m2
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Figure 6-21: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
18mM ASA solution on the (100) face of aspirin crystals. 

Average = 0.5 ± 0.1 nN

Average = 2.7 ± 0.4 mN/m

Average = 1.0 ± 0.3 mJ/m2
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Table 6-24:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin 
with 18mM ASA solution determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Contact angle measurements are made in ambient conditions and AFM 
measurements are done in controlled humidity environment.) 

 

Method Model 

(001)  

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

mJ/m2 

(100)  

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

mJ/m2 

Van Oss et al 12.6 (0.5) 15.4 (0.4) 

OWRK 17.2 (0.5) 18.0 (0.4) Model 1 

Neumann 13.3 (0.5) 16.8 (0.4) 

Model 2 1.2 (0.4) 1.0 (0.3) 

Model 3 1.2 (0.4) 1.0 (0.3) 

Model 2 γsv 1.72 (0.5) 0.9 (0.4) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 2.9 (0.5) 0.9 (0.4) 

Van Oss et al 3.2 (2.4) 11.3 (3.2) 

OWRK 8.6 (1.6) 14.4 (2.4) 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 5.1 (1.1) 13.0 (2.6) 
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Table 6-25: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (001) face of aspirin 
in 20mM ASA Solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 0.0008 0.00017 0.47 0.79 
Time*(001) 5 0.0008 0.00016 0.46 0.80 
Time*Tip 10 0.0007 0.00007 0.20 0.99 
Error 10 0.0036 0.00036 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

(001) Face 1 0.0003 0.00028 4.00 0.18 
Tip 2 0.0005 0.00022 3.24 0.24 
Error 2 0.0001 0.00007 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(001) Face 5.6 5.0 
Tip 6.3 5.7 
(001) Face*Tip -10.9 0.0 
(001) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 99.0 89.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 6-26: Mixed model statistics for AFM Measurements on the (100) face of aspirin 
in 20mM ASA solution.  a) Repeated measures ANOVA for within subject effects, b) 
repeated measures ANOVA for between subjects, and c) the variable that demonstrates 
the largest percentage of variance (001) ASA-diiodomethane AFM measurements. 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value p 

Time 5 0.0006 0.0001 0.25 0.93 
Time*(100) 5 0.0042 0.0008 1.87 0.19 
Time*Tip 10 0.0124 0.0012 2.73 0.06 
Error 10 0.0045 0.0005 - - 

 
 

 Degrees of 
Freedom 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean 
Square F Value P 

(100) Face 1 0.003 0.003 1.09 0.41 
Tip 2 0.032 0.016 6.28 0.14 
Error 2 0.005 0.003 - - 

 
 

Variable % of the Total % Truncated 
(100) Face -1.0 0.0 
Tip 28.9 28.6 
(100) Face*Tip 32.5 32.2 
(100) Face*Tip*Time (Error) 39.6 39.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 6-22: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
20mM ASA solution on the (001) face of aspirin crystals. 

 

Average = 0.3 ± 0.1 nN 

Average = 1.5 ± 0.3 mN/m 

Average = 0.3 ± 0.1 mJ/m2 
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Figure 6-23: The solid-liquid surface energy from AFM force measurements with 
20mM ASA solution on the (100) face of aspirin crystals. 

Average = 0.2 ± 0.1 nN 

Average = 1.0 ± 0.3 mN/m 

Average = 0.1 ± 0.1 mJ/m2 
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Table 6-27:  Average solid-liquid surface energy of the (001) and (100) faces of aspirin 
with 20mM ASA solution determined using the AFM and contact angle methods. 

(Note:  Contact angle measurements are made in ambient conditions and AFM 
measurements are done in controlled humidity environment.) 

 

Method Model 

(001)  

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

mJ/m2 

(100)  

Solid-Liquid 

Surface Energy 

mJ/m2 

Van Oss et al 11.0 (0.4) 13.5  (0.4) 

OWRK 15.6 (0.4) 16.1  (0.4) Model 1 

Neumann 11.7 (0.4) 14.9  (0.4) 

Model 2 0.3  (0.1) 0.2  (0.1) 

Model 3 0.3 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 

Model 2 γsv 0.1  (0.4) -1.0  (0.4) 

AFM 

Model 4 
Model 3 γsv 1.2 (0.4) -1.0  (0.4) 

Van Oss et al 3.2 (2.4) 11.3 (3.2) 

OWRK 8.6 (1.6) 14.4 (2.4) 
Contact 

Angle 

Neumann 5.1 (1.1) 13.0 (2.6) 
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6.4 Summary 

Several observations were made when the AFM methodology was applied to a crystalline 

material.  First, there were experimental challenges between contact angle and AFM 

measurements.  There were substantial differences observed between solid-vapor surface 

energy measurements collected in ambient conditions for contact angles and humidity 

controlled conditions for the AFM.  Vapor adsorption on the sample surfaces during 

AFM measurements did not allow for consistent measurements, and sometimes it did not 

allow the microscope tip to engage with the surface.  The inability to measure forces in 

pure water indicated the surface was not inert and that the surface deformation shown in 

Figure 2-3 was highly possible during the contact angle measurements.  Inaccurate 

contact angle measurements were the direct result of this surface deformation.  The solid-

vapor surface energy from contact angle measurements relies solely on the measured 

angles, the accuracy of which is affected by vapor adsorption to the surface.  Vapor 

adsorption causes surface deformation (as a result of dissolution) and interferes with the 

spreading of solvents.  All of these contact angle limitations make the AFM a more 

attractive tool for determining solid-vapor surface energy.   

Since AFM overcomes some of these experimental challenges with contact angle, surface 

energy models developed for the AFM are critical in determining the final solid-vapor or 

solid-liquid surface energy.  Thus, the second observation in this chapter is the 

applicability of surface energy models 1 through 4.  Models 1 and 4 rely heavily on the 

assumptions that surface-tip surface energy can be determined from vapor measurements 

and then used to calculate the solid liquid surface energy (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-5).  If 

dissolution, crystallization, and/or surface reconstruction are observed, the assumption 
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that the surface is identical is no longer valid.  During the ASA AFM measurements in 

12mM and 14mM solutions, the solid-liquid surface energy decreased over time.  This 

decrease is a result of changes occurring on the surface.  Likewise, there are differences 

between the initial (time 10 minutes) solid-liquid surface energy from the 12 and 14mM 

measurements and the average solid-liquid surface energy from the 16, 18, and 20mM 

measurements.  These various values also indicate that the surface is experiencing 

dissolution, reorientation, and/or crystallization.  Therefore, the surface measured in 

vapor is not identical to the surface measured in the liquids, and the assumption that the 

γsurface-tip value is a constant value is not valid.  Model 3 relies on β from contact angle 

measurements and has not shown any differences in the calculated solid-liquid or solid-

vapor surface energy.  Thus, the modification is not finding an overestimation in surface 

energy.  Therefore, model 2, like with the inert studies, has been deemed acceptable for 

use with the AFM and these surfaces.  However, there could be surfaces whose 

interactions are too dissimilar to the silicon nitride tip causing the geometric mean model 

to become invalid.   

Lastly, it was stated earlier that comparisons would not be possible between water contact 

angle results and AFM aqueous values because a solution was used instead of a pure 

solvent.  However, an obvious decrease in solid-liquid surface energy was observed as 

the ASA concentration increased.  As a result, one last graphical analysis was done to see 

if any trend could be established between the pure solvent solid-liquid surface energy 

from contact angle data and the various ASA solutions from the AFM.  To do this, each 

contact angle model was compared individually to models 2 and 3, models 4 (using solid-

vapor surface energy from models 2 and 3), and model 1 of the corresponding contact 
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angle method.  For example, to compare the (001) van Oss contact angle results, the 

(001) van Oss AFM results and data from models 2, 3, and 4 were in one figure (Figure 

6-24c).  The water contact angle solid-liquid surface energy was smallest on the (001) 

face.  The AFM measured a force that in turn calculated a higher solid-liquid surface 

energy in a 12mM solution than what was observed from pure contact angle 

measurements.  This is why there was a spike in the solid-liquid surface energy value at 

the 12mM ASA concentration.  The only model without a large increase in surface 

energy was the OWRK.  The reason there was not a large increase in solid-liquid surface 

energy at 12mM is because the contact angle solid-liquid surface energy was similar to 

the AFM solid-liquid surface energy (Figure 6-24b).  The largest difference and the 

reason a difference in solid-liquid surface energy is observed on the (001) face for van 

Oss, OWRK, and Neumann is due to the AFM model 1 results (Figure 6-24).  The 

contact angle results were always less than the AFM solid-liquid surface energy from 

model 1.  This same trend was observed on the (100) face as well (Figure 6-25).  These 

graphs show clearly the reason model 1 is not applicable to crystalline materials.  For the 

(100) face at all concentrations, the AFM solid-liquid surface energy calculate from 

models 2, 3, and 4 was always less than the contact angle solid-liquid surface energy.  

The contact angle on the (100) face was larger than the angle on the (001) face possibly 

because the carboxylic group was not exposed.  The carboxylic group however, could be 

exposed in the AFM measurements through dissolution or crystallization.  The increased 

sensitivity of the AFM relative to the contact angle allowed for the observation of these 

changes in the surface.  This is why a decrease in solid-liquid surface energy was in 

models 2-4.  The negative solid-liquid surface energy values calculated with model 4 on 
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the (100) face also show the limitations of this model.  The trend observed using the 

AFM to evaluate solid-liquid surface energy in different additive enhances the 

capabilities in measuring forces in various environments.  It also calls into question the 

use of the indirect models and Young's equation of balancing the forces for an accurate 

solid-liquid surface energy determination.  

Until a method exists that allows for direct measurement of surface energy, the current 

standard methods and the models will be limited by their dependence on assumptions.  

While limitations of the contact angle and AFM made it difficult for direct comparisons, 

there is confidence that the AFM will help researchers understand different interactions 

on the surfaces of crystalline materials.  This knowledge could help pharmaceutical 

scientists make decisions for dissolution methods, stability packaging, and formulation 

development.  Unfortunately, the time and training necessary for proper AFM 

investigation necessitate its use as a research tool, as it has not yet been developed to the 

point at which it could speed up the decision making process for practical decisions in the 

pharmaceutical industry. 
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 Figure 6-24: The solid-liquid surface energy from the AFM force measurements with 
12mM to 20mM ASA solution on the (001) face of aspirin crystals compared with 
contact angle solid-liquid surface energy from a) the Neumann method, b) the OWRK 
method, and c) the van Oss method. 
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Figure 6-25: The solid-liquid surface energy from the AFM force measurements with 
12mM to 20mM ASA solution on the (100) face of aspirin crystals compared with 
contact angle solid-liquid surface energy from a) the Neumann method, b) the OWRK 
method, and c) the van Oss method. 

 
Copyright © Clare Aubrey Medendorp 2011 
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Chapter 7 – Conclusion and Future Directions 
 

Development of a new analytical tool to substitute for the gold standard is certainly not 

without an extensive list of challenges.  It was necessary to diligently examine each 

aspect surrounding the analytical technique and methodology including mathematical 

models and selection of the appropriate statistical analyses for post-collection processing 

and interpretation.  The mathematical models and methodology must be fit for purpose, 

robust, and be applicable to a range of materials.  Post-collection, the data has to be 

processed and evaluated for precision within the new analytical tool.  Also to validate an 

instrument’s capabilities, the data must be checked for accuracy against the industry 

“gold” standard as a reference for comparison.  

The overall goal of this dissertation was to follow these principles and to develop the 

atomic force microscope as an analytical method capable of an all-encompassing solution 

to surface energy measurement.  The two criteria selected for verifying the correct choice 

in mathematical models and physicochemical assumptions were trend matching between 

contact angle measurements and the extension of models developed on inert surfaces to 

crystalline materials.  Additionally, the AFM methodology and components were 

rigorously evaluated to increase the precision of the measurements.  The methodology 

was developed so there would be good control over environmental conditions and the 

AFM tips.  Scanning parameters were evaluated to establish repeatability of the 

measurements.  The repeated measures mixed model allowed for the use of multiple 

samples and tips in the data collection, challenging the development of the AFM.  

Developmental work was performed on mica and graphite, which are inert, flat, 
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homogeneous materials.  The use of these samples served as an approximation of an ideal 

test case, thereby allowing for direct identification of the error inherent with the 

instrument.  With this information in hand, it was possible to extend the AFM’s use to 

more complicated systems, systems in which IGC and contact fall short for the 

measurement of surface energy, such as crystalline surfaces.  The limitations of IGC and 

contact angle for surface energy measurements necessitated the exploration of a different 

analytical technique, one in which individual crystalline surfaces could be selectively 

resolved and investigated in their native growth environments.  In conclusion, the 

research presented in this dissertation has helped to advance the understanding between 

lab-bench theory and potential industrial implementation for the AFM.  This work offers 

a concise yet comprehensive review of surface energetics, setting the stage for 

pharmaceutical scientists to more effectively estimate, predict, and control the physical 

behaviors of their final drug products. 

At the conclusion of this dissertation, consideration must be given to the studies that 

could be pursued to further the development and use of the atomic force microscope.  The 

two overall goals of this project were to develop the AFM so that it could be a better 

method for surface energy evaluation and then to apply this methodology to investigate 

surface energy of crystals in various growth environments.  However, the success of the 

AFM was limited to the effectiveness of the contact angle method.  The contact angle 

method did not provide meaningful results in the ideal case of mica.  The surface energy 

results also varied when AFM vapor measurements were performed in a controlled 

environment, illustrating another limitation with the contact angle method.    Therefore, it 

was concluded that other studies on an intermediate surface could be performed to 
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evaluate the applicability of the AFM for surface energy investigation.  With a stronger 

foundation in the methodology, more crystalline surfaces and environments can be 

investigated without needing a supplemental method and results to corroborate the AFM 

data.   

The AFM should also not be limited to force measurements.  In the pharmaceutical 

industry as well as academia, there are other applications and modules being developed to 

further the use of the AFM.  One application is nanoindentation to determine mechanical 

properties on a small scale.  Nanoindentation has been used to measure the hardness of 

tablets, the coating wear durability of tables, and the coating thickness of tablets.  It has 

also been used to measure the elastic modulus of thin films.  Knowing the hardness of a 

solid dispersion or a multiparticule sphere will help a formulator and an analyst 

understand the performance of a prototype because the hardness can affect the 

compactability, dissolution, and overall bioperformance of a solid dosage form.   

The AFM in conjunction with Raman microscopy has been used to evaluate the physical 

stability of solid dispersion, specifically evaluating the interaction of an active 

pharmaceutical ingredient (API) with a polymer.  Using a temperature stage, the solid 

dispersion can be heated passed the glass transition temperature and then cooled to 

evaluate for phase separation.  Knowing the physical stability of a solid dispersion is 

critical for pharmaceutical formulations.  Any detection of phase separation can indicate 

poor miscibility or interaction of the API and polymer.  It is critical to show at ICH 

(International Conference on Harmonisation) conditions that the enabled formulation is 

stable.  Any observation that the API has crystallized will immediately eliminate that 

prototype for further development.  
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While the AFM will become more applicable for many other scientific areas, the 

instrument requires that the operator receive a rigorous amount of training.  The 

repeatability for any of its applications is its largest drawback. Furthermore, it takes a 

considerable amount of time and effort to obtain meaningful results.  Thus, these 

disadvantages keep the AFM from breaking through to the forefront of research.  
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Appendix 1 - Report Generation for Calculation of Spring 
Constant 
 

Instructions 
% Inputs 
 
    % freqs = [a:b], region of the spectrum containing resonance peak for integration, start 
with ([1010:1250]) 
    % option = 1, for moving boxcar 
    % option = 2 for trapezoidal integration 
    % option = 3 for a cubic spline fit 
    % option = 4 for savitzky-golay filtering (5-point default) 
    % bxcrpts is the number of points to use when smoothing 
    % liquid = 0, for air measurement 
    % liquid = 1, for liquid measurement 
 
% Outputs 
 
    % ft = All FT results (127 x 4096 matrix) 
    % ave = average FT results (1 4096 matrix) 
    % k = The calculated value for spring constant (scalar) 
    % fs1 = x-axis for frequency plot (1 x 4096) 
    % z = peak area in m^2 
    % peakarea1 = peak area in nm^2 
 
% Example 
 
    % To run in publisher mode: 
        % Enter in the command line: 
            % freqs = 1100:1230; option = 3; bxcrpts = 15; liquid= 0; 
            % afmSpringConstant 
    % To run in function mode: 
        % Replace top line of this function with: 
            % function [ft,ave,k,fs1,z,peakarea] = 
afmSpringConstant(freqs,option,bxcrpts,liquid); 
        % Enter in the command line: 
            % [ft,ave,k,fs1,z,peakarea] = afmSpringConstant([1140:1230],3,15,0); 
 
Import the file 
clc 
[filename pathname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'MultiSelect', 'on'); 
fid = [pathname filename]; 
newData1 = importdata(fid); 
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% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
for i = 1:length(vars) 
    assignin('base', vars(i), newData1.(vars(i))); 
end 
input = newData1.data; 
 
Divide the file into equal spaced intervals 
x = 1:2048:262144; 
x = x(1:127); 
y = 4096:2048:262144; 
fs = (1:1/4.19678:62464); 
 
Calculate the FFT and Complex Conjugate of the Spectra 
for i = 1:127; 
    %f = fft(input(x(i):y(i)),4096); 
    inputtemp = input(x(i):y(i))-mean(input(x(i):y(i))); 
    f = abs(fft(inputtemp)*2)/4096; 
    ft(i,:) = f.*(f); 
end 
 
Average the FFTs to obtain one power spectrum 
[nrows,ncols] = size(ft); 
for i = 1:ncols; 
    ave(:,i) = sum(ft(:,i)); 
end 
ave = ave/nrows; 
 
fs1 = fs(1:64:end); 
 
if liquid == 0; % use if air 
 
Integrate the resonant frequency 
    if option == 1; 
        ave = bxcar(ave,bxcrpts); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 2; 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 3; 
        [values,p] = csaps(fs1,ave,0.000001,fs1); 
        z = trapz(values(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 4; 
        ave = smooth(ave,25,'sgolay',2); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    end 
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elseif liquid == 1;    % use if liquid 
 
Integrate the resonant frequency 
    if option == 1; 
        ave = bxcar(ave,bxcrpts); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 2; 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 3; 
        [values,p] = csaps(fs1,ave,0.000001,fs1); 
        z = trapz(values(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 4; 
        ave = smooth(ave,25,'sgolay',2); 
        [x,ind] = max(ave(freqs)); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs(ind:end))); 
        z = 2*z; 
    end 
 
end 
 
Convert the integration to m^2 from nm^2 
peakarea1 = z*0.000000001*0.000000001; 
kb = 0.0000000000000000000000138; 
T = 298; 
 
Calculate spring constant, k 
k = kb*T/peakarea1; 
disp('File ID = ') 
fid 
disp('Spring Constant = ') 
k 
if liquid == 1; 
    disp('Max Frequency = ') 
    freqs(ind) 
end 
 
% Plot the resonant peak 
 
% Create figure 
figure1 = figure; 
 
% Create axes 
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',16); 
box(axes1,'on'); 
hold(axes1,'all'); 
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% Create plot 
plot(fs1(1080:1280),ave(1080:1280),'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','Color',[1 0 0]); 
 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel(('Frequency (kHz)'),'FontSize',16); 
 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel(('PSD (m^2)'),'FontSize',16); 
 
File ID =  
 
fid = 
 
F:\AFM_Experiments\2nd Measurements of Tip 1\tip1_13 
 
Spring Constant =  
 
k = 
 
    0.06 
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Appendix 2 - Matlab code for Calculation of Spring Constant 
 
%% Instructions 
  
% Inputs 
     
    % freqs = [a:b], region of the spectrum containing resonance peak 
for integration, start with ([1010:1250]) 
    % option = 1, for moving boxcar 
    % option = 2 for trapezoidal integration 
    % option = 3 for a cubic spline fit 
    % option = 4 for savitzky-golay filtering (5-point default) 
    % bxcrpts is the number of points to use when smoothing 
    % liquid = 0, for air measurement 
    % liquid = 1, for liquid measurement 
  
% Outputs 
  
    % ft = All FT results (127 x 4096 matrix) 
    % ave = average FT results (1 4096 matrix) 
    % k = The calculated value for spring constant (scalar) 
    % fs1 = x-axis for frequency plot (1 x 4096) 
    % z = peak area in m^2 
    % peakarea1 = peak area in nm^2 
  
% Example 
  
    % To run in publisher mode: 
        % Enter in the command line: 
            % freqs = 1100:1230; option = 3; bxcrpts = 15; liquid= 0; 
            % afmSpringConstant 
    % To run in function mode: 
        % Replace top line of this function with:  
            % function [ft,ave,k,fs1,z,peakarea] = 
afmSpringConstant(freqs,option,bxcrpts,liquid); 
        % Enter in the command line: 
            % [ft,ave,k,fs1,z,peakarea] = 
afmSpringConstant([1140:1230],3,15,0); 
  
  
%% Import the file 
clc 
[filename pathname] = uigetfile('*.*', 'MultiSelect', 'on'); 
fid = [pathname filename]; 
newData1 = importdata(fid); 
  
% Create new variables in the base workspace from those fields. 
vars = fieldnames(newData1); 
for i = 1:length(vars) 
    assignin('base', vars(i), newData1.(vars(i))); 
end 
input = newData1.data; 
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%% Divide the file into equal spaced intervals 
x = 1:2048:262144; 
x = x(1:127); 
y = 4096:2048:262144; 
fs = (1:1/4.19678:62464); 
  
%% Calculate the FFT and Complex Conjugate of the Spectra 
  
for i = 1:127; 
    %f = fft(input(x(i):y(i)),4096); 
    inputtemp = input(x(i):y(i))-mean(input(x(i):y(i))); 
    f = abs(fft(inputtemp)*2)/4096; 
    ft(i,:) = f.*(f); 
end 
  
%% Average the FFTs to obtain one power spectrum 
[nrows,ncols] = size(ft); 
for i = 1:ncols; 
    ave(:,i) = sum(ft(:,i)); 
end 
ave = ave/nrows; 
  
fs1 = fs(1:64:end); 
  
if liquid == 0; % use if air 
    %% Integrate the resonant frequency 
    if option == 1; 
        ave = bxcar(ave,bxcrpts); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 2; 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 3; 
        [values,p] = csaps(fs1,ave,0.000001,fs1); 
        z = trapz(values(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 4; 
        ave = smooth(ave,25,'sgolay',2); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    end 
  
elseif liquid == 1;    % use if liquid 
    %% Integrate the resonant frequency 
    if option == 1; 
        ave = bxcar(ave,bxcrpts); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 2; 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 3; 
        [values,p] = csaps(fs1,ave,0.000001,fs1); 
        z = trapz(values(freqs)); 
    elseif option == 4; 
        ave = smooth(ave,25,'sgolay',2); 
        [x,ind] = max(ave(freqs)); 
        z = trapz(ave(freqs(ind:end))); 
        z = 2*z; 
    end     
end 
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%% Convert the integration to m^2 from nm^2 
  
peakarea1 = z*0.000000001*0.000000001; 
kb = 0.0000000000000000000000138; 
T = 298; 
  
%% Calculate spring constant, k 
k = kb*T/peakarea1; 
disp('File ID = ') 
fid 
disp('Spring Constant = ') 
k 
if liquid == 1; 
    disp('Max Frequency = ') 
    freqs(ind) 
end 
  
% Plot the resonant peak 
  
% Create figure 
figure1 = figure; 
  
% Create axes 
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',16); 
box(axes1,'on'); 
hold(axes1,'all'); 
  
% Create plot 
plot(fs1(1080:1280),ave(1080:1280),'Marker','.','LineStyle','none','Col
or',[1 0 0]); 
  
% Create xlabel 
xlabel(('Frequency (kHz)'),'FontSize',16); 
  
% Create ylabel 
ylabel(('PSD (m^2)'),'FontSize',16); 
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